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Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) devices and fabrication techniques have
enabled tremendous technological advancements in a short period of time. In recent decades transistor
scaling has enabled us to fit into our pockets what would be considered a supercomputer a few
decades ago. However, as we approach the physical limits of scaling, the question frequently asked
is: What is the future of CMOS? Sustaining increased transistor densities along the path of Moore’s
Law has become increasingly challenging with limited power budgets, interconnect bandwidths,
and fabrication capabilities. In the last decade alone, transistors have undergone significant design
makeovers; from planar transistors of 10 years ago, technological advancements have accelerated to
today’s FinFETs, which hardly resemble their bulky ancestors. FinFETs could potentially take us to the
5-nm node, but what comes afterwards? From gate-all-around devices to single electron transistors
and two-dimensional semiconductors, a torrent of research is being carried out in order to design the
next transistor generation, engineer the optimal materials, improve the fabrication technology, and
properly simulate future devices.

There are 13 papers published in this Special Issue, covering recent advances in research aspects
related to transistor miniaturization, including process and device simulation as well as novel transistor
designs and innovative working principles for future transistor technologies. Two reviews are
included in this Special Issue, covering technology computer aided design (TCAD) process and
device simulations. To enable high performance TCAD and accelerated simulations, alternative
meshing strategies are sought after, another topic addressed herein. High performance TCAD is
indispensable for the design of future transistor structures. The sophistication and physical accuracy
of the semiconductor models which are used today have reached unprecedented levels, allowing
researchers to predict the best candidates for next generation devices without ever stepping foot
into a fabrication facility. Using semiconductor TCAD, several authors in this Special Issue have
proposed and analyzed different transistor materials and geometries. These include transistors based
on ferroelectric materials, those based on 2D semiconductors, semi-floating-gate synaptic transistors
(SFGSTs), and drain-engineered InGaN heterostructure tunnel FETs (TFETs). Furthermore, several
groups have successfully used TCAD to optimize existing structures including SOI MOSFETs, SiGe
tunnel FETs, n-channel MOSFETs, and silicon nanowire (SiNW) transistors, These novel transistor
geometries and materials require a complex combination of processing steps, which can lead to
significant variation in the geometry and ultimately operation of real-world devices. The variability
and variation in advanced three-dimensional devices such as FinFETs and stacked nanowires, as well
as future gate-all-around (GAA) structures has been addressed by researchers in this Special Issue. In
the following, we summarize the individual contributions in this Special Issue, starting with the two
reviews followed by 11 scientific research manuscripts.

Klemenschits et al. [1], in their review, summarize methods used to pattern modern gate stacks,
which are no longer a single metal or polysilicon layer, but rather a complex stack of materials which
must be carefully patterned to create the gate contact. A review of methods used for topography
simulations is given therein, including a discussion on the use of explicit and implicit methods to
define surfaces during process simulations. Ultimately, the authors describe the methods which made
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possible the recent advances in the modeling of gate stack patterning using advanced geometries.
Enhanced capabilities of today’s simulators and algorithms which accelerate simulation times have
been the backbone for allowing modern TCAD to reach such a sophistication to enable the types of
research presented in several papers in this Special Issue. In [2], Gnam et al. describe an algorithm they
developed in order to accelerate flux calculations when performing process simulations, an essential
component of modern process TCAD. With their method they obtained speedups of up to eight times
while keeping surface deviations below 3%, ensuring that the simulations retain the high quality and
accuracy expected from TCAD models. In the second review in this Special Issue, thin film transistors
are addressed. TFTs have recently shown broad potential in applications from RFID tags, logical
calculations, and many more. In order to enable circuit simulations with TFTs, fully physical models
are not convenient, which is why compact models are indispensable. Lu et al. [3] provide a review
of existing compact models for TFTs with different active layers while paying special attention to
surface-potential-based compact models of silicon-based TFTs. Ultimately, the review authors propose
models which provide accurate circuit-level performance predictions and RFID circuit designs.

Furthermore, Hueting [4], who analyzed current research into ferroelectric transistors. This
research field looks at employing ferroelectric materials to obtain positive feedback in the gate control
of a switch. The two device architectures analyzed are the NC-FET and the π-FET. The author showed
that while the NC-FET shows better performance in terms of subthreshold swing and on current, the
π-FET offers a much higher speed of operation. Ultimately a hybrid solution is proposed using a
ferroelectric material with a high piezocoefficient. Chang et al. [5] have studied two-dimensional (2D)
field effect transistors (FETs) based on indium selenide (InSe), noting that remote phonon and Fröhlich
interaction plays a comparatively major role in determining electron transport in InSe. Cho et al. [6]
demonstrate a semi-floating-gate synaptic transistor (SFGST) for energy-efficient hardware-driven
neuromorphic systems. The authors utilize a poly-Si semi-floating gate and a SiN charge-trap layer
which is charged by a tunneling FET which is embedded between the channel and the drain junction.
The design is intended to operate as fast as the human brain with low power consumption and high
integration density. Duan et al. [7] propose a drain engineered InGaN heterostructure field effect
transistor (DE-HTFET) which uses an additional metal on the drain region to modulate the energy
band near the drain/channel interface. Their design showed a reduction in the subthreshold swing by
53.3% and a doubling of ION compared to nonpolar DE-HTFETs.

In order to improve the performance of inversion-channel and buried-channel SOI MOSFETs,
Omura [8] looks at their low-frequency noise behavior at sub-100 nm channel widths. The author
proposes models which explain why the low-frequency noise in the buried channel MOSFET is
primarily influenced by interface traps near the top of the surface of the SOI layer and not the traps
near the bottom surface of the SOI. Yang et al. [9] proposed a TFET using SiGe source and drain regions
which increase the ESD failure current by 17% compared to conventional Si source/drain TFETs.
Simulation studies such as this one are essential in optimizing devices without costly fabrication
and laboratory measurements. Wang et al. [10] proposed a novel Z-gate n-channel MOSFET layout
to improve its radiation tolerance. The novel layout can be radiation-hardened with a fixed charge
density at a shallow trench isolation of 3.5 × 1012 cm−2 while offering a small footprint and small
gate capacitance when compared to the enclosed gate layout. In [11] Jiang et al. propose a method
for phosphorus doping in SiNW using plasma in order to improve the electrical characteristics of the
nanowire. The method showed a positive effect on wires with diameters down to 5 nm and improves
the ION/IOFF ratio.

Variability in device performance is another aspect of novel and miniaturized designs which must
be addressed if the design is ever to make the leap from theoretical feasibility to industrial relevance.
Lorenz et al. [12] examine the statistical and systematic process variations in three-dimensional
nanoscale devices such as FinFETs and stacked nanowire transistors. The authors demonstrate the
achievements and feasibility of a full simulation of the impact of relevant systematic and stochastic
variations on advanced devices and circuits. In [13], Lee et al. used TCAD in order to study the
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impact of variability on the next generation SixGe1−x channel gate-all-around (GAA) nanowire metal
MOSFETs by looking at the effects of random discrete dopants, line edge roughness, and metal gate
granularity. After generating 7200 transistor samples and performing 10,000 quantum transport
simulations, a statistical analysis is performed, revealing metal gate granularity as the dominant
variability source which should be considered.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors for submitting exceptional and
highly relevant research papers to this Special Issue. We would also like to sincerely thank all the
reviewers who took precious time to carefully examine and help improve the quality of all submitted
papers. Peer review is an essential component of good science and they deserve recognition for the
success of this Special Issue. It is our sincere hope that the results provided in this Special Issue prove
useful to scientists and engineers who find themselves at the forefront of this rapidly evolving field.
Now, more than ever, it is essential to look for solutions to find the next disrupting technologies
which will allow for transistor miniaturization well beyond Silicon’s physical limits and the current
state-of-the-art.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Incorporation of Phosphorus Impurities in a Silicon
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Abstract: Silicon nanowire (SiNW) is always accompanied by severe impurity segregation and
inhomogeneous distribution, which deteriorates the SiNWs electrical characteristics. In this paper, a
method for phosphorus doping incorporation in SiNW was proposed using plasma. It showed that
this method had a positive effect on the doping concentration of the wires with a diameter ranging
from 5 nm to 20 nm. Moreover, an SiNW transistor was assembled based on the nanowire with a
5 nm diameter. The device’s ION/IOFF ratio reached 104. The proposed incorporation method could
be helpful to improve the effect of the dopants in the silicon nanowire at a nanometer scale.

Keywords: doping incorporation; plasma-aided molecular beam epitaxy (MBE); segregation;
silicon nanowire

1. Introduction

Semiconductor nanowire (NW) shows potential for its application as a fundamental building
block for nano-electronic and nanophotonic devices. It also offers substantial promise for integrated
nanosystems [1–3]. The transistors based on the nanowires are attracting increasing attention due to
their potential applications in electronics and biomolecule detection [4]. Until now, many works on the
transistors assembled using semiconductor nanowires [3–6] have been reported. Promising device
characteristics, such as high hole/electron mobilities, large ON-currents, large ION/IOFF ratio, and
good subthreshold swings, are shown on the fabricated devices [1–3].

Among the proposed various nanowires, silicon nanowire (SiNW) is considered as the most
promising candidate as it shows excellent characterizations, and it is compatible with the main-stream
technology of the integrated circuit. For a transistor based on silicon nanowire to be used in a
modern integrated circuit, its size should be scaled down continuously while keeping its electrical
characteristics. In this way, the silicon nanowire transistor could be a strong candidate as the building
block for an advanced integrated circuit to follow the Moore’s Law in the Post-Moore Era [3,7]. A silicon
nanowire transistor with a smaller diameter can have a higher density, smaller capacitance, more
transconductance, and controllability of the gate voltage on drain current. Thus, it is meaningful to
explore the SiNW transistor with a smaller diameter.

However, there are some unsolved problems encountered during the miniaturization process.
One of the key issues is the doping incorporation in the nanowire. Based on the experimental results
in Reference [8], the conductivity of the doped SiNW with diameter of less than 20 nm is much lower
than the predicted conductivity based on the actual doping concentration. This means part of the
impurities in the wire are not incorporated when the diameter of the SiNW is smaller than 20 nm.
Some theories were proposed to explain the discrepancy [9–12], where the basic ideas included the
influences of the doping profiles [9], surface states [10,11], and diameter variation [12] of the thin

Micromachines 2019, 10, 127; doi:10.3390/mi10020127 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines4
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wire. For example, it was demonstrated that the surface state of the nanowire was very sensitive
to the variation of the diameter along the length direction of the nanowire. Thus, the surface state
was influenced by the diameter. Then, the carrier concentration and carrier’s lifetime were changed
accordingly [11]. Mikael et al. [13] reported the direct observation of the influence of the segregation
of the impurities in the silicon nanowire. An abrupt decrease of the free charge carrier concentration
was observed on the nanowire with a diameter smaller than 15 nm. Therefore, the deterioration in
the effective carrier concentration of the nanowire with a diameter in tens nanometers was a severe
problem, which could influence the characteristics of the SiNW transistor at a nanometer scale.

Until now, only a few works on how to incorporate the impurity atoms in silicon nanowires
were reported. Some researchers used the annealing method to incorporate the impurities into the
nanowires by tuning the interface states [14,15]. In this paper, a plasma-assisted molecular beam
epitaxial (MBE) method was proposed for the preparation of the nanowires with a diameter varied
from 5 nm to 20 nm. It was demonstrated that the plasma could help to increase the conductivities of
the doped nanowires. The SiNW transistor with 5 nm diameter was fabricated based on the prepared
nanowire and it showed good characteristic results.

2. Materials and Methods

The growth system was a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) apparatus (Riber 32), with a base
pressure below 5 × 10−11 Torr, including electron-beam guns for the evaporation of Au and Si, as
well as a substrate heater. A radio frequency plasma source was equipped to assist the growth of the
nanowires. The growth substrate was boron-doped Si (111) wafer. It was cleaned in a hot acetone bath
for 10 min and subsequently etched in a NH4OH: H2O2:H2O (1:1:5) solution for 10 min at 70 ◦C, and
then dipped in a HF:H2O (1:5) solution for 10 s. After the cleaning process, the wafer was loaded onto
a sputtering system. Silicon wafer was ion bombarded in the system. The substrate was irradiated
with 120 keV Ar ions. Energy of 120 keV was chosen because the projected range of the ions with
such energy created a 2-nm roughness on the surface. The generated roughness was helpful for the
formation of the Au droplets. The sizes of the Au droplets would determine the diameters of the
grown silicon nanowires afterwards. The periodic rough surface can lead to a good templating of
Au droplets.

After the sputtering, the substrate was loaded onto the MBE system. The silicon substrate was
annealed in an ultra-high vacuum at 925 ◦C for 15 min, to obtain an oxygen-free surface. The 7 × 7
reconstruction was obtained after annealing of the substrate, as checked by low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED). The temperature of the substrate was controlled by a thermocouple, as well as
a pyrometer.

Au film was deposited at a substrate at room temperature, with a thicknesses between 1 nm and
1.2 nm as measured by a quartz monitor. After that, the temperature was increased to 525 ◦C. The
technique utilizing spontaneous dewetting can engineer patterns in soft materials on the nanometer
scale, without the conventional lithographic process [14]. The sizes of the formed Au droplets were
not uniform because of the existence of the roughness of the silicon substrate. Given the diameters of
the grown nanowires depended on the sizes of the Si–Au alloy droplets, the silicon nanowires with
different diameters were grown simultaneously on the same substrate.

During the SiNW growth, constant Si flux amounted to 4.7 Å/s. A solid phosphorus source with
99.9995% purity was used, where the concentration was related to the source’s temperature. Based
on the calibrated method by Pratyush, et al. [15], the source temperatures were monitored between
900–1200 ◦C to obtain concentrations varying from 1 × 1016 cm−3 to 1 × 1019 cm−3. The evaporation
time lasted for 1.8 h.

For the convenience of comparison, two groups of samples with diameters from 5 nm to 20 nm
were prepared. Group A was grown with plasma-assistance while group B was without plasma.
Except the plasma, the other parameters during the growth of the two sets of the SiNWs were all the
same. The plasma source was 250 W radio frequency (RF) power, with a frequency of 13.56 MHz.
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In this way, the two groups of samples were prepared using the same conditions, except that group A
was with plasma assistance while the group B was without plasma. After the substrates were loaded
out, the gold caps on the top of the grown SiNWs were removed using an aqueous solution of KI
and I2.

3. Results

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) are shown in Figure 1. A bunch of the grown SiNWs can be seen clearly,
with diameters from 5 nm to 20 nm, as shown in Figure 1a. The TEM image in Figure 1b shows the
grown nanowire with a single-crystalline structure and vertically along the <111> crystalline direction.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photograph of the grown silicon nanowires (SiNWs).
Diameters are varied from 5 nm to 20 nm. The scale bar is 100 nm. (b) Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) photograph of the silicon nanowire, showing its crystal structure in the <111> direction. The
scale bar is 2 nm.

The prepared SiNWs were put into ethanol for ultrasonic dispersion. Afterwards, the wires were
transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate. Multiple electrical contacts as shown in Figure 2 were used for
characterization of the prepared wires.

 
Figure 2. Image of the electrical contacts of the prepared SiNW. Scale bar is 500 nm.

Characterizations were conducted to obtain the resistivities with diameters from 5 nm to 20 nm for
both groups (A and B), corresponding to the different concentrations, as shown in Figure 3. It could be
clearly observed that the resistivities of the SiNWs in group A, with plasma assistance during growth,
were much lower than those in the group B without plasma assistance. For group B, the resistivities
remained at almost the same level from 20 nm to 13 nm with different doping concentrations. However,
for the wires smaller than 12 nm, the resistivities increased dramatically, corresponding to the decrease
of the number of the incorporated carriers. When the diameters were smaller than 8 nm, the resistivities
of group B were unreadable, as is not shown in Figure 3. The results coincide with other reported
results [13,16–18]. Theoretical explanations on this phenomenon could be attributed to quantum
confinement [16], surface segregation of dopants [17], or ionization energy due to a dielectric mismatch
at the wire surface [18]. With the diameter decreasing, there will be an increased possibility of the
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occurrence of surface depletion of charge carriers due to interface states, trapped charges, changeable
mobilities, and a size-dependent incorporation of dopants during growth. Therefore, the amount of
the incorporated dopants in the SiNW could be decreased [13].

 
Figure 3. The measured resistivities of the SiNWs with different diameters for groups A and B.
(a) ND = 1 × 1016 cm−3; (b) ND = 7 × 1016 cm−3; (c) ND = 2 × 1017 cm−3; (d) ND = 1 × 1018 cm−3;
(e) ND = 5 × 1018 cm−3; (f) ND = 1 × 1019 cm−3.

Compared with the results of group B, group A showed much better results, as shown in Figure 3.
For all the six different concentrations ranging from 1 × 1016 cm−3 to 1 × 1019 cm−3, the resistivities
always remained the same with the diameters changing from 20 nm to 10 nm. Slight increments
occured on the samples with diameters from 10 nm to 5 nm. This demonstrated that the segregation
effect was alleviated by using the plasma during growth. It was directly observed that the plasma
assistance could be helpful in incorporating the impurities in the SiNWs with diameters down to 5 nm.

The fabricated 5-nm SiNW was used to assemble the transistor. The source and drain electrodes
were defined by the lithography process. The grown SiNWs were transferred onto the electrodes using
Cui’s approach [1]. The metal contacts were evaporated on the electrodes. The naturally grown oxide
layer on the SiNWs can be used as the gate oxide.

Figure 4 shows the SEM photograph of the transistor, where the drain, source, and gate are
annotated. N.Singh et al. [7] showed the transistor with a diameter ≤5 nm using the top-down method.
In this study, the 5-nm SiNW transistor was fabricated using the “bottom-up” approach. The following
characterizations on the SiNW transistor were based on the prepared 5-nm-wire with 2 × 1017 cm−3

doping concentration.
Figure 5 shows the electrical properties of the IDS-VDS with different gate voltages ranging from

−0.5 V to 0.5 V. It shows a linear response characteristic of the IDS-VDS, indicating ohmic terminal
contacts. When VG = 0 V, the IDS-VDS curve is linear with a resistance of 2 MΩ. When VG > 0 V, the
IDS-VDS curves still remain linear, whereas the resistance decreases with the gate voltage rises. When
VG = 0.5 V, the resistance is 0.42 MΩ. Nonlinear relationships of the IDS-VDS exhibit at VG < 0. Thus, it
can be seen that the controllability of VG on the transistor is sensitive.
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Figure 4. SEM image of the 5 nm SiNW transistor. Scale bar is 1 μm.

Figure 5. IDS-VDS relationships of the 5 nm SiNW transistor with different VG voltages, ranging from
−0.5 V to 0.5 V.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the drain current versus the gate voltage (ISD-VG), with
VSD ranging from 5 mV to 50 mV. The inset shows the ISD-VG characteristic in an algorithm scale with
VSD = 50 mV. It can be clearly seen that the ION/IOFF ratio reaches 104.

Figure 6. ISD-VG relationship of the 5-nm SiNW transistor, with VSD sweeping from 5 mV to 50 mV.
Inset shows the algorithm relationship of ISD-VG when VSD = 50 mV, where the ION/IOFF ratio is 104.
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4. Discussion

The growing process is based on the ion bombardment on the silicon substrate. Roughness is
generated on the surface. Thus, the tension remains on the deposited Au layer. A post-annealing
step can help to generate nanosized Au-Si droplets. The following growth of the SiNWs is directly
influenced by the droplets. The diameters of the grown SiNWs are determined by the dimensions of the
droplets. As such precise control on the size of the droplets is critical for the grown SiNWs. Figure 1a
shows that the diameters of the grown NWs are randomly varied from 5 nm to 20 nm. This is helpful
for the experiment in this paper, since a several samples with different diameters can be prepared on
the same substrate at the same time, with the same conditions. For future application in integrated
circuits, it is important to uniformly prepare the SiNWs. To satisfy the mass production requirement,
an advanced ultrafine lithographic process can be adopted instead of the ion bombardment approach.

For the fabricated SiNW transistor, its gate oxide layer was grown naturally after the SiNW was
extracted from the MBE system. During the subsequent annealing and electrode deposition steps, the
oxide layer was gradually accumulated on the surface. To verify the quality of the oxide layer, the
leakage current was measured on the prepared 5-nm SiNW transistor. The result is shown in Figure 7,
showing the characteristics of the leakage current versus the gate voltage. Scanning was performed
from −0.5 V to 0.5 V. It can be seen that the leakage current was less than 0.1 nA, demonstrating the
quality of the oxide layer.

Figure 7. Leakage current versus gate voltage for the prepared SiNW transistor. Scanning was
performed from −0.5 V to 0.5 V.

To investigate the states of the trapped charges in the fabricated 5-nm SiNW transistor, the
hysteresis behavior was characterized on the device. Hysteresis is the shift in the threshold voltage
during the forward (+V to −V) and the reverse gate voltage sweep (−V to +V), at a constant drain
voltage bias. The trapping is typically manifested as hysteresis behavior during transistor IV scans.
Figure 8 shows the measured hysteresis loop of the transistor at the drain voltage VSD = 40 mV. The
threshold voltages in the down-sweep stage were higher than the voltages in the up-sweep stage,
suggesting the negative polarity of the trapped charges in the device. The trapping state scatters the
charge carriers, and hence it decreases the carrier mobility. Further research work on the trapped
charges is necessary to investigate the source and the locations in the device.
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Figure 8. Transfer characteristic of the 5-nm SiNW transistor, showing a hysteresis value of ~0.2 V at a
40 mV drain voltage.

The current of the assembled 5-nm SiNW transistor are at a nA scale, as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. There are obvious noises on the IV curves in Figure 6. The origin of the noises
is currently unclear. There were two possible sources of the noises, which included the experimental
set-up and the fabricated device. Further investigation should be conducted to clarify the origin and to
improve the quality of the transistor.

To investigate the doping densities of the grown nanowires, the capacitance-voltage technique [12]
was used to measure the doping profiles of the samples, with and without plasma assistance. The
20-nm SiNWs were used for the characterization. The results are shown in Figure 9, using the six
different doping densities. Four results were summarized as corresponding to one single doping
level, which included the chemical doping densities with plasma assistance (Line 1), the chemical
doping densities without plasma assistance (Line 2), the electrical doping densities with plasma
assistance (Line 3), and the electrical doping densities without plasma assistance (Line 4). It could
be seen that there were obvious discrepancies among the four lines for one single doping level. As
shown in Figure 9a, the doping level was ND = 1 × 1016 cm−3. For the nanowire prepared using
plasma assistance (Line 1), its chemical doping concentration on the surface was 1.2 × 1016 cm−3.
It drops at the center, to around 5 × 1015 cm−3. For the nanowire prepared without plasma assistance
(Line 2), its chemical doping concentration on the surface was 1 × 1016 cm−3. Its center density was
5 × 1014 cm−3. Comparing the data in Line 1 and Line 2, it could be seen that the plasma assistance
was helpful for the doping distribution, assisting the distribution more homogeneously. For the five
other doping concentrations, the same tendency could be found in which the chemical doping profiles
assisted by plasma showed more homogeneity than those without plasma assistance.

The actual electrical doping densities for the sample with ND = 1 × 1016 cm−3 are shown in
Figure 9a. Line 3 corresponds to the electrical doping profile with plasma. It showed the same
tendency as that of the chemical doping profile (Line 1). The surface concentration was higher than
that at the center. At the same position, the electrical density was smaller than the chemical density,
demonstrating that partial dopants were not involved in the electrical transportation. However, it
showed that the electrical doping concentrations with the plasma (Line 3) were obviously higher than
concentrations without plasma (Line 4). This means that the plasma was helpful in improving the
electrical doping concentrations in the grown SiNWs. The same conclusion could be made for the
other samples with different chemical concentrations, as shown in Figure 9b–f.
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Figure 9. Doping densities of the grown SiNWs with diameter 20 nm. Line “1” is the chemical
doping densities with plasma assistance. Line “2” is the chemical doping densities without plasma
assistance. Line “3” is the electrical doping densities with plasma assistance. Line “4” is the electrical
doping densities without plasma assistance. (a) ND = 1 × 1016 cm−3; (b) ND = 7 × 1016 cm−3;
(c) ND = 2 × 1017 cm−3; (d) ND = 1 × 1018 cm−3; (e) ND = 5 × 1018 cm−3; (f) ND = 1 × 1019 cm−3.

For the silicon nanowire, p- or n-type nanowires can be manufactured when suitable impurities
are doped in it. However, the question of how the electrical conductivity depends on the doping
level remains largely open. A prominent part of the doping atoms has been blocked because of the
existence of surface states, trapped charges, or defects, et al. [9,11]. The segregation of the doping
atoms appears more obvious when the diameter gets smaller. This means that the modulation of
the doping concentration on the nanowire’s conductivity is not as sensitive as anticipated. For the
potential application of SiNWs with a smaller diameter, the efficiency of the doping concentration on
the modulation of conductivity should be increased.

Most of the related works have used high impurity concentrations, even near or above the Mott
density corresponding to the metal–nonmetal transition in the bulk semiconductor [18]. However,
a high concentration could induce surface segregation. This may be one of the main reasons for
the low conductivity. In this paper, six different concentrations ranging from 1 × 1016 cm−3 to
1 × 1019 cm−3 were considered, in which the wide range of concentrations can help us to not only
observe the incorporation effect more clearly, but the surface segregation as well. The merits of this
approach have been verified because the conductivities of the nanowires can be measured at a medium
level with a smaller diameter.

The mechanism of the plasma assisted incorporation in this paper is still under investigation. The
measured doping profiles in Figure 9 show that the surface concentrations of the samples with plasma
assistance were higher than those without plasma assistance, indicating that the side wall conductance
was enhanced by the plasma. I. Amit et al. [19,20] and E. Koren et al. [21] found that the side wall
conductance significantly contributed to the conductivity of the nanowires. The results in this paper,
as shown in Figure 9, reveal one important contribution of the plasma on the doping profiles. That is,
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the surface profiles with plasma are improved in terms of the doping concentrations. The side wall
conductance of the SiNWs with plasma assistance, either the chemical concentrations or the electrical
concentrations, are both improved.

From the above results, two interesting conclusions can be reached. Firstly, a large part of the
doping impurities are incorporated into the wires using the plasma assisting method. A relative
number of the segregation atoms still exist because the calculated electron mobility was smaller
than that in the bulk material. However, the comparison between groups A and B showed obvious
improvements. Secondly, all the nanowires in group A had measurable conductivities, even down
to a 5 nm diameter. Therefore, the plasma assisting approach is effective in solving the impurity
segregation issue in small nanowires down to 5 nm [14]. In this paper, the transistor assembled with
5 nm SiNW using a bottom-up approach was demonstrated as showing good transistor characteristics.
Another 5 nm transistor based on the SiNW was reported by N. Singh et al. [7].

5. Conclusions

The method of growing SiNWs using plasma was reported in this paper. Different concentrations
ranging from 1 × 1016 cm−3 to 1 × 1019 cm−3 of the SiNWs with diameters from 5 nm to 20 nm
were fabricated and characterized. Compared with the SiNWs without plasma assistance, obvious
improvements in the conductivities could be observed in the SiNWs with plasma assistance. By
preparing the SiNW transistor based on the 5 nm nanowire, it showed good transistor characterizations.
The device’s ION/IOFF ratio can be as high as 104. This work is helpful for future work on SiNW
transistors with diameters in several nanometers.
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Abstract: A drain engineered InGaN heterostructure tunnel field effect transistor (TFET) is proposed
and investigated by Silvaco Atlas simulation. This structure uses an additional metal on the drain
region to modulate the energy band near the drain/channel interface in the drain regions, and increase
the tunneling barrier for the flow of holes from the conduction band of the drain to the valence band
of the channel region under negative gate bias for n-TFET, which induces the ambipolar current
being reduced from 1.93 × 10−8 to 1.46 × 10−11 A/μm. In addition, polar InGaN heterostructure
TFET having a polarization effect can adjust the energy band structure and achieve steep interband
tunneling. The average subthreshold swing of the polar drain engineered heterostructure TFET
(DE-HTFET) is reduced by 53.3% compared to that of the nonpolar DE-HTFET. Furthermore, ION

increases 100% from 137 mA/mm of nonpolar DE-HTFET to 274 mA/mm of polar DE-HTFET.

Keywords: drain engineered; tunnel field effect transistor (TFET); polarization; ambipolar; subthreshold;
ON-state

1. Introduction

Tunnel field effect transistors (TFETs) have been considered as attractive alternative replacements
to metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) for low power applications [1–3],
due to the conductive mechanism of band to band tunneling, realizing a steep subthreshold swing
(SS) (less than 60 mV/dec at room temperature), good immunity against Short Channel Effects (SCEs)
and high ON-state current (ION) to OFF-state current (IOFF) ratio (ION/IOFF) [1,4,5]. Although TFETs
have various benefits, there are still some problems to be solved, such as the ambipolar behavior [6,7],
low ON-state current (ION) [8], and less-than-idea SS. To solve these problems, different techniques
such as the use of high-k dielectric materials [9], heterojunction engineering [10–13], source pocket
based devices [14,15], junction-less concept based devices [16–18], and narrow bandgap materials
have been investigated to boost ION. Drain doping profile investigation [7], gate-drain electrode
gap control [19], the hetero-dielectric box concept [20], and heterojunction engineering have been
developed to restrain ambipolar behavior.

III Nitride is the direct bandgap semiconductor, and its bandgap can be modulated from 0.7 eV
(InN) to 6.2 eV (AlN), while the natural polarization effect will facilitate the formation of a steep
energy band at the tunneling junction of the heterostructure, inducing a steep tunneling junction, small
subthreshold swing and large ON-state current [21]. Recently, it has been reported that III Nitride
TFETs exhibit superior device characteristics, showing the great potential of the application in the low
power field [21–24]. However, the research on III Nitride TFET devices is just beginning, and it is
worth further study.

Micromachines 2019, 10, 75; doi:10.3390/mi10010075 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines14
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In this paper, the drain engineering method uses workfunction engineering on an additional
metal to modulate the energy band on the drain/channel interface in the drain regions and increase the
tunneling barrier for the flow of holes from the conduction band of the drain to the valence band of the
channel region under negative gate bias for n-TFET, which will reduce the ambipolar current of InGaN
heterojunction TFETs (HTFETs). In addition, the improvement mechanism of the polarization effect on
the subthreshold and ON-state characteristics of polar InGaN HTFETs are investigated at length.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the device structure, simulation
models and material parameters. Section 3 is dedicated to results and discussions, including the drain
engineered TFET used to suppress the ambipolar current of InGaN HTFET, and the performance
comparison and analysis of polar and nonpolar HTFETs. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper with
some important findings.

2. Device Structure and Simulation Parameters

Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional views of InGaN nonpolar heterostructure TFET (HTFET),
InGaN nonpolar drain engineered heterostructure TFET (DE-HTFET), and InGaN polar DE-HTFET,
respectively. The InGaN HTFET contains a source-side channel to improve the ON-state current and
reduce the subthreshold swing. This work has been reported in reference [24]. The channel length
(Lch) and the channel thickness (t) are set as 50 nm, and 10 nm, respectively. The drain metal and the
gate (LGD) are 100 nm. The gate dielectric material is Al2O3 with a thickness (tox) of 3 nm. The doping
concentrations in the source, the channel, and the drain region are p+ 9.9 × 1019 cm−3, n 1 × 1015 cm−3,
and n+ 1.2 × 1019 cm−3, respectively. The workfunction of gate metal is 5.1 eV. The proposed nonpolar
DE-HTFET contains an additional drain engineering metal with the length of 10 nm and a dielectric
thickness of 1.2 nm to modulate the energy band in the drain/channel region and finally reduce the
ambipolar current. Along with this, the polar DE-HTFET is proposed to modulate the energy band at
the source/channel tunneling junction, and will further improve the device characteristics.

L

L

t

t

L

1.2 nm

Figure 1. Cross-sectional views of the nonpolar (a) conventional, (b) drain engineered InGaN tunnel
field effect transistor (TFET), and (c) polar drain engineered InGaN TFET.
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Simulations are carried out using a 2D Silvaco Atlas simulator (5.19.20.R, Silvaco Inc., Santa Clara,
CA, USA) [25]. The nonlocal band to-band tunneling (BTBT) is incorporated in the simulation for
the calculation of the tunneling rate of charge carriers. The Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) carrier
recombination model, bandgap narrowing (BGN) model, constant low field mobility model, and
field-dependent mobility model at high electric fields are activated using the SRH, BGN and FLDMOB
parameters, respectively. The polarization effect in the polar TFET is simulated by a fixed polarization
charge at the heterojunction interface [26], and the density of polarization surface charge (σpol) will be
discussed in Section 3.2. Other material parameters used in the simulations are presented in Table 1.

In the electrical characteristics analysis below, ION is defined to be the drain current ID at VG = VD

= 1 V. The average sub-threshold swing (SSavg) is obtained from the ID-VG curve, it is given by

SSavg= (V TH−VOFF
)

/(logI VTH
−logIOFF

)
(1)

where the threshold voltage VTH is defined to be the gate voltage (VG) at current of 1 × 10−7 A/mm,
and VOFF is the gate voltage at ID of 10−18 A/mm.

Table 1. Material parameters used in simulations [21].

Parameters In0.75Ga0.25N In0.85Ga0.15N

Band gap Eg (eV) 1.1125 0.9265
Hole effective mass (m0) 0.295 0.273

Electron effective mass (m0) 0.1025 0.0895
Static dielectric constant εr 12.75 13.05

Electron mobility μe (cm2/Vs) 1050 1050
Hole mobility μh (cm2/Vs) 20 20

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Drain Engineered HTFET to Suppress Ambipolar Current

3.1.1. Impact of Drain Engineering Metal Position on Electrical Characteristic of DE-HTFET

Drain engineered HTFET using an additional drain engineering metal (M) to modulate the energy
band can increase the tunneling barrier for the flow of holes on the drain/channel interface, and reduce
the ambipolar current at the negative VG bias. The M position will obviously affect the electrical
characteristic of DE-HTFET. The following simulations are discussed with the different M position at
the M workfunction (ϕM) of 5.15 eV.

Figure 2 displays the I-V curves of HTFET without M and DE-HTFET with the different
gate to M space (LGM). HTFET without drain engineering metal shows an ambipolar current of
1.93 × 10−8 A/μm. Overall, Iambipolar of DE-HTFET by drain metal engineering has been obviously
reduced compared with that of HTFET without M. As LGM increases from 5 nm to 20 nm, Iambipolar
reduces firstly and then increases. At LGM of 15 nm, DE-HTFET obtains the smallest Iambipolar
(1.46 × 10−11 A/μm), while the ON-state current (ION) is almost not degraded.

To gain a better insight into the variation of Iambipolar and ION, energy band profiles for VG of
−1 V and 1 V are shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. Figure 3a shows the energy band of DE-HTFET
near the drain/channel junction at VG of −1 V. With drain metal engineering, the tunneling distance of
DE-HTFET at the negative gate bias is larger than that of HTFET. The tunneling distance of DE-HTFET
firstly increases and then decreases with the increase of LGM. DE-HTFET with LGM = 15 nm has the
largest tunneling distance in the LGM range from 5 nm to 20 nm. The larger tunneling distance will
contribute to a lower electric field (E) and thereby a smaller tunneling rate, as illustrated with Kane’s
formula [27]:

Ptun ∼ E2m1/2
r

E1/2
g

exp

(
−C2m1/2

r E3/2
g

E

)
, (2)
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where E is the electric field, C2 is a constant and mr is effective mass. This can well explain the variation
tendency of Iambipolar. Thus, DE-HTFET with LGM of 15 nm has the smallest Iambipolar. Figure 3b
shows the energy band of DE-HTFET at the ON-state (VG = VD = 1 V). It is obvious that LGM variation
has almost no influence over the tunneling distance at the source/channel junction, therefore ION

is almost not degraded. Considering the aforementioned factors, LGM of 15 nm is selected in the
following discussions.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Transfer characteristic of HTFET and DE-HTFET with varied LGM at VD of 1 V and ϕM of
5.15 eV, and (b) ambipolar current with different LGM extracted from the I-V curve.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Energy band diagram of DE-HTFET near the drain/channel tunneling junction with
LGM = 15 nm at VG of −1 V, VD of 1 V, and (b) Energy band diagram of DE-HTFET at ON-state.

3.1.2. Impact of Drain Engineering Metal Workfunction (ϕM) on Electrical Characteristic of DE-HTFET

In this section, in order to find the optimal drain engineering metal, the impacts of the various
of workfunction are studied in detail. The function of the drain engineering metal is to increase the
tunneling barrier of the drain/channel junction at the negative VG bias, so a relatively high work
function of the drain engineering metal may be a good choice. Here, electrical characteristics of
DE-HTFET with drain engineering metal ϕM = 5.0, 5.15, and 5.3 eV are simulated, respectively, and the
results are shown in Figure 4. Based on the results, it is indicated that Iambipolar presents an exponential
decrease trend with the increment of ϕM, and ION stays in the same level. However, there is also
a balance between Iambipolar and ION, that is to say, a higher workfunction is not always better. ION

also reduces with the increment of ϕM, although it is in the same level. As ϕM increases from 5.0 eV
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to 5.15 eV, ION decreases slightly. However, at ϕM of 5.3 eV, ION decreases significantly, which is
not desirable.

 

Figure 4. Transfer characteristic of DE-HTFET with various ϕM at VD of 1 V.

To gain a better insight into the variation of Iambipolar and ION, Figure 5 exhibits the energy band
diagram of DE-HTFET with ϕM = 5.0 eV and 5.3 eV for VG of −1 V and 1 V, respectively. Figure 5a
shows that the tunneling distance in the tunneling window for DE-HTFET with ϕM = 5.3 eV is larger
than that for DE-HTFET with ϕM = 5.0 eV, which results in the lower BTBT tunneling rate at the
drain/channel interface for DE-HTFET with higher ϕM, therefore, lower Iambipolar is obtained for
higher ϕM. Figure 5b shows the energy band profile at the ON-state. An energy peak is created near
the drain/channel interface, which will act as a barrier for electrons tunneling from the source to the
drain region at the positive bias [28]. Therefore, ION of DE-HTFET with ϕM = 5.3 eV significantly
degrades as shown in Figure 4. To make a trade-off between Iambipolar and ION, ϕM of 5.15 eV is
selected as the last choice.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Energy band diagram at the line 1 nm away from the interface of InGaN/Al2O3 for DE-HTFET
with ϕM = 5.0 eV and 5.3 eV as (a) VD = 1 V, VG = −1 V, and (b) VD = VG = 1 V.

3.2. Polar Heterostructure DE-HTFET to Improve Device Performances

The heterostructures in TFETs studied above are all along the nonpolar plane, so no polarization
charge exists at the interface of heterojunction. However, studies show that the polarization engineering
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in the III-nitride heterostructure can further adjust the energy band structure and achieve the interband
tunneling [21]. It needs the heterostructure growing along the c-axis. Because of spontaneous
polarization and piezoelectric polarization along the c-axis, large amounts of fixed polarization charge
can be induced at the heterojunction interface. The polarization charge generated by polarization
engineering can lead to a large internal electric field near the heterojunction interface, and increase the
tunneling rate. On the other hand, polarization also changes the energy structure near the tunneling
junction and helps improve TFET performance.

Herein, the polar and non-polar DE-HTFETs are compared. Figure 1c shows the schematic
diagram of polar DE-HTFETs. The growth direction is along [0001], that is, the negative direction of
X-axis in Figure 1. In this case, the polarization charge at the interface of III-Nitride heterojunction
will be taken into account in the simulations. In particular, the polarization charge near the tunneling
junction may have important effects on the device characteristics of InGaN DE-HTFET. By calculation,
the density of polarization surface charge (σpol) is −1.27134 × 1013/cm2 at the position of TJ, and
1.27134 × 1013/cm2 at the position of HJ. The negative value of σpol represents a negative polarization
charge, and vice versa.

The polarization changes the energy structure near the tunneling junction. Figure 6 shows that
the polar DE-HTFET has a steeper energy band near the tunneling junction, which facilitates the better
subthreshold and ON-state characteristics. Figure 7a displays the transfer characteristic of nonpolar
and polar DE-HTFETs at LGM of 15 nm and VD of 1 V. ID-VG curve indicates a smaller threshold
voltage for the polar DE-HTFET, which will be more beneficial to the low-power applications. Besides
this, the average subthreshold swing (SSavg) of the polar DE-HTFET is reduced by 53.3% compared to
that of the nonpolar DE-HTFET. Also, ION increases 100% from 137 mA/mm of nonpolar DE-HTFET
to 274 mA/mm of polar DE-HTFET. Figure 7b shows the point subthreshold swing (SSpoint) of TFETs
with different ID extracted from the ID-VG curve. Obviously, SSpoint of the polar DE-HTFET is smaller
than that of the nonpolar TFET at any ID value.

 

Figure 6. Energy band diagram in the thermal state.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Transfer characteristic and (b) point subthreshold swing for the nonpolar and polar InGaN
TFET at VD of 1 V.

To further investigate the mechanism of performance improvement for polar DE-HTFET, the
electric field and e-BTBT rate are discussed as follows. Figure 8a exhibits that the transverse electric
field intensity of the channel near the tunneling junction of polar DE-HTFET is higher than that of
the non-polar device under the effect of polarization at the ON-state. Therefore, the e-BTBT rate at
ON-state between the source and channel of the polar DE-HTFET is much larger than that of the
nonpolar DE-HTFET as shown in Figure 7b, which is consistent with Kane’s Formula (1). This is the
reason why the polar InGaN DE-HTFETs have the larger ION. On the other hand, the e-BTBT rate with
various of VG is shown in Figure 8b. When VG = 0 V, the tunneling rate of both TFETs is almost 0; when
VG increases to 0.1 V, the tunneling rate of polar DE-HTFET increases to 1.14 × 1029 cm−3s−1, however
the tunneling rate of non-polar DE-HTFET is only 4.49 × 1024 cm−3s−1. The significant increase of the
tunneling rate with the increase of VG for polar DE-HTFETs in the subthreshold region makes polar
DE-HTFETs have the lower subthreshold swing.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Electric field in the ON-state, and (b) electron tunneling rate with various VG.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a drain engineered InGaN HTFET is investigated by Atlas simulation in this paper.
Firstly, with the trade-off between Iambipolar and ION, Iambipolar is reduced from 1.93 × 10−8 A/μm of
DE-HTFET to 1.46 × 10−11 A/μm of HTFET by studying the impact of the drain engineering metal
position and workfunction on device performances. The decreased Iambipolar results from the energy
band modulation by the drain engineering metal and workfunction near the drain/channel junction
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in the drain region. Secondly, the polarization effect induces a large internal electric field near the
heterojunction interface, changes the energy structure near the tunneling junction, and helps improve
TFET performance. SSavg of the polar InGaN DE-HTFET is 8.4 mV/dec, which is reduced by 53.3%
compared to that of the nonpolar InGaN DE-HTFET. Also, ION increases 100% from 137 mA/mm of
nonpolar DE-HTFET to 274 mA/mm of polar DE-HTFET. Therefore, the structure of polar InGaN
DE-HTFET embodies much more promising in low power applications.
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Abstract: In this work, a study on a semi-floating-gate synaptic transistor (SFGST) is performed to
verify its feasibility in the more energy-efficient hardware-driven neuromorphic system. To realize
short- and long-term potentiation (STP/LTP) in the SFGST, a poly-Si semi-floating gate (SFG) and a
SiN charge-trap layer are utilized, respectively. When an adequate number of holes are accumulated
in the SFG, they are injected into the nitride charge-trap layer by the Fowler–Nordheim tunneling
mechanism. Moreover, since the SFG is charged by an embedded tunneling field-effect transistor
existing between the channel and the drain junction when the post-synaptic spike occurs after the
pre-synaptic spike, and vice versa, the SFG is discharged by the diode when the post-synaptic
spike takes place before the pre-synaptic spike. This indicates that the SFGST can attain STP/LTP
and spike-timing-dependent plasticity behaviors. These characteristics of the SFGST in the highly
miniaturized transistor structure can contribute to the neuromorphic chip such that the total system
may operate as fast as the human brain with low power consumption and high integration density.

Keywords: semi-floating gate; synaptic transistor; neuromorphic system; spike-timing-dependent
plasticity (STDP); highly miniaturized transistor structure; low power consumption

1. Introduction

In 2016, AlphaGo, one of the results of artificial intelligence (AI) won the Go game against
top-ranked Go players [1]. Because Go had been considered suitable only for humans, as it requires
not only intelligence but also experience, this achievement led to a media sensation. Why has AI
now attracted the public’s attention, and why has AI research become so active once again? One of
the reasons is the efficiency of the AI system. Currently, as AI technology develops, a method for
increasing operation speed by using a graphic card in parallel is being adopted [2]. Hence, although
the amount of necessary computation is large, replicating and mimicking activities that humans would
carry out for human mental activities have become possible. So far, these operations have been realized
in the software technologies in the von Neumann architecture. However, in order to imitate the human
brain with higher resemblance, which performs great deal of mental activities with very small amount
of power consumption, power efficiency should be considered more importantly now and in the future
calling for the hardware-driven neuromorphic system. In other words, efficiency should be supported
not only by algorithms but also by the hardware. In this respect, studies on neuromorphic chips that
integrate software and hardware are attracting particular interest [3–6].

Micromachines 2019, 10, 32; doi:10.3390/mi10010032 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines23
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In this study, we have focused on synaptic cells shown in Figure 1, which is thought to be closely
related to experiences in human mental activity and accumulation of them, as the element to imitate
the nervous system [7–10]. This biological motivation is projected to an electronic component, synaptic
transistor. In order to enable low-power and high-speed operations, a poly-Si semi-floating gate (SFG)
structure with a tunneling field-effect transistor is adopted for realizing short-term potentiation (STP),
and a SiN charge-trap layer is stacked on the SFG for realizing long-term potentiation (LTP) operation.
Further, we have obtained the spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) characteristic [11–13]. Finally,
we propose a novel synaptic device that has STP/LTP capabilities with STDP operation which are the
essential functions of the human biological synapse.

Figure 1. Biological nerve cell element targeted to imitate by the electron device in this work and its
mathematical representation.

2. Device Structure and Operation Schemes

Figure 2a shows the schematic of the proposed SFG synaptic transistor (SFGST) and its circuit
symbol representation. Although the proposed device is based on the integration of volatile and
nonvolatile memory components in a miniaturized transistor, write/erase operations are analogously
termed as potentiation and depression from the stance of new synaptic functions expected from the
proposed device. As shown in Figure 2b, the n+/n/p+ (drain/channel/SFG) junction is embedded for
low-power and high-speed potentiation by hole tunneling into the SFG. When the first and second
gates are negatively biased and the drain is positively biased, potentiation occurs as demonstrated in
Figure 2c. The device fabrication has full Si processing compatibility and higher mass producibility.
Hole tunneling takes place between the drain junction of the SFGST and the first gate by the
operation of a p-type tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET), by which holes are accumulated in
the SFG. This accumulation of holes in the SFG lowers the threshold voltage of the SFGST and
increases the channel conductivity eventually. These series of changes in carrier population and
potential distribution make up the potentiation process. When the biases on the two terminals
are reversed, the holes are discharged from the SFG by drift and diffusion due to the turn-on of
the diode part residing between the drain junction of the SFGST and the SFG. Equivalently, it
can be understood as electrons are charged in the SFG and the threshold voltage of the SFGST is
elevated. These series of carrier and potential redistributions make the depression process happen.
Figure 3 and Table 1 show the mesh structure and the device parameters of the simulated device
by technology computer-aided design (TCAD) [14]. The meshes are weaved more densely in the
SFG, nitride charge-trap layer, and near the tunneling sites for achieving higher accuracy in this
simulation. In order to obtain the TCAD simulation results with higher accuracy and credibility,
multiple physical models including Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling model, band-to-band tunneling
model, nitride charge-trap model, concentration-dependent generation-recombination model, and
concentration/temperature-dependent mobility models have been activated simultaneously for
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respective simulation tasks. The band-to-band tunneling model has been adjusted with the correction
factors empirically suggested by Hurks [15].

Figure 2. Device structure and potentiation process. (a) Aerial view of the proposed synaptic device
and its circuit symbol representation; (b) Cross-sectional view of the device; (c) Contour of hole current
density during the potentiation through band-to-band tunneling.

Figure 3. Mesh structure of the simulated device with notations of the terminals.

Table 1. Critical dimensions and process parameters in the designed semi-floating-gate synaptic
transistor (SFGST).

Region Length (nm) Thickness (nm) Doping Concen Tration (cm−3)

1st Gate 100 37 p-type 1 × 1020

2nd Gate 400 10 p-type 1 × 1020

SFG 400 10 p-type 1 × 1018

Source junction 100 20 n-type 1 × 1020

Channel 500 20 n-type 1 × 1017

Drain junction 100 20 n-type 1 × 1020

Gate oxide - 3 -
Tunneling oxide - 6 -

Nitride - 2 -
Blocking oxide - 6 -
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3. Synaptic Operation Characteristics

3.1. Short-Term and Long-Term Potentiation Operations

SFG is partially connected to the channel at the end unlike the commonly used floating gates
which is isolated from the channel. By using the SFG, holes can be easily stored by the tunneling
current and erased by the drift and diffusion mechanisms. Here, the holes accumulated in the SFG
region by proper operation voltages but vanish if there is no hold bias. This characteristic can be
adopted for realizing the STP operation. However, when input pulses are successively provided
before the holes vanish, the total charges in the SFG increase with time. The number of holes in
the SFG increases as the pulses with short time interval are successively applied and the number of
newly generated holes is larger than that of holes disappearing by either diffusion or recombination.
The higher energy states allowed in the SFG region were mostly vacant due to smaller occupation
probabilities since they are located in the tail region of the Fermi–Dirac distribution but now they are
occupied by the holes accumulated in a large number in the SFG. The holes in the higher energy states
have higher probability of Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling into the nitride charge-trap layer through
the tunneling oxide energy barrier deformed to a triangular shape under a high electric field. Thus, the
FN tunneling has the predominance in the region of large amount of holes accumulated in the SFG as
shown in Figure 4a. These characteristics make distinction between STP and LTP. Figure 4b shows the
actual results of the simulated total charges in the SFG (left) and nitride (right) regions after successive
potentiating pulses. Here, the charges in the specified regions identify the total net charges which have
been extracted by integration of current over a period of time for an operation. It should be reasonable
to have an individual look into the electron and hole densities in order to investigate the time-varying
amount of stored charges in case of conventional floating-gate (FG) memory devices. The proposed
device in this work equips an SFG but there should be conduction of electrons and hole into and out
of the floating gate according to the relation among potential distributions over the diode and TFET
regions linked to the floating gate. Thus, total net charge might make a more practical sense in this
case and Figure 4b conveys the total net charges vs. number of potentiation pulses. Here, a negative
value implies that the electrons have the predominance in population, and inversely, a positive one
reveals the predominance of holes. It is confirmed that more than three pulses are required for the
transition from STP to LTP at the bias condition of VGS1 = VGS2 = −1.5 V with a pulse width and
interval of 1 μs. It is expected that an increased number of pulses will be required for STP to transit
into LTP as the tunneling oxide (TO) becomes thicker. The hole current density after a specific number
of pulses is shown in Figure 5. Here, it is Figure 5 that qualitatively demonstrates the directions of
carrier movements over the short- and long-term potentiation processes. Holes are injected by the
operation of p-type TFET functional region near the drain for potentiation. The holes are injected
into the SFG and a part of them occupying higher energy states in the Fermi–Dirac distribution after
accumulation of significant amount of holes tunnel into the nitride layer.
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Figure 4. Total charges in the semi-floating gate (SFG) and the nitride regions. (a) Qualitative
explanation of required holes accumulated in the SFG region to meet the condition of increased
probability of injection into the nitride charge-trap layer by Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling; (b) Total
charges in the SFG (left) and nitride (right) regions after series of potentiating pulses as a function of
time obtained by technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulation.

 

Figure 5. Hole current density after successive potentiation pulses, VGS1 = VGS2 = −1.5 V. As the
number of pulses increases, the holes at the Fermi distribution tail accumulated in the SFG region see
the triangular energy barrier and become more probable for injection into the nitride by FN tunneling.

Figure 6a shows the hole distributions in the simulated synaptic transistor after 1 and
20 potentiation pulses are applied. The electric field across the blocking oxide, nitride charge-trap
layer, tunneling oxide, and SFG along the cutline A-A′ is investigated in Figure 6b. It is confirmed by
Figure 6a,b that the charge-trap layer between tunneling oxide and blocking oxide layers has relatively
larger population of holes injected from the SFG by tunneling. Consequently, the electric field across
the cutline is increased, with the reference at point A′, owing to the holes trapped in the nitride layer.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Pulse-number-dependent carrier distribution and electric field. (a) Distribution of hole
concentration in the SFG and nitride charge-trap layer and (b) electric field along the cutline A-A′ in
(a) after 1 and 20 potentiation pulses.

Figure 7 shows the retention characteristics under a constant read bias condition, VGS1 = VGS2 =
VDS = 0.5 V, after different numbers of pulses are provided. When the number of pulses is 0, 1,
and 3, the drain current decreases as time passes, and then, converges into the initial state due to
the semi-floating structural characteristic. In contrast, when the number of pulses is more than 3,
such as 10, 20, and 50, the drain current converges into a higher value than that of the initial state.
In particular, when the number of pulses exceeds 50, the current levels of STP and LTP are almost
the same. As previously mentioned, this is due to the trapped charges in the nitride layer and the
electric field repulsing the holes downward. Further, in both the short-term and long-term potentiation
cases, multi-level states can be realized. Hence, it is confirmed that SFGST can distinguish between
STP and LTP with multi-level current states, which is the essence for mimicking synaptic operation
which modulates the connectivity strength by frequencies. While performing the STP operations,
the accumulated holes vanish by recombination and diffusion conduction. When the holes are still
existing in the SFG, the threshold voltage of the SFGST is elevated and the sensing current increases
in accordance. On the other hand, the number of holes in the SFG decreases as time passes without
successive pulses with a short enough interval time and the sensing current goes back to the original
low level as the result. Thus, the pulse time shorter than times for recombination and travelling by
diffusion can only fluctuate the SFG potential and the sensing current. However, in the existence of a
large amount of holes accumulated in the SFG, without being provided with a long enough pulsing
time to be released from the SFG, the holes become very probable to occupy higher energy states, see
a lower effective energy barrier toward the nitride charge-trap layer, and can subsequently tunnel
into nitride even at a smaller tunneling electric field necessitating a small voltage. Once the holes are
trapped in the nitride, the sensing current is semi-permanently decided and invariant with time as
shown in Figure 7. The additional pulses under the LTP condition contribute to increasing the amount
of holes trapped in the nitride and determine the level of constant current, which eventually modulates
the electrical conductivity of the SFGST and presents the multi-level states.
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Figure 7. Retention characteristics under a constant read bias condition, VGS1 = VGS2 = VDS = 0.5 V
after potentiating operations with different numbers of potentiation pulses.

3.2. Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP)

In order to utilize the SFGST as a synaptic device capable of STDP operation, the array architecture
for realizing the artificial spike neural network (SNN) hardware based on the proposed SFGST device
with the full accommodation of the operation bias schemes needs to be proposed, as demonstrated in
Figure 8. Since the second gate and the drain are tied together, the device is operated as a three-terminal
device. Here, the operating condition that the biases of the first and the second gates are opposite to
each other makes it possible to operate the SFGST realizing the STDP behavior. Figure 9 shows the
simulated transient STDP characteristics of the SFGST for a single triangular spike. If the pre-neuron
signal comes in earlier than the post-neuron signal, the time difference has a positive value, and vice
versa. It is confirmed that the SFGST follows the Hebbian learning rule successfully. The change in
weight increases as |Δt| decreases, and decreases as |Δt| increases.

 

Figure 8. Array architecture for the artificial spike neural network (SNN) based on the proposed SFGST
device with the full accommodation of the developed bias schemes.

This can be also verified by Figure 10, which shows the variation in the threshold voltage by
the potentiated or depressed SFG. As briefly mentioned earlier, the variation in the threshold voltage
becomes larger as |Δt| gets larger. Finally, Figure 11 shows the simulated learning operations as a
function of number of potentiation pulses. From the results demonstrating that the given pre- and
post-neuron signals potentiate the SFGST making the distinction between STP and LTP, it is confirmed
that the designed SFGST is fully functional as a synaptic device.
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Figure 9. Simulated spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) characteristics of the SFGST after a
single triangular spike. Following the Hebbian learning rule [16], the synaptic change is determined
by Δt.

Figure 10. Variation in threshold voltage by the potentiated or depressed SFG. After two pulses are fed
with time difference (pre- and post-input signals), potentiation and depression take place under the
conditions of Δt > 0 and Δt < 0, respectively. The shorter time interval between the pre-and post-input
signals, the larger becomes the variation in the threshold voltage.

Figure 11. Simulated learning operations of the SFGST according to the number of potentiation pulses.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, a novel synaptic transistor featuring the semi-floating gate and charge-trap layer
has been proposed and designed, and its essential synaptic operations have been verified through
TCAD simulation. The SFGST performs both STP and LTP operations discriminable by the number
of potentiation pulses. Also, it is confirmed that multiple states, i.e., multiple conductance values
can be obtained in the LTP, which corresponds to modulation in the biological synaptic connectivity
representing the synaptic weight. Based on the STP and LTP operation capabilities, STDP operation has
been verified and the presumable array architecture into which the proposed synaptic transistor and the
operation schemes are converged has been proposed. The proposed miniaturized transistor embedding
both volatile and nonvolatile memory components can be a promising intelligent component realizing
the hardware-driven neuromorphic system which is mainly based on the semiconductor technology
with full Si processing compatibility.

5. Patents

(1) Seongjae Cho and Yongbeom Cho, “Synaptic Semiconductor Device and Neural Networks Using
the Same,”

- Korean patent filed, 10-2017-0152803, 16 November 2017
- United States patent filed, 15/892,658, February 2018.

(2) Byung–Gook Park and Seongjae Cho, “Neuron circuit and synapse array integrated circuit
architecture and fabrication method of the same,”

- Korean patent filed, 10-2017-0062097, 19 May 2017.
- United States patent filed, 15/895,255, 13 February 2018.
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Abstract: Current advanced transistor architectures, such as FinFETs and (stacked) nanowires and
nanosheets, employ truly three-dimensional architectures. Already for aggressively scaled bulk
transistors, both statistical and systematic process variations have critically influenced device and
circuit performance. Three-dimensional device architectures make the control and optimization of
the device geometries even more important, both in view of the nominal electrical performance to be
achieved and its variations. In turn, it is essential to accurately simulate the device geometry and its
impact on the device properties, including the effect caused by non-idealized processes which are
subject to various kinds of systematic variations induced by process equipment. In this paper, the
hierarchical simulation system developed in the SUPERAID7 project to study the impact of variations
from equipment to circuit level is presented. The software system consists of a combination of existing
commercial and newly developed tools. As the paper focuses on technological challenges, especially
issues resulting from the structuring processes needed to generate the three-dimensional device
architectures are discussed. The feasibility of a full simulation of the impact of relevant systematic
and stochastic variations on advanced devices and circuits is demonstrated.

Keywords: process simulation; device simulation; compact models; process variations; systematic
variations; statistical variations; FinFETs; nanowires; nanosheets

1. Introduction

Aggressively scaled transistors are affected by three kinds of process variations. Most frequently
and since long discussed in the literature are statistical process variations which are caused by the
granularity of matter, such as Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF). However, as summarized earlier [1]
a diversity of systematic process variations is caused by non-idealities of process equipment, like
inhomogeneity of gas flow or temperature distributions, or imperfect control of parameters like the
distance between the last lens and the wafer in lithography, the so-called defocus. Moreover, layout
effects caused, e.g., by pattern density also affect the results of various process steps [1]. Especially
for aggressively scaled three-dimensional devices such as FinFETs or nanowires as shown in Figure 1,
not only systematic variations of simple geometrical parameters such as the gate length must be
considered, but also three-dimensional shapes may vary, critically affecting device performance.
These requirements are being addressed and met in the cooperative project SUPERAID7 [2] funded by
the European Commission within the Horizon 2020 programme.

Micromachines 2019, 10, 6; doi:10.3390/mi10010006 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines33
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Example of transistor as addressed in SUPERAID7: (a) Trigate; (b) stacked nanowire;
(c) stacked nanosheet.

Whereas the impact of statistical variations such as Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF), Metal
Gate Granularity (MGG), and Line Edge Roughness (LER) have been frequently and since long
discussed in the literature (e.g., in [3–5]), the effects of systematic process variations have so far
got much less attention. Some publications with involvement of authors of this paper referred to
bulk transistors [1,6–9]. Two examples for the impact of patterning processes on FinFET transistors
were presented earlier [10–12], in the latter case also discussing the impact on a static random-access
memory (SRAM) cell. However, these papers did not discuss the key differences between the different
patterning processes in terms of variability and impact on design. Furthermore, the general case where
not only two or three geometrical parameters of the transistor, e.g., fin width and gate length, are
changed but also the shape of a fin or of nanowires was not considered

In the following, the main processes available for the patterning of three-dimensional nanoscale
transistors are discussed concerning their simulation and their variability, and a method to extract
compact models which include both systematic and stochastic variations which may also affect the
shape of the transistor is presented.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper reports about results obtained in the cooperative project SUPERAID7 [2], funded
within the Horizon 2020 programme of the European Union, and partly about related background
work from Fraunhofer IISB, and from partners as cited. Within SUPERAID7 a software system for
the simulation of the impact of systematic and statistical process variations on advanced More Moore
devices and circuits down to the 7 nm node and below has been developed, including especially
interconnects. Besides enhanced and new software tools this needs improved physical models and
extended compact models. In terms of software integration and application, SUPERAID7 and this
paper are partly based on the SENTAURUS simulation system from Synopsys [13], which is for
academic use also available via EUROPRACTICE [14]. Topography simulation for this paper has
been performed with the tools Dr.LiTHO [15], ANETCH [16], and DEP3D [17], which are available
under license from Fraunhofer IISB, and also with ViennaTS which is available from TU Wien as Open
Source [18].

3. Results

3.1. Nanoscale Patterning Processes and Their Variations

Besides the physical properties of the semiconductor material used, which among others limit
carrier mobility, the patterning of the transistors has increasingly become challenging. This is both due
to the ever-smaller feature sizes needed and the complex three-dimensional geometries employed for
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nanoscale transistors in order to achieve good channel control. In the following, this development is
outlined especially in view of process variations and design implications.

3.1.1. Lithography

For traditional bulk CMOS, mainly gates and their spacers had to be patterned. In corresponding
simulations of lithography, etching, and deposition mainly, the resulting footprint of gate and spacer
was relevant, because this defined the physical gate length L and width W. In turn, variations in
these patterning processes led to variations of L and W, which could readily be considered during
the extraction of compact models [8]. In most cases, standard optical lithography was used, partly
including water immersion [19]. Such lithography steps are subject to variations of the distance
between the last lens of the optical system and the photoresist to be developed (which can be transferred
into the so-called focus position or focus) and of the illumination dose used. These lead to variations
of the feature size printed, the so-called critical dimensions (CD). Generally, best resolution is obtained
for so-called dense lines, that is, a regular pattern of lines and spaces of the same width (duty factor
1:1). However, the situation encountered during circuit fabrication usually deviates from this situation.
In Figure 2, the CD of the intensity distribution of the light just above the resist (the so-called aerial
image) is shown for 65 nm lines and 130 nm spaces (duty factor 1:2). The figure illustrates how
the variations of focus and dose lead to variations of the CD of the aerial image, which would then
during resist development be transferred into variations of the CD of the resist structures. Moreover,
the distribution of the CDs is shifted from the nominal 65 nm to larger values. Figure 3 shows the
dependence of the CD on focus and dose: Here, the central curve shows the combinations of focus and
dose which lead to the nominal CD of 65 nm. The two other curves show the combinations of focus
and dose which result in a CD increased (upper line) or decreased (lower line) by 10%, respectively.
A standard task in the lithography community is then to optimize the lithography process in terms of
its stability against variations of dose and focus. Here, the so-called process window is maximized,
which is the largest rectangle in the space of focus and dose which results in CDs which deviate not
more than 10% from the targets values. With the duty factor of 1:2 shown in Figure 3a, the process
window is rather small. For the ideal case of dense lines with a duty factor of 1:1, shown in Figure 3b,
the process window is much larger. This illustrates that both the resolution and also the variability of
a lithography process critically depend not only on the size but also on the layout of the features or
circuits to be printed.

Figure 2. Impact of variations of focus and dose on a 193 nm dry lithography process with adapted
illumination for 65 nm lines/130 nm spaces (duty factor 1:2): Variation of (a) focus and (b) threshold
considered; (c) resulting variation of CD.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Aerial image-based process window on a 193 nm dry lithography system with adapted
illumination as in Figure 2, for (a) 65 nm lines/130 nm spaces (duty factor 1:2). (b) 65 nm dense lines:
65nm lines and spaces with a duty factor of 1:1.

Another important non-ideality which challenges aggressive patterning steps is the printing of
defects. These include especially defects in the multilayer mirrors used for masks and instead of lenses
in an Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) lithography step, or defects of the mask structures [20]. Equipment
and mask makers generally try to compensate mirror defects [20]. Contamination with particles during
the handling of masks can be compensated by the use of pellicles which move the particles out of
the mask area and in turn make sure that they do not print [21]. The effect of defects of the mask
itself should be considered as a process variation insofar as the patterns generated on the wafer may
deviate from the shapes which would be generated without a defect. Figure 4 shows an example for
mask defect printing as frequently simulated in the lithography community. However, the impact on
device level has so far not been considered systematically. In order to study this effect, the subsequent
etching of the underlying layer to be patterned by the lithography step must be considered. This needs
the intimate coupling of lithography and etching simulation, which is one of the core topics of the
SUPERAID7 project. Figure 5 shows how the image of the mask defect shown in Figure 4 is transferred
into the underlying layer for the two extreme cases of anisotropic and isotropic etching. The etching
simulator ANETCH [16] used for this example can be calibrated to the specific etching process applied
and therefore enables the assessment of defect transfer to patterned layers.

Shrinking device dimensions have led to more complex device architectures in order to maintain
sufficient electrostatic control of the channel, low leakage and high drive currents. In order to
extend CMOS scaling to its limits, first buried oxide layers were introduced for the so-called SOI
(silicon-on-insulator) transistors. This has been followed by transistor architectures such as FinFETs,
(stacked) nanowires and (stacked) nanosheets. These small and truly three-dimensional structures lead
to considerable challenges for the patterning processes and for their simulation. As outlined below,
they also generate different problems in terms of variability and impact on design. The problem starts
from the basic limitation of optical lithography, where the minimum half pitch printed is given by
d = k1·λ/NA, where k1 is the technology factor with minimum value of 0.25 for dense lines, λ is the
wavelength of the light used, and NA is the numerical aperture, equal to the sine of the opening angle
of the last lens times the refractive index of the medium between lens and wafer (1 for air, and 1.44
for water). With 193 nm being the minimum wavelength at which lenses are sufficiently transparent,
a minimum half pitch for dense lines of about 34 nm results in case of water immersion lithography.
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Figure 4. Example for defect printing in 193 nm dry optical lithography. Mask defects considered
(65 nm dense lines/spaces with (a) 30 nm extrusion and (b) 50 nm intrusion; (c) and (d) resulting resist
geometries for (a) and (b), respectively, for lithography with ideal focus and dose.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Simulation of oxide etching using the resist shape of Figure 4c as a mask. (a) Isotropic etching.
(b) Anisotropic etching. To allow better visualization of the etched material, the resist mask is not
shown. The lateral width of the simulation domain is 190 nm.

The favorite industrial approaches for the patterning of nanoscale devices smaller than that limit
are various kinds of double or even quadruple patterning. In Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch (LELE) [22] and
Litho-Freeze-Litho-Etch (LFLE) [23] the number of features is doubled and the pitch size halved, by
exposing the wafer twice with two different masks (e.g., the mask shifted by half the pitch for the
second illumination), employing some memory process of the photoresist and finally developing
the resist after the second illumination. Consequently, focus and especially dose variations are not
correlated between these two incremental lithography steps. This has severe consequences on circuit
level: e.g., for an SRAM cell the densest structures are the polysilicon gate lines, see Figure 6. As shown
therein, the three transistors T1, T2, and T6 are patterned with one illumination step, whereas the
transistors T3, T4, and T 5 are patterned with the other illumination step. In turn, focus and dose
variations correlate within each of the two triples of transistors, but especially in terms of dose
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not between the two triples. This has severe consequences for variability-aware circuit simulation.
Considering dose variations in the double patterning step for example, one value of the varying dose
must be used for the first triple and a (likely different) value for the second triple. In turn, the dose
variations may, e.g., cause an increase of the CD for the first triple and a decrease for the second
one, leading to negative consequences for circuit performance. This was discussed in more detail
elsewhere [10].

Figure 6. Top-view of lithography simulation of an SRAM cell. Black vertical features are the active
silicon areas, the horizontal light grey and dark grey features are the polysilicon gate areas generated
with the first and the second incremental lithography step, respectively. Transistors T1 to T6 are
explained in the text.

A different situation holds for Self-Aligned Double Patterning (SADP): Here, first a carbon layer
is patterned by optical lithography. Then, spacers are created by deposition followed by back etching,
see Figure 7. In result, the pattern density is doubled compared with the initial pattern of the carbon
lines. The CDs of the final spacers are nearly independent of the lithography step, and are largely
defined by the deposition and etching processes used. Variations of the CDs depend on the parameters
of the etching and deposition processes [24]. Because etching and deposition partly depend on the
open view angle of the surface element towards the reactor volume, a layout dependence of the CD
is introduced: The CD of outer lines is different from the CD of inner lines. An important target of
process optimization is the tuning of the deposition and etching processes in order to minimize their
variability across the wafer and the layout impact explained above.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. Example for the simulation of Self-Aligned Double Patterning: (a) carbon lines patterned by
optical lithography; (b) layer deposition; (c) spacer pattern after back etching.

For current FinFET transistors, usually SADP is applied for the patterning of the fins as dense
lines, whereas LELE is used for gate patterning, because it is more flexible in terms of the layouts.

Another design issue appears in case of EUV. Here, soft X-rays with 13.5 nm wavelength are
used instead of laser light. Because lenses are not sufficiently transparent for light below 193 nm,
in EUV instead of refractive optics, reflective optics are used, consisting of multilayer mirrors and
new absorber materials [20]. Whereas dose and defocus continue to be major sources of systematic
process variability, EUV leads to an additional design issue, which has so far not been addressed
when discussing process flows for the fabrication of advanced transistors. Because the reflected light
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must be separated from the incoming light, illumination of all mirrors and especially of the mask is
not vertical but tilted by a so-called “chief ray angle” of about 5.3◦, see Figure 8. In turn, features
generate an asymmetric shadowing relative to the plane of incidence, resulting in a position shift, a CD
increase and a telecentricity error. The first two effects can be compensated by the so-called “Optical
Proximity Correction” (OPC) techniques. The third effect introduces an additional source of variations
since it causes a focus dependent position of the features. Furthermore, the absorber features are
thick compared to the illumination wavelength resulting in phase deformations causing mask-induced
aberration like effects. Finally, a new class of defects, the multilayer defects, introduce new issues in
the field of defect detection and repair.

Figure 8. Principle of illumination of an EUV mirror and mask. ϕ denotes the chief ray angle.

In summary, various kinds of systematic, layout-dependent and defect-induced variations
influence the patterns generated in a lithography or multiple patterning process. There are major even
qualitative differences in terms of variability between optical lithography, SADP and other double
patterning processes. Etching and deposition, which are key components of SADP, are discussed in the
next chapter.

3.1.2. Deposition and Etching

In semiconductor technology, a large variety of deposition and etching processes is employed.
Deposition processes differ among others in terms of the properties of the deposited layers and
the layer conformality. The latter for instance critically influences the filling of contact holes and
trenches. Etching processes differ, e.g., in terms of selectivity concerning the materials to be etched,
etch-induced damage, and the degree of isotropy and anisotropy. Equipment simulation tools such
as CFD-ACE+ [25] and Q-VT [26], which model the electrical, thermal, fluid-dynamical, and plasma
properties of the reactor can be used to predict the fluxes and energies of different species (ions, neutrals)
above the flat or patterned wafer. Using these as boundary conditions, feature-scale simulation allows
one to simulate the evolving geometry during deposition or etching. To this end, the interaction of the
different species with the substrate is considered and local values of the different fluxes are extracted
which allow one to determine local etching or deposition rates. Examples for this approach are given
in [27] for deposition and in [28] for etching. The discussion of the large variety of deposition and
etching processes is beyond the scope of this paper.

Deposition and etching processes are subject to several sources of systematic variability.
Depending on the process in question, these include the inhomogeneity of gas flow and temperature
in the etching or deposition reactor, the non-homogeneous emission of metal atoms, e.g., from a
sputter target, or the finite size of a sputter target. These sources lead to variations of deposition and
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etching rates across the wafer. Furthermore, non-vertical incidence of contributing species can lead to
layout-dependent deposition or etching rates, as discussed above for the SADP process. An overview
of sources of variability in deposition and etching processes is given elsewhere [1].

DEP3D and ANETCH allow the simulation of these deposition and etching processes, provided
that physical/chemical models suitable for the process in question have been implemented, parameters
have been calibrated, and the required boundary conditions above the wafer are known, e.g., from
equipment simulation. As an example, Figure 9 shows cross-sections of three-dimensional simulations
of a contact hole etching process for two different angular distributions of the rate determining species:
Figure 9a shows the result for purely physical sputter etching with a highly directional ion flux,
Figure 9b depicts the result for chemical dry etching, that is, for an isotropic angular distribution
of the etching species. Figure 10 shows simulation results for long-throw sputter deposition into a
contact hole structure for different positions on the wafer. The asymmetry of the deposited layer for
the off-axis positions of the contact hole is clearly visible.

  
x (μm) x (μm) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Example for the simulation of contact hole etching: (a) sputter etching with highly directional
ion flux; (b) chemical dry etching with an isotropic angular distribution of the etching species.
The material to be etched (for instance oxide) is shown in dark red. The mask which is assumed
to be not affected by the etching process is depicted in yellow.

Figure 10. Example for the simulation of long-throw sputter deposition into a contact hole structure
for different positions on the wafer. Ballistic transport of the metal atoms in the reactor is assumed,
the target diameter and the distance between target and substrate were set to 300 mm and 150 mm,
respectively. The step coverage (= ratio of the thickness at the sidewall bottom to the thickness on top)
for the feature position at the center, 50 mm off-center, and 100 mm off-center is here given for sidewall
left | sidewall right: 0.16 | 0.16, 0.16 | 0.12, and 0.20| 0.05, respectively.
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3.1.3. Integrated Topography Simulation

As outlined above, advanced nanoscale devices generally employ truly three-dimensional
geometries. Furthermore, the approximation of these structures using rectangular shapes is no more
possible, because the electrical performance depends on details, such as taper angles of FinFETs or
corner rounding. Moreover, as discussed above already basic features such as line width depend
on the three-dimensional interim structures generated during the patterning flow, e.g., in the form
of non-vertical and/or non-straight resist edges. In turn, one of the key tasks in the SUPERAID7
project has been the development of an integrated three-dimensional topography simulator, which
combines Dr.LiTHO [15], ANETCH [16], DEP3D [17], which all output a triangle-based surface
representation, and the level-set based etching and deposition simulator ViennaTS [18]. To this end,
DEP3D and ANETCH have been seamlessly integrated into the Python [29] simulation framework of
Dr.LITHO. The ViennaTS level-set-method-based tool has been exposed to the Python programming
language to allow the usage as a Python module. A common geometry conversion engine has
been developed to handle the different data representations used in the tools, including surface and
volume meshes, structured and unstructured grids. The physical models from DEP3D, ANETCH
and ViennaTS are available in the integrated topography simulator and enable the simulation of a
large variety of deposition and etching processes. Figure 11 shows the architecture of the integrated
topography simulator.

 

Figure 11. Integrated 3D topography simulation, combining Dr.LiTHO, DEP3D, ANETCH, and ViennaTS.

Figure 12 depicts an example for the combined simulation of lithography and etching: As layout,
an SRAM cell pattern on polysilicon level has been used. The lithography simulation was performed
with Dr.LiTHO assuming 193 nm water immersion with a strong off-axis illumination and unpolarized
light. Dr.LiTHO provides the resist profile as a triangulated surface. To reduce the number of surface
elements for the etching simulation, the footprint of the resist was extracted, smoothed and the 3D
resist region was generated with steep sidewalls. Figure 12a shows one polysilicon line forming part
of the SRAM layout. To study the effect of varying parameters on the etched profile, it is efficient
to simulate etching of a slice located at the position where, according to the SRAM layout, the gate
electrode located is above the active region. The etching simulations have been carried out with
ANETCH using coupling to equipment simulation thus allowing one to study the effect of the feature
position on the wafer. Details are provided elsewhere [28]. Briefly, an inductively-coupled plasma
reactor is simulated, which is operated at a pressure of 1.5 Pa and powered with 1500 W, and the
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substrate is biased with 200 V. Cross sections of the etched gate electrode for two different positions on
the wafer are shown in Figure 12b,c respectively. It can be seen that the shape particularly at the foot
of the gate electrode significantly depends on the position on the wafer.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 12. Coupled simulation of lithography and etching: (a) 3D simulation of the resist line geometry
(yellow) above the polysilicon (purple); (b) simulated etched gate electrode for a position close to the
center of the wafer (distance to center axis = 0.14 cm); (c) Simulated etched gate electrode for a position
at the wafer rim (distance to center axis = 9.7 cm). The unit for the x axis in (b) and (c) is micron.

3.2. Integration with other Tools

In terms of process simulation and systematic process variations, the SUPERAID7 project
has focused on topography simulation and the variations affecting the topography processes
lithography, etching, and deposition: These processes and variations raise new challenges especially
for three-dimensional nanoscale transistors as addressed in SUPERAID7 and in this paper.

For the simulation of the other process steps, especially ion implantation and dopant
activation/diffusion, the well-established process simulator Sentaurus Process [13] has been used.
To this end, results from SUPERAID7 topography simulation are transferred to Sentaurus Process
via the DF-ISE file format of Synopsys. More specifically, the exported results are used by Sentaurus
Process to update an initial structure by means of Boolean operations. Device simulation has been
carried out with Sentaurus Device [13], and statistical device simulation with Garand of GSS (now
belonging to Synopsys). To this end the SUPERAID7 topography simulation tools have been integrated
with Sentaurus Process, the Sentaurus Workbench, and the statistical device simulator Garand. This
overall hierarchical approach implemented in SUPERAID7 to simultaneously simulate the impact of
systematic and stochastic variations on devices and circuits has been discussed elsewhere [30].

3.3. Compact Model Extraction

Because conventional compact models are not suitable for the three-dimensional devices as
studied in SUPERAID7, a novel compact model (LETI-NSP) based on surface potential has been
developed by CEA/Leti and used for the compact model extraction work in SUPERAID7. This model
has among others been presented at IEDM 2016 [31].

Within SUPERAID7 the hierarchical approach developed at GSS (now Synopsys) to extract
statistical compact models [8] has been used and extended. In the traditional approach illustrated in
Figure 13 (without the red extension “and/or process parameters”), first a so-called “uniform” compact
model is extracted from device simulations without taking process variations into account. Then,
process corners are defined for the process results (e.g., channel length L and width W) generated by
the systematic variations (e.g., focus F and dose D in a lithography step) to be considered. Following
this, an extended compact model is extracted from device simulations at these process corners, using a
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first group of compact model parameters defined during this extraction. Finally, this compact model
is further extended into a statistical compact model, extracted from statistical device simulations
carried out at each of the process corners. This compact model then allows one to calculate for relevant
electrical device data A (e.g., the threshold voltage or the leakage current) the probability distribution
P(A,s) that certain values of A occur. This distribution depends on values s (e.g., L and W) of the
process results generated by the systematic variations of process input (or equipment) data r (e.g.,
F and D) considered in the study. In order to get the final distribution of A, process simulations are
carried out to calculate the dependence s(r) of the process results on the (equipment) parameter r.
The final distribution PA of the electrical device data is then given as:

PA =
∫

P(A,s(r)) · f(r) dr (1)

where f(r) is the probability distribution of the (equipment) parameter r, e.g., the distributions of focus
F and dose D.

Figure 13. Extraction and generation of hierarchical compact model aware of systematic and statistical
process variations.

Here, in general A is a vector, because various electrical properties are considered. As soon as
more than one statistical variation occurs, also r is a vector. It should be noted that in case of more
than one statistical variation, the components of r should be statistically independent. Otherwise it
would be necessary to find the root cause of their dependence, and express this by relating them to
some (hidden) parameters which cause the (partial) correlation.

Since one statistical variation may influence several process results (e.g., the channel length of
one transistor and the channel width of another), s(r) is generally a matrix. This also allows the proper
description of correlations, which arise in the case that an input parameter r influences more than one
(intermediate or final) result parameter. The same holds for P(A,s).

In examples studied earlier (e.g., in [8]), process corners referred to the minimum and maximum
values of two or three discrete parameters affected by systematic process variations, such as channel
length and width, influenced among others by focus and dose variations in lithography. However, for
three-dimensional nanoscale devices systematic process variations might not only lead to variations of
such discrete parameters, but also change the shape of the device, e.g., the channel cross section. Such
variations can hardly be described with the variation of just one or two geometrical parameters. In turn,
the hierarchical compact model extraction strategy has been extended in SUPERAID7 as illustrated
in Figure 13 (red text): The extended uniform compact model is not only based on process corners
(e.g., channel length and width), but may also be based on the minimum and maximum values of
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statistically varying process parameters (e.g., focus F and dose D in lithography). In turn, compact
model extraction is then not based only on the results of device simulation, but also on the result of
coupled process and device simulation, needed in order to trace the impact of the parameter r on the
device properties. If the extended uniform compact model is based on statistically varying process
parameters r only, Equation (1) will simplify to:

PA =
∫

P(A,r) · f(r) dr (2)

The mixed case where both process corners s and statistically varying process parameters r
are used in the extraction of the extended compact model must be treated with some care, because
only variables can be used in the compact model extraction which do not depend on each other and
can therefore be treated independently. In turn, it must be differentiated between varying process
parameters r1 which influence process corners s, and varying process parameters r2 which do not
influence process corners s. The probability distribution of an electrical device performance parameter
A is then given by

PA =
∫

P(A,s(r1), r2) · f1(r1) · f2(r2) dr1 dr2 (3)

where f1(r1) and f2(r2) are the probability distributions of the varying process parameters r1 and
r2, respectively.

The selection of the process corners and/or the varying process parameters to be considered in the
extraction of the group I parameters (see Figure 13) depends on an a-priori assessment of the relevant
variations. This assessment can be based on technological knowledge on which variations are most
important, and/or on numerical simulation where each potentially relevant variation is considered
alone. Then, the most relevant systematical variations are identified and used in the compact extraction
process outlined above.

Generally, several different systematic variations may influence a device. Tracing all their
combinations in parallel through the full simulation of the process sequence would require far too
much effort. In turn, suitable design-of-experiment approaches must be used to limit the number
of simulation splits. A simple and efficient approach is to first disregard variations which are due
to expert knowledge already known to have negligible impact. Next, the impact of the remaining
variations should be considered one by one, to identify a small number of most important variations.
These variations could then either be considered in parallel, or more refined design-of experiment
techniques could be employed to skip some or several elements of the full matrix of simulation splits.

3.4. Example for Compact Model Extraction

Figure 14 shows a TEM micrograph of a nanowire transistor investigated in the benchmarks
carried out in the SUPERAID7 project. The process flow included among others the deposition
of a sacrificial SiGe layer on top of an SOI substrate, plus an upper Si layer. Self-Aligned Double
patterning was used to create Si/SiGe/Si fins, and optical lithography for gate patterning. For this
device architecture and the process flow used, ten potentially relevant systematical variations were
identified. Their relative impact on the transistor performance was studied with coupled process
and device simulation. Among these parameters, the three most important ones were identified [30]:
(1) The SiGe mole fraction xGe which influences the etching of the inner spacers; (2) the fin SADP
deposition factor dsadp which gives the relative variation of the deposition thickness from the nominal
thickness in the SADP spacer creation process; (3) the defocus FGate of the lithography step used to
pattern the gate. Both for n-type NMOS and p-type PMOS MOSFETs, Fgate had the largest impact on
both saturation current and leakage current.

Coupled process and device simulation was then carried out for the process corners of these three
statistical variations. Figure 15 shows as an example the impact of these variations on NMOS and
PMOS, respectively. The horizontal axis shows the minimum, the nominal and the maximum value
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of the varying parameters. Except for the parameter studied for each of the curves, the parameters
have their nominal values. For instance, for the blue curve in Figure 15, xGe is varied whereas dsadp
and Fgate have their nominal values. The V-shape for the impact of Fgate is an intrinsic feature of the
dependence of CD on defocus in lithography, discussed above in connection with Figure 2. For dsadp a
technologically appropriate variation was assumed. Its impact was, however, smaller than the impact
of numerical discretization errors. In turn, in further work, a larger variation will be assumed here
for the extraction of the compact model, whereas the realistic value can and will then be introduced
via the probability distribution f(dsadp) in Equation (2). Based on these variations, the extended
compact model was extracted, using the Mystic [13] tool from Synopsys. Figure 16 shows as an
example the comparison between the saturation current simulated by TCAD and the results from the
extended compact model extracted. Further work includes among others the updated extraction of
the dependence on the variations of XGe and the final extraction of the statistical compact model, as
indicated in Figure 13. The result will be reported elsewhere.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Example of nanowire transistors considered in this work: (a) cross section, including
identification of Hf, Ti, and Si layers; (b) cut along source-drain direction, with SiN inner spacers.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Example for extraction of extended compact model: Results for saturation current of
(a) NMOS; (b) PMOS. Key: blue—xGe; orange—dsadp; yellow—Fgate. The horizontal axis shows the
minimum, the nominal and the maximum value of the varying parameters.
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 16. Example for extraction of extended compact model: Comparison between results (a) from
TCAD; (b) from the extended compact model for the saturation current (color scale in Ampere of a
nanowire NMOS; (c) relative error (color scale in %) of the compact model compared with TCAD.

4. Discussion

Especially for three-dimensional nanoscale transistors, the details of the geometries generated
during device fabrication are important both for the nominal device performance and for its stability
against systematic variations caused by process equipment and/or by layout effects. Other than for
statistical variations which can be simulated with stand-alone statistical device simulation, there is
a huge variety of potential systematic variations, which must be addressed with various equipment
simulation tools and process simulation modules. In turn, it is indispensable for optimized device
and circuit manufacturing to well identify and characterize the sources of systematic variability,
to sort out those with the largest impact, depending on the device and circuit in question, and to
quantify their joint impact on the final nanoelectronic product. The impacts of systematic and statistical
variability must be simulated and minimized in parallel, by adapting process flows, but potentially
also device architectures and even fabrication equipment. In this paper, a holistic approach to use
coupled equipment, process and device simulation combined with the extraction of variation-aware
compact models has been presented together with some examples. The approach is partly based
on well-established tools used in industry, partly on additional modules and extensions which are
compatible to such standard frameworks. The suggestions made are intended to support industry in
their efforts to optimize the stability of their products against all kinds of process variations.
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Abstract: This paper theoretically revisits the low-frequency noise behavior of the inversion-channel
silicon-on-insulator metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (SOI MOSFET) and the
buried-channel SOI MOSFET because the quality of both Si/SiO2 interfaces (top and bottom)
should modulate the low-frequency fluctuation characteristics of both devices. It also addresses the
low-frequency noise behavior of sub-100-nm channel SOI MOSFETs. We deepen the discussion of
the low-frequency noise behavior in the subthreshold bias range in order to elucidate the device’s
potential for future low-voltage and low-power applications. As expected, analyses suggest that the
weak inversion channel near the top surface of the SOI MOSFET is strongly influenced by interface
traps near the top surface of the SOI layer because the traps are not well shielded by low-density
surface inversion carriers in the subthreshold bias range. Unexpectedly, we find that the buried
channel is primarily influenced by interface traps near the top surface of the SOI layer, not by traps
near the bottom surface of the SOI layer. This is not due to the simplified capacitance coupling effect.
These interesting characteristics of current fluctuation spectral intensity are explained well by the
theoretical models proposed here.

Keywords: low-frequency noise; silicon-on-insulator; MOSFET; inversion channel; buried channel;
subthreshold bias range; low voltage; low energy; theoretical model

1. Introduction

It has long been considered that there are two possible explanations for the low-frequency noise
(LFN) exhibited by metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs). They are carrier
density fluctuations due to interface traps near the oxide/semiconductor interface [1–3], and carrier
mobility fluctuations [4–6]. Theoretical models have been proposed to comprehensively understand
such LFN characteristics (frequently, the 1/f noise) [7–12]. Hooge introduced a specific parameter (the
so-called Hooge parameter) to characterize the 1/f noise [4]. Related to these theories, the quantum 1/f
noise model was proposed by Peter H. Handel [7,8]. However, the physical origins of 1/f noise are not
simple and remain controversial [13–15] because it is anticipated that the carrier density fluctuation and
the carrier mobility fluctuation may be correlated in some cases [11]. In addition, it is considered that
the difficulty of understanding the 1/f noise behavior stems from the fact that the Hooge parameter
depends on device material and structure [9,15,16].

Although some people have challenged a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of 1/f noise [9,15],
clear separation of the aforementioned noise sources, such as carrier density fluctuation and carrier
mobility fluctuation, remains rather unclear [15].
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The LFN characteristics of various buried-channel MOSFETs (BC-MOSFETs) [17] and various
inversion-channel MOSFETs (IC-MOSFETs) [18] have already been discussed in detail based on
Hooge’s idea; it was clarified phenomenologically and theoretically that a useful interpretation of
the aspects of the Hooge parameter may be possible depending on how the two fluctuation modes
(the carrier density fluctuation and the carrier mobility fluctuation) are correlated [17,18]. The gate
voltage dependence of the Hooge parameter was explained well by correlating the carrier mobility
fluctuation to the carrier density fluctuation. The proposed model gives a valid fundamental physical
basis for interpreting various aspects of the Hooge parameter [16,19,20], which suggests that the LFN
characteristics of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices are not so easily classified

The conventional scaling concept of semiconductor devices has run into the barrier of the cooling
limits of very large integrated circuits; the multi-core technology design of integrated circuits and
low-power device technology has been proposed because the down-scaling of semiconductor devices
is still a goal to permit the greater integration of devices on chips. Such chips must offer low-voltage
operation to suppress power dissipation because various sensor networks are created for the purpose
of health monitoring and others. Many such sensor devices have to work without any battery.
Therefore, high-performance semiconductor devices that can work in a low-voltage condition are
needed. Since the low-voltage operation of MOSFETs degrades the signal-to-noise ratio, we have to
identify and reduce the various noise sources. In this sense, the physical origin of LFN is now attracting
attention because the random telegraph noise (RTN) exhibited by IC-MOSFET memories will be a
key determiner of scaled device performance [21–25]. Some articles have theoretically addressed LFN
behavior [11,26,27], but very few papers have paid attention to the LFN behavior in the subthreshold
bias range [28,29]. In addition, only simplified and qualitative expressions for LFN behavior have been
given [30–33]. Although the conventional model uses just the capacitance coupling effect to express
the relation between LFN behavior and both Si/SiO2 interfaces [34], we demonstrate here that this
simple understanding is incomplete.

In this paper, the LFN behavior of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) IC-MOSFETs and SOI BC-MOSFETs
is theoretically revisited from the viewpoint of attaining SOI MOSFETs that can support low-voltage
and low-energy applications [35,36]. The SOI layer has two interfaces, and each interface influences the
carrier transport and thus LFN. Fortunately, we can investigate the carrier transport of both electrons
and holes in the SOI wafer easily by making all SOI layers have the same polarity when MOSFET
devices are fabricated on the wafer. In addition, many large scale integration circuits (LSIs) assume this
combination from the point of low fabrication cost and design feasibility of threshold voltage operation.
Accordingly, this configuration was chosen in this paper. Basically, we concentrate the discussion on
the current fluctuation of devices in the subthreshold bias range, and this paper assumes that the LFN
behaviors of devices can be characterized by the carrier density fluctuation. This paper also examines
on aspects of the drain current fluctuations of short-channel inversion-channel and buried-channel SOI
MOSFETs with ultrathin p-Si bodies [37–40] because it is anticipated that differences in the conduction
property will change the noise behavior. First, aspects of the drain current noise behavior are analyzed
experimentally in order to categorize the dominant noise sources like interface traps. In addition,
physics-based models of the current fluctuation in the subthreshold regime are proposed. Theoretical
expressions for LFN behaviors are calculated straightforwardly based on Langevin’s method because
we assume the trap-related carrier density fluctuation. The models are validated by measured results
and some new findings are discussed. This work will contribute to advances in the device physics of
future nano-wire MOSFETs.

2. Experiments

A schematic view of the SOI MOS device structures used in the experiments is shown in
Figure 1 [41]; the SOI layer (tS) is 30 nm thick, the gate oxide layer (tOX) is 7 nm thick, the buried-oxide
(BOX) layer (tBOX) is 80 nm thick, the body-doping concentration (NA) is 5 × 1017 cm−3 (n-ch MOSFET)
or 4 × 1017 cm−3 (p-ch MOSFET) of acceptor Boron atoms, and the gate length (LG) is 0.1 m or 1.0 m.
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The n-ch MOSFET and p-ch MOSFET have different doping levels (NA) such that the absolute values
of their threshold voltages are nominally the same. The channel length (Leff) of the 0.1-μm-long gate
device is 40 nm, while that of the 1.0-μm-long gate device is 0.95 m. Primary device parameters are
summarized in Table 1. The SOI substrates used here were fabricated in the 1990s. Therefore, not only
the SOI layer/buried oxide layer interface quality, but also the gate oxide/SOI layer interface quality
is only mediocre. As a result, the trap density is larger than expected as is mentioned later.

(a) (b) 

n+ p

n+-gate 

p-Si sub. 

n+ 

Gate SiO2 layer 

Source 
Drain 

BOX layer 

p+ p

n+-gate 

p-Si sub. 

p+ 

Gate SiO2 layer 

Source Drain 

BOX layer 

Figure 1. Schematic silicon-on-insulator (SOI) device structures used in experiments. (a) n-type
inversion-channel (IC) metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFET), (b) p-type
buried-channel (BC) MOSFET.

Table 1. Parameters of fabricated devices.

Devices ts tox tBOX NA

IC-MOSFET 30 nm 7 nm 80 nm 5 × 1017 cm−3

BC-MOSFET 30 nm 7 nm 80 nm 4 × 1017 cm−3

Before discussing LFN behaviors, ID vs. VG characteristics of devices at the bias condition
of LFN measurement are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2a shows the transfer characteristics
of the 1-μm-long gate n-type IC-MOSFET with a 50-μm-long gate width, Figure 2b shows those
of the 1-μm-long gate p-type BC-MOSFET with a 50-μm-long gate width, Figure 3a shows that of
the 100-nm-long gate n-type IC-MOSFET with a 20-μm-long gate width [41], and Figure 3b shows
that of the 100-nm-long gate p-type BC-MOSFET with a 20-μm-long gate width [41]. Although
the 100-nm-long gate devices exhibit some slight short-channel effect [41], it does not influence
the measurement.

 

(a) (b) 

VD= -0.1 V 
VD= -0.5 V 

Figure 2. ID vs. VG characteristics of 1-μm-long gate MOSFETs. (a) n-type IC-MOSFET, (b) p-type
BC-MOSFET. Vsub = 0 V.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. ID vs. VG characteristics of 100-nm-long gate MOSFETs. (a) n-type IC-MOSFET, (b) p-type
BC-MOSFET. Vsub = 0 V.

To measure LFN characteristics, the wafer on which the semiconductor devices were fabricated
was set on the vacuum chuck. The vacuum chuck was entirely covered with a metal frame to provide
electromagnetic shielding; the power supply and current sensing were performed by an Agilent
4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) without
any preamplifier.

When measuring the drain-current fluctuation of n-channel MOSFETs, +100 mV was applied to
the drain terminal. A negative bias was applied to that of the p-channel MOSFETs. The drain current
fluctuation was measured from the subthreshold current range to ON-current range. A 900-second
measurement of current fluctuation was carried out for every device in order to capture comprehensive
sets. Although some people divide the raw data into several parts in order to average them, this paper
does not apply the method because it violates the mathematical logic of Fourier transformation. The
current level of each device under test was chosen to be higher than 10−12 A because the noise current
level of the measurement system was ~10−13 A in the subthreshold current range.

The following discussions assume that:

SID ( f )
ID2 =

C (VG, VD , Vsub)

f γ
(1)

where C(VG, VD, Vsub) is a function that depends on the geometrical parameters of devices, gate
voltage (VG), drain voltage (VD), and substrate voltage (Vsub). Parameter γ denotes the exponent of the
frequency. In the following section, the measured drain current fluctuations is demonstrated and then
theoretical models for the function C(VG, VD, Vsub) are proposed in the subthreshold current range of
SOI MOSFETs.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aspects of the Low-Frequency Noise in Long-Channel Silicon-on-Insulator Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistor (SOI MOSFETs)

First of all, the basic aspects of the drain current fluctuation of the 1-μm-gate SOI MOSFET
are investigated. Before characterizing the normalized current fluctuation power spectral intensity
(SID ( f )/ID

2) of the drain current, the frequency spectra of SID ( f ) obtained in a subthreshold current
range are shown in Figure 4; Figure 4a shows data for the n MOSFET and Figure 4b for the pMOSFET.
The baseline is shown to reveal that the value of SID ( f ) at 0.1 Hz is higher than the background noise
level. Each value is different because the measurement condition of the drain current is different.
Figure 4 reveals that the value in Equation (1) is larger than unity.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Power spectral intensity of 1.0-μm-long gate SOI MOSFETs at the subthreshold bias.
(a) nMOSFET (VD = 0.1 V, VG = –0.4 V, Vsub = 0 V), (b) pMOSFET (VD = –0.1 V, VG = –0.4 V, Vsub = 0 V).

Normalized current fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of the drain current of

an n-channel IC-MOSFET as a function of drain current (ID) is shown in Figure 5 for two substrate
bias conditions (Vsub = 0 V, –5 V). In Figure 5, values of SID ( f )/ID

2 are extracted from the raw data
by the parameter fitting technique and their average values are shown. Since the electric field of
SOI/buried-oxide layer interface influences the drain current, numerical simulations were carried out
in order to estimate the electric field of the buried-oxide layer. This electric field is estimated, at Vsub
= 0 V, to be 2.3 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−12 A and 2.7 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−6 A. At Vsub = –5 V, its
value is 8.0 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−12 A and 8.3 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−6 A. Since these electric field
conditions suggest that the SOI/buried-oxide interface does not deplete holes even when Vsub = 0 V
due to a small work-function difference between the SOI layer and the substrate, it is expected that
electron-related traps around the SOI/buried-oxide interface don’t contribute to the low-frequency
noise of the front channel (electron current).

Figure 5. Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of drain current as a function

of ID in 1-μm gate IC nMOS. LG =1 μm and WG = 50 μm. Substrate voltage (Vsub) is 0 V and –5 V.

It is seen that SID ( f )/ID
2 reveals a deep depression around ID ~10−8 A for Vsub = 0 V. This

aspect also appears in sub-micron gate devices (not shown here [29]). On the “ON” state for the gate
voltage (VG) beyond the threshold voltage, SID ( f )/ID

2 is proportional to ID
−2 with γ = 2, which

strongly suggests that the drain current (electron current) fluctuation is the primary determiner of
the carrier density fluctuation due to interface traps [24,25]; it is anticipated that the carrier density
fluctuation is due to the interface traps near the top surface of the SOI layer, and that most such traps
are effectively shielded by the inversion layer in the “ON” state. On the other hand, SID ( f )/ID

2 is
basically insensitive to the drain current level (ID) in the subthreshold bias range for Vsub = –5 V. The
behavior of SID ( f )/ID

2 for Vsub = –5 V suggests that the interface traps near the bottom surface of
SOI layer are effectively shielded by accumulated holes. In contrast, when Vsub = 0 V, the interface
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traps near the bottom surface of SOI layer are not sufficiently shielded, and some of the electrons
contributing to the subthreshold conduction are trapped near the bottom surface. Since the SOI layer
thickness is less than the Debye length in this situation, it is expected according to the theoretical
model proposed by V. A. Kochelap et al. [42,43] that Coulomb interactions between surface electrons
and charged interface traps at the bottom surface may suppress the subthreshold current fluctuation
because the surface-noise-suppression factor defined by them increases.

Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of the drain current of a p-channel

BC-MOSFET as a function of drain current (ID) is shown in Figure 6 for two substrate bias conditions
(Vsub = 0 V, 5 V). In Figure 6, values of (SID ( f )/ID

2) are extracted from the raw data by the parameter
fitting technique and their average values are shown. Since the electric field of the SOI/buried-oxide
layer interface influences the drain current, numerical simulations were carried out for the p-channel
BC-MOSFET in order to estimate the electric field of the buried oxide layer. This electric field is
estimated, at Vsub = 0 V, to be 1.7 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−12 A and 3.9 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−6 A.
At Vsub = 5 V, it is 4.0 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−12 A and 4.4 × 105 V/cm at ID of 10−6 A. When Vsub
= 0 V, the effective buried-oxide electric field slightly lowers the threshold voltage of the p-channel
BC-MOSFET. When Vsub = 5 V, the electric field of the buried-oxide layer depletes holes from the
SOI/buried-oxide interface, which raises the threshold voltage of the p-channel BC-MOSFET; in other
words, it is expected that a hole channel will be generated near the top surface of the SOI layer. As a
result, it is anticipated that hole-related traps around the SOI/buried-oxide layer do not contribute to
the low-frequency noise of the p-channel BC-MOSFET for Vsub = 5 V. Therefore, Vsub dependence of
(SID ( f )/ID

2) is reasonable.

Figure 6. Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of drain current as a function

of ID in 1-μm gate BC pMOS. LG = 1 μm and WG = 50 μm. Substrate voltage (Vsub) is 0 V and +5 V.

It is seen that (SID ( f )/ID
2) exhibits the drain current dependence of ID

−0.5 regardless of substrate
bias in the subthreshold bias range, although the magnitude of (SID ( f )/ID

2) is reduced if the substrate
bias is positive. This suggests that some interface traps of the buried oxide layer do not contribute to
the noise because the SOI/buried-oxide layer interface is depleted for Vsub = 5 V. The conventional
idea suggests that bulk traps of the SOI layer contribute to the current fluctuation because the buried
channel width expands as the gate voltage rises, and/or that interface traps near the top surface of
the SOI layer and/or near the bottom surface of the SOI layer contribute to the current fluctuation;
however, this is not the case. This behavior, seen in Figure 6, is also observed in sub-micron gate
devices (not shown here [29]). In the “ON” state with gate voltages (VG) beyond the threshold voltage,
SID ( f )/ID

2 is proportional to ID
−2 with γ = 2, which strongly suggests that the drain current (hole

current) fluctuation is primarily responsible for the carrier density fluctuation due to the interface
traps near the top surface of the SOI layer [26,27] because the major part of the hole current consists of
the hole accumulation layer near the front gate oxide layer for VG > VTH, where VTH is the threshold
voltage. It is considered that the impact of interface traps on the drain current fluctuation is almost the
same as that on the inversion channel, although it is anticipated that some traps near the top surface of
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the SOI layer are shielded by the hole accumulation layer. This consideration is utilized in deriving the
theoretical model detailed later.

Past work focused on developing theoretical models for the “ON” state [3–6,11–13,15–20,26].
A recent model [27] has been written as:

SID ( f )
ID2 =

(
1 ± αcμe f f COX ID

gm

)2 g2
m

I2
D

SVFB( f ) (2)

SVFB( f ) =
q2kBTλNt(EF)

We f f Le f f C2
OX f γ

(3)

where αc denotes the scattering factor [11], λ denotes the effective tunneling distance, and Nt denotes
the effective trap density (cm−2·eV−1). Parameter αc is an empirical parameter, not a physics-based
parameter. For the “ON” state shown in Figures 5 and 6, Equations (2) and (3) suggest that trap density
Nt is roughly constant in this gate-voltage range for both the IC-MOSFET and BC-MOSFET. This
speculation is acceptable because the local Fermi level at the top surface of the SOI layer is still slightly
above midgap for the n-ch IC-MOSFET and the local Fermi level at the top surface of the SOI layer
is slightly below the Fermi level in the flat-band condition for the p-ch BC-MOSFET. In other words,
this suggests that the distribution of Nt over the energy gap of Si definitely controls the behavior
of Equation (2).

Although the noise behavior in the subthreshold bias range must be considered, no corresponding
physics-based theoretical models have been proposed. This paper corrects this deficiency in a
later section.

3.2. Aspects of Low-Frequency Noise in 100-nm-long Gate SOI MOSFETs

Before characterizing the normalized current fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2)

of drain current, the frequency spectra of SID ( f ) obtained in a subthreshold current range are shown
in Figure 7; Figure 7a shows the nMOSFET data and Figure 7b shows MOSFET data. Figure 7 reveals
that the γ value in Equation (1) is larger than unity. Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity
(SID ( f )/ID

2) of the drain current of an n-channel IC-MOSFET with 100-nm-long gate (40-nm-long
channel) [44] is shown in Figure 8 as a function of drain current (ID) for two substrate bias conditions
(Vsub = 0 V, –5 V). In Figure 8, values of SID ( f )/ID

2 are extracted from the raw data by the parameter
fitting technique and their average values are shown. SID ( f )/ID

2 is insensitive to the drain current
in the subthreshold bias range regardless of the substrate bias. The behavior of SID ( f )/ID

2 for
Vsub = 0 V is very different from that shown in Figure 5; no depression in SID ( f )/ID

2 is observed.
These behaviors of the 100-nm gate device suggest the following points.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Power spectral intensity of 100-nm-long gate SOI MOSFETs at the subthreshold bias.
(a) nMOSFET (VD = 0.1 V, VG = –0.6 V, Vsub = 0 V), (b) pMOSFET (VD = –0.1 V, VG = –0.4 V, Vsub = 0 V).
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Figure 8. Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of drain current as a function

of ID in 100-nm gate IC nMOS. LG = 100 nm and WG = 20 μm. Substrate voltage (Vsub) is 0 V and –5 V.

(1) In the subthreshold bias range, the contribution of traps far from the top surface of the SOI layer
to the current fluctuation is quite limited, which is anticipated from the insensitivity of SID ( f )/ID

2 to
the substrate bias. This behavior is different from that of long-channel devices, see Figure 5.

(2) Above the threshold voltage, SID ( f )/ID
2 is proportional to ID

−2. Equation (2), for example,
suggests that the SVFB factor is roughly constant above the threshold voltage, see Figure 8, when ID
is increased with a constant VD value because the ID value is increased when VG is increased. This
suggests that the trap density profile near the midgap is almost flat because the local Fermi level at the
top surface of the SOI layer is located around the midgap.

The surface morphology of the buried oxide layer of the MOSFETs used in this experiment
has a specific mesa shape aligned to the [100] direction [45,46]; the mesa scale is about 500 nm ×
500 nm (in plane) as shown in Figure 9. It is considered that the local fluctuation of the surface
potential rules the carrier conduction path in the subthreshold current range [47]. Therefore, it is easily
anticipated that the local surface potential of the SOI layer of the MOSFET used here is modified by
SOI layer thickness fluctuation [48]. In the present case, it is expected that the spatial uniformity of
SOI layer thickness is limited to an area of at most 300 nm × 300 nm, which suggests that the local
uniformity of interface trap density is also limited to an area of at most 300 nm × 300 nm. Therefore,
the SID ( f )/ID

2 behavior of the 100-nm-gate MOSFET is more insensitive to the substrate bias than
that of the long-channel MOSFET.

Figure 9. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of surface morphology of the bottom surface of the
silicon layer. Reproduced with permission from [45], published by IEEE, 1996.
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Next, normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of the drain current of a

p-channel BC-MOSFET as a function of drain current (ID) is shown in Figure 10 for two substrate
bias conditions (Vsub = 0 V, 5 V) [49]. The magnitude of SID ( f )/ID

2 shows a weak dependence
on ID (~ID

−1/2) in the subthreshold current range regardless of the substrate bias. The behavior of
SID ( f )/ID

2 is roughly the same as those shown in Figure 6, but it does show a strong dependence on
ID (~ID

−5) in the “ON” state. These behaviors of the 100-nm-long gate BC-MOS device suggest the
following points.

Figure 10. Normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of drain current as a function

of ID in 100-nm gate BC pMOS. LG = 100 nm and WG = 20 μm. Substrate voltage (Vsub) is 0 V and +5 V.
Reproduced with permission from [49], published by IEEE, 2017.

(1) It is anticipated that the current fluctuation in the subthreshold bias range originates from
interface traps near the top surface of the SOI layer, not primarily from interface traps near the bottom
interface of the SOI layer.

(2) Following Equation (2), it seems that the trap density energy profile near the top surface of the
SOI layer is almost flat, but its value slightly decreases when the local Fermi level of the top surface of
the SOI layer approaches the midgap from the level above the midgap because SID ( f )/ID

2 decreases
(~ID

−1/2) as ID increases.
(3) The contribution of interface traps existing near the bottom surface of the SOI layer to

the current fluctuation is not so significant, which is supported by the fact that the magnitude of
SID ( f )/ID

2 is insensitive to positive substrate bias values. On the other hand, the behavior of
SID ( f )/ID

2 in the “ON” state reveals that the impact of interface traps near the top surface of the SOI
layer on the channel current is greatly suppressed, which is suggested by the very steep decrease in
SID ( f )/ID

2 in the “ON” state. The channel current formed in the surface hole accumulation layer is
basically not influenced by the interface traps near the top surface of the SOI layer because the hole
density is very high. This suggests that the surface accumulation layer effectively shields hole traps
near the valence band edge.

4. Theoretical Modeling for Subthreshold Current Fluctuations

4.1. Inversion-Channel MOSFET

Subthreshold current of the n-channel IC-MOSFET at the top surface is given by [50]:

ID = ISth(φSS) exp
(

qφSS
kBT

)2
(4)
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ISth(φSS) =

(
qμnWe f f VD

Le f f ES(φSS)

)(
kBT

q

)(
n2

i
NA

)
(5)

where φss denotes the top surface potential, ES denotes the surface electric field, and we assume VD
<kBT/q. Other notations follow the conventional terminology. Here, the theoretical formulation follows
Langevin’s method [51]. When we assume that the noise source yields the fluctuation of the front
surface potential (φss), whereas the drain current fluctuation δID originates from δϕss. Starting with
Equation (4), δID is given as:

δID =
∂ISth(φSS)

∂φSS

exp
(

qφSS
kBT

)
δφSS + ISth(φSS) exp

(
qφSS
kBT

)
·
(

q
kBT

)
δφSS (6)

Then we have,
< δI2

D >

I2
D

=

(
q

kBT
− 1

2φSS

)2
< φ2

SS > (7)

where <X> means the time averaging of the parameter X. The spectral density of drain current
fluctuation is calculated as:

SID ( f )
I2
D

=

(
q

kBT
− 1

2φSS

)2
SφSS( f ) (8)

SφSS( f ) =
< (δφSS)

2 >

Δ f
(9)

Sφss(f ) corresponds to the surface potential fluctuation power spectral intensity. It is frequently thought
that Sφss(f ) stems from the carrier density fluctuation [2,11]. One possible source of Sφss(f ) is the
trapping-detrapping process of carriers near the top surface of the silicon layer. This expression is
valid for φss > 0; that is ID >ISth.

4.2. Buried-Channel MOSFET

On the other hand, the subthreshold current of the p-channel BC-MOSFET near the bottom surface
or the top surface is given by [52]

ID = IBth

∫ φBS

φSS

1√
φBS

exp
(
− qφB

kBT

)
dφB (10)

IBth =
μnWe f f VD

√
2εSqNA

Le f f
(11)

where φSS denotes the top surface potential, φBS denotes the bottom surface potential, and we assume
VD < kBT/q. Equation (10) can be approximated as:

ID ≈ 1
2 IBth(φSS − φBS)

[
− 1√

φSS
exp
(
− qφSS

kBT

)
+ 1√

φBS
exp
(
− qφBS

kBT

)]
= 1

2 IBthF(φSS)
[
− 1√

φSS
exp
(
− qφSS

kBT

)
+ 1√

φBS
exp
(
− qφBS

kBT

)]
= IBS − ISS

(12)

F(φSS) is given as [41],

φSS − φBS = CBOX
CS+CBOX

φSS − qNAtS
2(CS+CBOX)

− CBOXV∗
SUB

CS+CBOX

= F(φSS)
(13)

and we have,
dφBS
dφSS

=
CS

CS + CBOX
= 1 − fC (14)
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fC =
CBOX

CS + CBOX
(15)

Parameter fC partially represents the capacitance coupling effect. Here CS denotes the SOI
layer capacitance, CBOX denotes the buried oxide layer capacitance, and V*

SUB denotes the effective
substrate bias.

Assuming that the current fluctuation originates from the traps near the top surface of the silicon,
we can say that the surface potential fluctuation directly influences the bottom surface potential
fluctuation electrostatically. The theoretical calculation is based on the same approach mentioned
in Section 4.1. This argument yields the following expression for the power spectral intensity of the
fluctuation of the buried-channel current.

SID_SS( f ) = 4
(

fC
F(φSS)

)2
[IBS − ISS]

2SφS( f )

+ 1
4

[
−ISS

(
1

φSS
+ 2q

kBT

)
+ 2(1 − fC)IBS

(
1

φBS
+ 2q

kBT

)]2
SφS( f )

+ fC[IBS − ISS]
[
− ISS

F(φSS)

(
1

φSS
+ 2q

kBT

)
+ 2(1 − fC)

IBS
F(φSS)

(
1

φBS
+ 2q

kBT

)]
SφS( f )

(16)

SφS( f ) corresponds to the fluctuation power spectral intensity of the top surface potential.
Taking account of the fact that IBS >> ISS, Equation (16) can be rewritten as:

SID_SS( f )
I2
D

≈
{

4
(

fC
F(φSS)

)2
+
[
(1 − fC)

(
1

φBS
+ 2q

kBT

)]2
}

SφS( f ) +
{

2 fC(1− fC)
F(φSS)

(
1

φBS
+ 2q

kBT

)2
}

SφS( f ) (17)

On the other hand, when it is assumed that the current fluctuation originates from the traps near
not only the top surface, but also the bottom surface, of the SOI layer, we have the following expression
for the power spectral intensity of the fluctuation of the buried-channel current [51].

SID_SS_BS( f ) =
(

ID
F(φSS)

)2(
SφS( f ) + SφB( f )

)
+ I2

SS

(
1

φSS
+ 2q
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)2
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(18)

where SφB( f ) corresponds to the fluctuation power spectral density of bottom surface potential. It is
assumed that SφB( f ) >> SφS( f ) because IBS >> ISS. Thus we have:

SID_SS_BS( f )
I2
D

≈
{

1
F2(φSS)

+

(
1

φBS
+

2q
kBT

)2
}

SφB( f )− 2
(

1
F(φSS)

)(
1

φBS
+

2q
kBT

)
SφB( f ) (19)

4.3. Theoretical Modeling of Fluctuation Sources and Brief Examination of the Model

Following the conventional idea, it can be assumed that the fluctuation source for the current
fluctuation originates from the trapping–detrapping process of Si/SiO2 interface states [1,2,27]. The
top surface potential fluctuation <φSS

2> can be written as [2,44]:

SφSS( f ) =
q2kBTNt[EF(φSS)]η

γ−1

C2
OXWe f f Le f f f γ

(20)

where Nt(EF) denotes the trap density at the local Fermi level, COX is the gate oxide capacitance per
unit area, and η is the parameter (units of frequency) that is used in order to adjust the physical
dimension of Sφss(f ). The local Fermi level at the top surface of the SOI layer is a function of the surface
potential, φSS. Other than parameter λ, Equation (20) is basically the same as Equation (3).

In Figure 8, normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of the drain current of

n-channel IC-MOSFETs is almost constant and insensitive to ID when Vsub = –5 V. Since the bottom
surface of the SOI layer is electrostatically shielded by holes when Vsub = –5 V, the electron current near
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the top surface of the SOI layer is influenced primarily by the interface traps near the top surface of the
SOI layer. As Equation (8) is not sensitive to φSS, Figure 8 suggests that Nt(EF) is almost flat around
the midgap. This speculation is reasonable because EF approaches the conduction band bottom via the
midgap when the gate voltage approaches the threshold voltage.

Calculation results of normalized fluctuation power spectral intensity (SID ( f )/ID
2) of the drain

current of the n-channel IC-MOSFET are plotted as a function of ID by solid lines in Figure 11 for Vsub =
0 V and Figure 12 for Vsub = –5 V, where it is assumed that Nt(E) is constant with the value of 4 × 1014

cm−2·eV−1. The effective trap density is about 1 × 1013 cm−2 at room temperature. Calculation results
of SID ( f )/ID

2 for the n-channel IC-MOSFET are insensitive to Vsub, and the values and behavior
insensitivity to ID well match the experimental results. Therefore, Equation (8) successfully predicts
the SID ( f )/ID

2 characteristics in the subthreshold bias range.

Figure 11. Calculation results of SID ( f )/ID
2 as a function of ID for n-channel IC-MOSFET. It is assumed

Nt(E) = 4 × 1014 cm−2·eV−1 and Vsub = 0 V.

Figure 12. Calculation results of SID ( f )/ID
2 as a function of ID for p-channel BC-MOSFET. It is

assumed Nt(E) = 4 × 1014 cm−2·eV−1. Vsub = –5 V for nMOSFET and Vsub = +5 V for pMOSFET.

On the other hand, we show two calculation results of the normalized fluctuation power spectral
intensity (SID ( f )/ID

2) of the drain current of the p-channel BC-MOSFET as a function of ID in
Figure 11 for Vsub = 0 V and Figure 12 for Vsub = 5 V, where it is assumed that Nt(E) is constant with
value of 4 × 1014 cm−2·eV−1. The effective trap density is about 1 × 1013 cm−2 at room temperature.
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In Figures 11 and 12, results of Equation (17) are shown by dotted lines and those of Equation (19)
are shown by broken lines. SID ( f )/ID

2 calculated by Equation (17) decreases with positive substrate
bias as seen in Figure 12. However, SID ( f )/ID

2 calculated by Equation (19) increases with positive
substrate bias, see Figure 12. This assessment reveals that model Equation (17) is acceptable, which
means that the current fluctuation of BC-MOSFETs is primarily ruled by the interface traps near the top
surface of the SOI layer. This new finding is given by the theoretical analysis proposed in this paper.
Equation (17) successfully predicts the SID ( f )/ID

2 characteristics in the subthreshold bias range.
Finally, we examined whether the value of Nt(E) alters the substrate bias dependence of SID ( f )/ID

2

assuming the adoption of Equations (17) and (19). When Nt(E) = 4 × 1013 cm−2·eV−1, SID ( f )/ID
2

values are reduced to one tenth that for Nt(E) = 4 × 1014 cm−2·eV−1 because the surface potential
fluctuation is proportional to Nt(E) (see Equation (20)). However, the substrate bias dependence of
SID ( f )/ID

2 does not change.

5. Conclusions

This paper elucidated the normalized drain current fluctuation spectral intensity of various
long-channel and short-channel SOI MOSFETs (inversion-channel SOI MOSFETs and buried-channel
SOI MOSFETs) from the viewpoint of scaling. This paper reconsidered low-frequency noise behavior in
the inversion-channel SOI MOSFET and the buried-channel SOI MOSFET because it is anticipated that
the quality of both Si/SiO2 interfaces should modulate the low-frequency noise characteristics of both
devices. Our assessments also addressed the low-frequency noise behavior of sub-100-nm-long channel
SOI MOSFETs. The low-frequency noise behavior in the subthreshold bias range was discussed in
some detail in order to consider device suitability for future low-voltage and low-power applications.

This paper also proposed theoretical models to explain and predict the drain current fluctuations
of SOI MOSFETs. For the buried-channel device, two models were proposed; one assumes that the
drain current fluctuation originates from the traps near the top surface of the SOI layer, and the other
assumed that the drain current fluctuation originates from the traps near the bottom surface of the
SOI layer. As expected, the analyses showed that the current fluctuation of the inversion channel SOI
MOSFET is strongly influenced by interface traps near the top surface of the SOI layer because those
traps are not well shielded by surface weak inversion carriers in the subthreshold bias range. However,
unexpectedly, the buried channel is primarily influenced by interface traps near the top surface of
the SOI layer, not by traps near the bottom surface of the SOI layer. This interesting characteristic
of current fluctuation spectral intensity was well explained by the theoretical models proposed here.
One theoretical expression reveals that the impact of substrate bias is not due to just the capacitance
coupling effect, which contradicts the conventional model. As a result, the interface trap density of
the top surface of the SOI layer should be reduced in order to improve the analog performance of
SOI MOSFETs.
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Abstract: This work focuses on the effect of remote phonon arising from the substrate and high-κ
gate dielectric on electron mobility in two-dimensional (2D) InSe field-effect transistors (FETs).
The electrostatic characteristic under quantum confinement is derived by self-consistently solving
the Poisson and Schrödinger equations using the effective mass approximation. Then mobility is
calculated by the Kubo–Greenwood formula accounting for the remote phonon scattering (RPS) as
well as the intrinsic phonon scatterings, including the acoustic phonon, homopolar phonon, optical
phonon scatterings, and Fröhlich interaction. Using the above method, the mobility degradation
due to remote phonon is comprehensively explored in single- and dual-gate InSe FETs utilizing SiO2,
Al2O3, and HfO2 as gate dielectric respectively. We unveil the origin of temperature, inversion density,
and thickness dependence of carrier mobility. Simulations indicate that remote phonon and Fröhlich
interaction plays a comparatively major role in determining the electron transport in InSe. Mobility is
more severely degraded by remote phonon of HfO2 dielectric than Al2O3 and SiO2 dielectric, which
can be effectively insulated by introducing a SiO2 interfacial layer between the high-κ dielectric and
InSe. Due to its smaller in-plane and quantization effective masses, mobility begins to increase at
higher density as carriers become degenerate, and mobility degradation with a reduced layer number
is much stronger in InSe compared with MoS2.

Keywords: two-dimensional material; field effect transistor; indium selenide; phonon scattering;
mobility; high-κ dielectric

1. Introduction

The compelling demand for higher performance and lower power consumption in complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) field-effect transistors (FETs) has highlighted the quest for
devices and architectures based on new materials [1]. Performance boosters such as strain, high-κ
dielectric, metal gate, and three-dimensional (3D) devices have enabled extraordinary improvement of
performance in the past 60 years [2,3]. Recently, two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals semiconductors
hold great potential for optics and electronics application due to their unique properties, including
the atomic thickness, tunable bandgap, and dangling-bond-free surface, which achieves improved
gate control over the channel and reduced short channel effects [4,5]. So far, many classes of
2D material-based devices have been extensively studied, such as graphene, transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), and black phosphorus [6–8]. Very recently, few-layer InSe has attracted much
attention due to its highly promising prospect as channel material for FETs, offering small effective
mass of electron ~0.14 m0 and high electron mobility up to ~103 cm2/Vs at room temperature obtained
by experimental measurements [9–11]. Therefore, InSe has advantages of a similar gap as silicon,
2D nature as graphene, higher mobility than TMDs, and higher environmental stability than black
phosphorus. In addition, electrostatic tunability of spin-orbit coupling in InSe has been identified,
showing potential in devising III-VI based spintronic devices [12,13].
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However, the charge transport properties in InSe FET have not been well understood and starve
for comprehensive investigation. More recently, the ballistic performance of mono- and multi-layer
InSe FET is studied by the first-principles calculation and the top of the barrier model [14], and
temperature-dependent phonon-limited mobility is estimated by the physical modeling of intrinsic
scattering mechanisms [15]. On the other hand, charge transport behavior is very sensitive to external
surroundings, such as gaseous adsorbates from air and trapped charges in substrates [16], and their
electronic performance is generally lower than their intrinsic values. Previous studies of back-gated
multilayer InSe FET on various substrates (bare SiO2, bare Al2O3, poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA)/SiO2, and PMMA/Al2O3) have reported the carrier mobility ranging from 2.2 cm2/Vs
to 1055 cm2/Vs at low operating voltage [10], while dual-gated InSe FET on hexagonal boron nitride
(hBN)/SiO2 show an excellent mobility approaching 103 cm2/Vs and 104 cm2/Vs at room and
liquid-helium temperatures respectively [9]. It is apparently suggested that the introduction of
substrate and gate dielectric has a strong effect on the electron mobility, which can be generally
contributed to the extrinsic scatterings from surface roughness (SRS), interfacial Coulomb impurities
(CIS), and remote phonon scatterings (RPS) [17,18]. Atomic flatness of 2D materials makes them
immune to SR scattering, while CIS can be lowered or eliminated as possible by improving the
fabrication process. Therefore, only remote phonon can be regarded as an intrinsic factor arising
from the dielectric environment, and open questions remain as to its role in determining the electron
transport in atomically-thin InSe FETs.

In this paper, the effect of remote phonons arising from the substrate and high-κ dielectric together
with the intrinsic phonons of the InSe channel on electron transport is studied based on the physical
modeling by self-consistently solving the Poisson and Schrödinger equations and employing the
Kubo–Greenwood formula. Mobility behaviors in single-gate and dual-gate InSe FET with various
gate dielectric are theoretically explored and analyzed as a function of temperature, inversion density,
InSe layer number, and SiO2 interfacial layer thickness. Acoustic phonons and optical phonons—as well
as homopolar phonons—have a minor effect on electron mobility, while remote phonons and Fröhlich
interaction play a comparatively major role in determining the electron transport in InSe. Compared
with MoS2, much smaller effective masses of electron in InSe give rise to a great enhancement of
mobility at high density as carriers become degenerate. Simulation results in this work provide
physical insight into the mobility behavior of InSe FET for carrier mobility optimization from the
theoretical viewpoint.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the device structures and simulation
methods, especially the physical models of remote phonon depending on the gate stack. In Section 3,
we present simulation results of mobility and corresponding explanations. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Section 4.

2. Device Structures and Simulation Methods

Simulated device structures with 2D-layered InSe channel are shown in Figure 1, where the
intrinsic channel without doping is assumed. Figure 1a shows the back-gate (single-gate) InSe FET
with SiO2 substrate as gate dielectric. Figure 1b shows the top-gate (dual-gate) InSe FETs with high-κ
dielectric as top dielectric and SiO2 substrate as back dielectric. Figure 1c shows the structure with
additional SiO2 interfacial layer (ITL) embedded between the InSe channel and high-κ dielectric
compared with Figure 1b. In the case of single-gate devices, only the back gate is biased with Vbg,
while the back gate is grounded and the top gate is biased with Vtg for the dual-gated devices.
In this work, traditionally used high-κ dielectrics of HfO2 and Al2O3 are comprehensively studied,
with corresponding parameters listed in Table 1. Except for Figure 2, all the simulation results are
calculated at room temperature (300 K).

We start the calculation by obtaining the electrostatic characteristic of the two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) in InSe layer by self-consistently solving the Poisson and Schrödinger equations using the
effective mass approximation with nonparabolicity correction, inherently accounting for the quantum
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confinement effects [19]. Particularly the energy dispersion of 2D-layered InSe is described by the
thickness-dependent effective masses obtained from first-principles calculation, as shown in our
previous work [14]. Next, the matrix elements and the scattering rates are calculated through the
Fermi golden rule [19]. Physical models for electron mobility include the remote phonon scattering
(RPS) arising from the high-κ dielectric as well as the intrinsic phonon scatterings of channel material,
including the acoustic (AC) phonon-, homopolar (HO) phonon-, optical (OP) phonon- scatterings, and
Fröhlich interaction (POP) [20–23]. For AC phonons, elastic and isotropic approximations are adopted.
The HO and OP scatterings are treated as inelastic and isotropic process. For POP and RP scatterings,
inelastic and anisotropic characteristic are considered. Once the scattering rates are obtained, the
mobility is calculated by the Kubo–Greenwood formula employing the momentum relaxation time
approximation. The parameters for mobility calculation in few-layer InSe are taken from our previous
work [15].

 
(a) Device A (b) Device B (c) Device C 

Figure 1. Simulated device structure with atomically thin InSe channel in this work. (a) Back-gate InSe
field-effect transistors (FET) with SiO2 substrate as gate dielectric. (b) Dual-gate InSe FET with high-κ
dielectric as top-gate dielectric and SiO2 substrate as back-gate dielectric. (c) The same structure as
(b) with additional SiO2 interfacial layer embedded between the InSe channel and high-κ dielectric.
For the dual-gate structure, high-κ dielectric is covered with a metal gate.

Table 1. Parameters for the polar phonons in some high-κ materials [20]

Quantity SiO2 Al2O3 HfO2

ε0 3.90 12.53 22.00
εint 3.05 7.27 6.58
ε∞ 2.50 3.20 5.03

ωTO1 55.60 48.18 12.40
ωTO2 138.10 71.41 48.35

ε0: Static (low-frequency) dielectric constant; εint: dielectric constant at an intermediate frequency;
ε∞: high-frequency dielectric constant; ωTO1, ωTO2: frequencies of the two polar phonons.

For remote phonon induced by SiO2 substrate, the semi-infinite substrate is assumed, and the
dispersion relationship for the remote phonon model can be written as [19]

ωRP = ωTO1,SiO2

√
εInSe + εSiO2,0

εInSe + εSiO2,∞
(1)

where ωTO1,SiO2 is the low-frequency phonon mode of SiO2, εInSe is the dielectric constant of InSe.
The potential amplitude of the remote phonon is written as

1
ε̂RP

=
1

εInSe + εSiO2,∞
− 1

εInSe + εSiO2,0
(2)
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For the remote phonon induced by top gate dielectric, high-κ dielectric covered with a metal gate
is employed in the simulation. As shown in Table 1, the frequencies of two polar phonons in high-κ
dielectrics such Al2O3 and HfO2 show great discrepancy. Hence, for simplicity, only the low-frequency
phonon mode in high-κ gate dielectric is considered [19]. For high-κ dielectric with a metal gate as
shown in Figure 1b, the dispersion relationship is

ωRP = ωTO1,HK

(
εInSe

(
1−e−2qTHK

1+e−2qTHK

)
+ εHK,0

)1/2

(
εInSe

(
1−e−2qTHK

1+e−2qTHK

)
+ εHK,int

)1/2 (3)

where ωTO1,HK is the low-frequency phonon mode of high-κ dielectric, εHK,0 and εHK,int are the dielectric
constant at the static and intermediate frequency, THK is the thickness of top gate dielectric, and q = |k
− k′| is the remote phonon momentum. The effective dielectric constant depending on the frequency
dependent dielectric constant of the high-κ material can be written as

εe f f = εHK(ω)
1 + e−2qTHK

1 − e−2qTHK
+ εInSe (4)

and then the corresponding potential amplitude is

1
ε̂RP

=
1

εe f f (εHK,int)
− 1

εe f f (εHK,0)
(5)

For the high-κ gate stack with a SiO2 interfacial layer, namely ITL/high-κ/metal-gate stack as
shown in Figure 1c, the dispersion relationship is [16]

ωRP = ωTO1,HK

⎡
⎣εSiO2,0

(
1−e−2qTHK

1+e−2qTHK

)⎛⎝ 1− εSiO2,0+εInSe
εSiO2,0−εInSe

e2qTITL

1+
εSiO2,0+εInSe
εSiO2,0−εInSe

e2qTITL

⎞
⎠− εHK,0

⎤
⎦1/2

×
⎡
⎣εSiO2,0

(
1−e−2qTHK

1+e−2qTHK

)⎛⎝ 1− εSiO2,0+εInSe
εSiO2,0−εInSe

e2qTITL

1+
εSiO2,0+εInSe
εSiO2,0−εInSe

e2qTITL

⎞
⎠− εHK,int

⎤
⎦−1/2 (6)

where TITL is the thickness of interfacial layer. The effective dielectric constant is

εe f f (ω) = εHK(ω)

[(
εSiO2,0−εInSe

2εSiO2,0

)2
e−2qTITL +

(
εSiO2,0+εInSe

εSiO2,0

)2
e2qTITL + 2

ε2
SiO2,0−ε2

InSe

(2εSiO2,0)
2

]
· 1+e−2qTHK

1−e−2qTHK

+
(εSiO2,0+εInSe)

2

4εSiO2,0
e2qTITL − (εSiO2,0−εInSe)

2

4εSiO2,0
e−2qTITL

(7)

Then the potential amplitude for the ITL/high-κ/metal-gate stack can be obtained through the
Equations (5) and (7).

3. Results and Discussion

To begin with, we calibrate the physical models with the experimental measurement. Figure 2
shows the calculated and experimental temperature-dependent mobility at inversion density of
1.6 × 1012 cm−2 and 7.9 × 1012 cm−2 in six-layer InSe dual-gate FET. It should be noted that the
experiment results are obtained from the dual-gate InSe FET with channel covered by hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) [9], which insulates InSe from the dielectric environment, leading to the absence of
remote phonon scattering. From Figure 2a, considering the intrinsic scatterings by AC, HO, and OP
phonon and Fröhlich interaction, the temperature-dependent electron mobility curves measured by
Hall effect are reproduced successfully for T > 100 K, where phonon scatterings dominate. The excellent
agreement between the simulations and experiments validate our methods and models. It should be
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pointed out that when temperature is down to 100 K, there is a significant discrepancy of mobility
between simulations and experiments due to the fact that Coulomb scattering resulting from the
channel impurities and interfacial charges is excluded, which is a dominant factor in determining the
carrier mobility in the low-temperature regime.

On the other hand, if high-κ dielectric of HfO2 is directly deposited on the InSe channel,
the mobility is severely degraded from its intrinsic value, as shown in Figure 2a by solid lines.
For example, at room temperature, mobility changes from 1808 to 1120 cm2/Vs (920 to 464 cm2/Vs)
at inversion density of 7.9 × 1012 cm−2 (1.6 × 1012 cm−2) due to the remote phonon scattering.
To understand the mobility behavior in depth, Figure 2b,c plot the contributions of all the considered
scattering mechanisms to the total mobility. Compared with AC, OP, and HO phonons, the remote
phonon together with Fröhlich interaction plays a comparatively major role in determining the electron
transport in InSe FET. This is the objective of this work to focus on the remote phonon scattering in
InSe FET with high-κ gate stack in the following.

Figure 2. Temperature-dependent mobility in six-layer InSe FETs at inversion density of 1.6 × 1012 cm−2

and 7.9 × 1012 cm−2, respectively. (a) Comparison between the experimental mobility (symbols) and
calculated intrinsic mobility without remote phonon scattering (RPS) (dashed lines), which shows
an excellent agreement. In contrast, the mobility with RPS (solid lines) is significantly degraded.
(b,c) Contributions of each scattering mechanisms to the total mobility for different inversion density
respectively. Intrinsic scatterings include acoustic (AC), optical (OP), and homopolar (HO) phonon
scatterings as well as Fröhlich interaction, while extrinsic scattering is remote phonon scattering arising
from the HfO2 high-κ dielectric.

The effect of remote phonon originating from the substrate and gate stack on the electron
transport of few-layer InSe is shown in Figure 3. The intrinsic phonon-limited mobility in six-layer
single-gate InSe FET is ~843 cm2/Vs at low inversion density. With SiO2 substrate employed,
the mobility is degraded to ~735 cm2/Vs due to remote phonon. In the case of dual-gate structure,
when Al2O3 and HfO2 are used as top-gate dielectric, the additional remote phonon further reduces
the mobility to ~634 cm2/Vs and 426 cm2/Vs respectively. It can be seen that the HfO2 dielectric has a
much stronger influence of remote phonon than Al2O3 and SiO2 dielectric since it has higher dielectric
constant and softer polar vibration mode [20], as listed in Table 1. Particularly, it is worth noting that
the smaller permittivity of InSe results in a stronger remote phonon coupling with electrons compared
with silicon even in the SiO2 case. Despite serious degradation due to remote phonons, the mobility of
the six-layer InSe with high-κ dielectric is higher than that of silicon on insulator (SOI) device with
SiO2 dielectric at a comparative thickness [24], revealing its great potential in high-performance
logic application.
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Figure 3. Calculated mobility as a function of inversion density in six-layer InSe FETs with different
device structures as shown in Figure 1a,b utilizing Al2O3 and HfO2 as top-gate dielectric and SiO2

substrate as back-gate dielectric respectively. Equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) = 1 nm of high-κ
dielectric is assumed. Filled symbols represent intrinsic phonon-limited mobility for benchmark, while
empty symbols represent total mobility including the remote phonon scattering from substrate and
high-κ dielectric.

It is also observed that in six-layer InSe, mobility is increased significantly at higher density,
which is against the common sense. To confirm this behavior, mobility in 2-, 6-, 16-, and 40-layer InSe
FET is calculated in Figure 4a,b, where HfO2 and Al2O3 dielectric are used separately. At the same
time, mobility in MoS2 FET using same device structure is also plotted in Figure 4c,d for comparison.
In the MoS2 case, as inversion density increases, mobility monotonously decreases for thick devices
as expected, and remains almost unchanged for thin devices due to strong quantum confinement.
In the InSe case, at low density, mobility behavior is consistent with MoS2. However, when inversion
density is larger than ~2 × 1012 cm−2, mobility quickly increases regardless of layer number or high-κ
dielectric. Actually, this is also demonstrated by experimental results in [9] as shown in Figure 2a,
which cannot be totally contributed to impurity scattering because at large inversion density and room
temperature the screening produced by the inversion layer drastically reduce the Coulomb scattering.
Therefore, this exceptional enhancement seems intrinsic for 2D-layered InSe to a great extent.

Figure 4. Mobility as a function of inversion density with layer number of 2, 6, 16, and 40 employing
the dual-gate structure as shown in Figure 1b in InSe and MoS2 FET for comparison. EOT = 1 nm of
high-κ dielectric is assumed. (a) InSe FET with HfO2 dielectric. (b) InSe FET with Al2O3 dielectric.
(c) MoS2 FET with HfO2 dielectric. (d) MoS2 FET with Al2O3.
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To get physical insight into this mobility behavior, Figure 5a–d shows the contributions of each
scattering mechanism to the total mobility in both InSe and MoS2 FET with 2- and 40-layer thickness
respectively. Consistent with above-mentioned results, mobility behavior is mainly governed by the
remote phonon and Fröhlich interaction in all considered devices. We find that their scattering rates
increase with inversion density increasing, which should reduce the mobility. In the MoS2 case, carriers
are always non-degenerate following the Boltzmann distribution, where the mobility is essentially
determined by the relaxation times or scattering rates. On the other hand, when inversion density
is larger than ~2 × 1012 cm−2, carriers in InSe FET become degenerate, where subband minimum is
lower than Fermi level EF, and consequently the most influential relaxation times are those for energies
close to EF. Due to their anisotropic property, scattering rates of remote phonon and Fröhlich interaction
are much smaller near EF than those of the subband minimum, giving rise to an enhancement of
mobility. This discrepancy between InSe and MoS2 FET can be well understood by their effective
masses. Firstly, in-plane effective mass of 0.14 m0 in InSe is much smaller than 0.62 m0 in MoS2 [25]
leading to much smaller density-of-states (DOS). In order to obtain the same density, the conduction
band minimum is lower than Fermi level over a few kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Secondly,
quantization effective mass of 0.08 m0 in InSe is also much smaller than 0.49 m0 in MoS2 [26]. This is
the reason that quantum confinement takes effect in 16-layer InSe, but not until the layer number is
reduced to 6 layers in MoS2. Actually, less subbands contributing to the carrier transport in InSe need
Fermi level being higher to change the density, which makes carriers more degenerate together with
the effect of small DOS.

Figure 5. Contributions of each scattering process to the total mobility corresponding to Figure 4a,c
for InSe and MoS2 FET with HfO2 dielectric respectively. (a) 2-layer InSe FET. (b) 40-layer InSe FET.
(c) 2-layer MoS2 FET. (d) 40-layer MoS2 FET.

The dependence of mobility on number of layer (NL) in InSe FET is shown in Figure 6a, where
inversion densities of 5 × 1011, 2 × 1012, and 8 × 1012 cm−2 are considered respectively. In the case of
the relatively medium and high density, mobility is almost independent of channel thickness until NL
~15, and then drops rapidly as NL is further reduced. In the low-density case, mobility degradation
occurs earlier when NL <40. It is noted that for thicker devices, mobility at 5 × 1011 cm−2 gradually
surpasses the value at 2 × 1012 cm−2 and then reaches up to the value at 8 × 1012 cm−2. This awkward
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behavior can be explained by Figure 4a,b, where mobility initially decrease and then the trend is
opposite at higher density, as inversion density decreases in the 40-layer InSe FET. To get physical
insight into the mobility degradation, contributions of each scattering mechanism at 5 × 1011 cm−2 is
shown in Figure 6b. AC-, LO-, and HO-limited mobility is severely reduced when NL is less than ~15,
while the degradation of remote-phonon as well as Fröhlich-limited mobility begins to decrease about
NL ~40, further indicating their major role in determining the electron transport.

Figure 6. (a) Mobility as a function of number of layers ranging from 1 to 40 with different inversion
density in InSe FET using HfO2 as gate dielectric and SiO2 as substrate, as shown in Figure 1b.
(b) Contributions of each scattering mechanism to the total mobility at low inversion density.

Inspired by the similar situation for silicon [27,28], it is suggested that an interfacial layer can be
introduced between InSe channel and high-κ dielectric. To explore the effect of the interfacial layer,
Figure 7 shows the calculated mobility in InSe FET with device structure of Figure 1c capped with
different high-κ dielectric. From Figure 7a, it can be seen that the interfacial layer effectively insulates
the channel away from the high-κ dielectric, resulting in significant mobility enhancement in the whole
range of inversion density due to weaker remote phonon coupling. As interfacial layer thickness is
increased, more mobility enhancement is achieved until TITL approaches ~2 nm, when remote phonon
from high-κ dielectric is totally separated, as shown in Figure 7b. Besides, a thin interfacial layer is
more effective in HfO2 dielectric compared with Al2O3 dielectric. Figure 8 shows the corresponding
remote coulomb scattering (RCS)-limited mobility as a function of SiO2 interfacial layer thickness,
showing an exponential dependence on TITL as μRPS∝exp(2kFTITL), whatever the inversion density
or high-κ dielectric is, with Fermi wavelength 2kF = 1.1 nm−1. This is in agreement with theoretical
predictions for a remote scattering mechanism [20,28].

Figure 7. (a) Mobility as a function of inversion density featuring different SiO2 interfacial layer
thickness in InSe FET with dual-gate structure of Figure 1c. (b) Mobility as a function of SiO2 interfacial
layer thickness at different inversion density in both Al2O3- and HfO2-gated InSe FET. EOT = 1 nm of
high-κ dielectric is used in the simulation.
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Figure 8. Remote coulomb scattering (RCS)-limited mobility as a function of SiO2 interfacial layer
thickness corresponding to total mobility in Figure 7b, showing an exponential dependence on TITL as
exp(2kFTITL) with 2kF = 1.1 nm−1, represented by the dashed lines.

4. Conclusions

Based on the self-consistent Poisson and Schrödinger equations and the Kubo–Greenwood
formula, remote phonons arising from both the SiO2 substrate and high-κ dielectrics in InSe FETs
are comprehensively studied, together with the intrinsic scatterings by AC phonons, OP phonons,
HO phonons, and Fröhlich interaction. It is observed that remote phonons and Fröhlich interaction
plays a comparatively major role in determining the electron transport in InSe. Mobility is more
severely degraded by remote phonon of HfO2 dielectric than Al2O3 and SiO2 dielectric, which can be
effectively insulated by introducing a SiO2 interfacial layer between the high-κ dielectric and InSe.
Due to its smaller in-plane and quantization effective masses, mobility begins to increase at higher
densities as carriers degenerate, and mobility degradation with reduced layer number is much stronger
in InSe compared with MoS2.
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Abstract: In this paper, for the first time, an n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistor (NMOSFET) layout with a Z gate and an improved total ionizing dose (TID) tolerance is
proposed. The novel layout can be radiation-hardened with a fixed charge density at the shallow
trench isolation (STI) of 3.5 × 1012 cm−2. Moreover, it has the advantages of a small footprint,
no limitation in W/L design, and a small gate capacitance compared with the enclosed gate layout.
Beside the Z gate layout, a non-radiation-hardened single gate layout and a radiation-hardened
enclosed gate layout are simulated using the Sentaurus 3D technology computer-aided design (TCAD)
software. First, the transfer characteristics curves (Id-Vg) curves of the three layouts are compared to
verify the radiation tolerance characteristic of the Z gate layout; then, the threshold voltage and the
leakage current of the three layouts are extracted to compare their TID responses. Lastly, the threshold
voltage shift and the leakage current increment at different radiation doses for the three layouts are
presented and analyzed.

Keywords: bulk NMOS devices; radiation hardened by design (RHBD); total ionizing dose (TID);
Sentaurus TCAD; layout

1. Introduction

The total ionizing dose (TID) effect is one of the mechanisms that causes radiation-induced
anomalies in semiconductor devices. The TID mechanism induces the generation of trapped charges
in the dielectrics and interface states along the Si/SiO2 interfaces, causing degradation of a transistor’s
performance [1–4]. Due to the downscaling, the net-charge trapping in oxides with a thickness of less
than 10 nm is modest [5–9]. Since the thickness of the gate oxide of the simulated transistors is 2 nm,
in this work, the net-charge trapping in the oxides is negligible. Therefore, the effects on thick oxides,
such as the shallow trench isolation (STI), dominate the TID response of metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) [10]. Moreover, the charge trapped in the spacer oxide or at its
interface modifies the parasitic series’ resistance, reducing the drive current [11].

In a conventional non-radiation-hardened single gate layout, the STI’s parasitic conduction path
(the red arrow in Figure 1a) induced by the TID effect, which is visible only in an n-MOSFET, occurs
along the sidewall oxide between the source and the drain, and leads to an increase in the drain
current as the radiation dose increases [1]. A widely studied layout with radiation hardness, called the
enclosed gate layout [12–14], which requires tradeoffs in application [14,15], is presented in Figure 1b.
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For instance, a very small width over length ratio (W/L) is not realistic for an Enclosed Layout
Transistor (ELT), for which the minimum achievable W/L is 2.26 [15], which is a significant concern in
analog circuits [16]. Moreover, a larger gate capacitance will cause a longer time delay, which is not
favorable for digital circuits. A large footprint is another disadvantage of the enclosed gate layout.
In circuit design, the area penalty induced by design has been the main drawback [17].

In order to eliminate the parasitic path and overcome the disadvantages of an enclosed gate
layout, for the first time, an n-MOSFET layout with a Z gate is proposed. Moreover, the proposed Z
gate layout is applicable to more complicated structures, such as fin-field-effect transistors (FinFETs),
tunnel-field-effect transistors (TFETs), and nanowires [18–22]. In this paper, devices with the proposed
Z gate layout achieve total-dose hardness by eliminating these edges, but at the expense of fabrication
feasibility due to the asymmetric active area design, as shown in Figure 1c. First, the effectiveness of
the proposed layout to eliminate the leakage current is demonstrated by Id-Vg curves. Then, the total
shift of the threshold voltage and the variation of the leakage current, before and after the radiation
is applied, are calculated for the single gate layout, the enclosed gate layout, and the Z gate layout,
respectively. Further, the three simulated layouts are compared with respect to the threshold voltage
shift and the leakage current increase as a function of the fixed charge density. Comparing the static
characteristics of the different transistor layouts, it is found that the Z gate layout exhibits the best TID
response compared with the conventional layouts and ELTs.

 
Figure 1. Schematic structures of (a) the conventional layout, (b) the H gate layout, and (c) the proposed
layout. STI, shallow trench isolation.

2. Device Structure and Simulation

The Z gate layout achieves the radiation hardness by introducing two short extra gates that
separate the active area and the isolation oxides. It should be noted that the precise, effective W/L ratio
model of the proposed layout is not available at present; so, the channel width of the Z gate layout
in this work is defined as shown in Figure 1c. A report [15] proposed an effective W/L model of an
enclosed gate layout, and concluded that the only way to obtain a low aspect ratio is to increase the L
value. In the rectangular shape of an enclosed gate layout, the minimum W/L achievable is 2.26, and is
almost reached with L = 7 um [15], which implies a considerable waste of area and a large capacitance
issue. Although a precise W/L model of the Z gate layout is not available at present, the drain current
level of the Z gate layout, when compared with the drain current of a single gate layout with the same
W, L, and the overdrive voltage (Vgt, Vgt = Vgs − Vth), is nearly the same. It assumes that a Z gate
layout does not need to increase the L value that high to achieve the same effective W/L with a single
gate layout, and, thus, has a smaller footprint and gate capacitance.

In the simulation, the main parameters were kept the same for all three layouts. The lateral
spacers were formed by a layer of SiO2 and a thick layer of Si3N4, and the STI was inserted using the
SiO2. Because the enclosed gate layout was not able to achieve a small W/L at L = 0.12 μm, the values
of R1 and R2 were 0.15 μm and 0.27 μm, respectively, and the effective W/L was calculated by the
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formula given in [14], and it was equal to 13.6. The main parameters of the transistors in the simulation
are listed in Table 1.

The TID effect on the MOSFET was modeled by adopting the fixed-charge insulator model
provided by the sentaurus technology computer-aided design (TCAD) software, which can be used to
set a fixed charge density between the STI and the active region [23]. All simulations were performed
using a hydrodynamic model with high-field saturation and mobility degradation models that included
doping dependence and carrier–carrier scattering. We simulated the effects of the total radiation dose
by increasing the fixed charge density on the sidewall oxide [24]. It should be noted that this work
is focused only on the effects of fixed charges; so, the interface states were neglected for the reasons
below. When a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) device is exposed to radiation,
hole trapping results in fixed charges and interface states in the thick oxides. According to a report
on the radiation-induced fixed charge density and interface state density in MOS capacitors [25],
the radiation-induced flat band voltage is predominantly shifted by the fixed charges. The effect
of the interface states is minor. Therefore, in this simulation, the interface states were neglected,
and only the fixed charge density was modified to reflect the total ionizing dose effect [24]. Moreover,
the effects of interface traps were left out of the simulations due to a lack of empirical information about
several parameters of interface traps, such as trap energy and density and the capture cross-section,
which are necessary for accurate simulations [26]. In addition, we can see from the literature [26]
that the tendencies of ΔVth and ΔSS extracted from the simulation results are in good agreement
with those from the experimental data of 5 Mrad. Through the three-dimensional (3D) simulation
results, they confirm that, for sub-100 nm gate-all-around metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (GAA MOSFETs), the fixed charges in the gate spacer predominantly determine ΔVth
and ΔSS, i.e., the TID effect. Note that interface traps were not taken in the simulation in this paper.
Although that may result in some disagreement in the current levels as obtained with the experimental
counterparts, this case does not have much impact on our findings, because the focus of this paper is
not on the exact values of currents but on the general trends and relative results of Z gate, enclosed
gate, and single gate layouts due to the TID effect.

Table 1. The parameters that were used for the device’s simulation.

Parameter Value

Length of channel 0.12 μm
Width of channel 0.21 μm

Thickness of n-type poly gate 100 nm
Thickness of gate oxide 2 nm

Doping of source/drain region 1.0 × 1019 cm−3

Depth of source/drain region 100 nm
Doping of p-type substrate 4.0 × 1017 cm−3

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Id-Vg Simulation Results

In order to verify that the Z gate layout is able to work well in a non-radiation environment,
we simulated the Id-Vg curves of the Z gate layout, the enclosed gate layout, and the single gate
layout at the fixed charge density of 3 × 1010 cm−2 to model the non-radiation scenario. The following
simulation results focus on the analysis of the radiation tolerance characteristics of the proposed layout.
The degradation of devices is mainly characterized by the threshold-voltage shift and the off-state
leakage current [27]. As we know, IDSS is the maximum current that flows through a FET transistor,
which is when the gate voltage (VG) supplied to the FET is 0 V. Additionally, it is only valid when
the FET transistor is a junction field-effect transistor (JFET) or depletion MOSFET. However, as the
proposed Z gate layout transistor is an enhanced MOSFET, we think that the parameters of IDSS and
the IDSS/Ioff ratio are unnecessary to investigate. The threshold-voltage is determined by the linear
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extrapolation method in the linear region; thus, the simulation was performed with a very small VDS,
i.e., 20 mV, 50 mV, and 100 mV [24,27,28]. In this paper, VDS was taken as 20 mV. Moreover, the TID
effect will be more serious when VDS reaches VDD [27]. This can be mainly attributed to the fact that
more trapped charges at the STI/body interface will sufficiently reduce the potential barrier and result
in a larger leakage current at a high drain voltage. In addition, the use of a 20 mV drain bias gives the
best results for the Z gate layout in comparison to the alternatives (results not shown). Thus, in this
paper, the three layout types are simulated at the drain bias of 20 mV, which sweeps the gate bias from
0 V to 1.5 V.

The simulation results of the Id-Vg curves of the single gate layout are shown in Figure 2a, where it
can be seen that the leakage current significantly increases as the fixed charge density increases, and that
the on-current increases slightly as the fixed charge density increases. The simulation results of the
Id-Vg curves of the enclosed gate layout are shown in Figure 2b, where the Id-Vg curves almost overlap
with each other, demonstrating a small impact of the TID effect on the enclosed gate layout.

The simulation results of the Id-Vg curves of the Z gate layout are shown in Figure 2c, wherein
it can be seen that the leakage current increases slightly as the fixed charge density increases.
The radiation tolerance characteristic of the Z gate layout was verified by comparison with that
of the single gate layout. The curves of the Z gate layout are similar to those of the enclosed gate layout;
namely, the leakage current increased very little as the fixed charge density increased, demonstrating
that the Z gate layout was radiation tolerant at the fixed charge densities at the STI of 3.5 × 1012 cm−2,
the same as the enclosed gate layout.

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. The simulation results of the Id-Vg curve of (a) the single gate layout, (b) the enclosed gate
layout, and (c) the Z gate layout.

3.2. Comparison of Key Transistor Performance Parameters

To compare the TID response of the transistors fairly, the threshold voltage and leakage current
parameters were extracted at the fixed charge density of 3 × 1010 cm−2 and 3.5 × 1012 cm−2 to model
the pre- and post-radiation scenarios, respectively. The results of the threshold voltage and leakage
current are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

In Table 2, the threshold voltage of the non-radiation-hardened single gate layout at pre- and
post-radiation is 363 mV and 138 mV, respectively, and the total shift is 225.56 mV; for the other
two radiation-hardened layouts, the total shift is below 30 mV. Thus, regarding the shift value in
descending order, the order of three layout types is the single gate layout, the Z gate layout, and the
enclosed gate layout.
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Table 2. Vth in the pre- and post-radiation scenarios.

Layout Vth-pre (mV) Vth-post (mV) ΔVth (mV)

single gate 363 138 226
enclosed gate 374 374 <1

Z gate 354 329 25

In Table 3, the leakage current of the single gate layout pre- and post-radiation is 0.458 nA and
3.44 μA, respectively, and the total shift is approximately 3.44 μA. The order of magnitude of the
leakage current increase of the other two radiation-hardened layouts was about 1×10−9 A compared
to the enclosed gate layout. Regarding the increment value in descending order, the order of the three
layout types is the single gate layout, the Z gate layout, and the enclosed gate layout.

Table 3. Ioff in the pre- and post-radiation scenarios.

Layout Ioff-pre (A) Ioff-post (A) Increment

single gate 4.58 × 10−10 3.44 × 10−6 3.44 μA
enclosed gate 7.91 × 10−10 7.95 × 10−10 0.004 nA

Z gate 6.46 × 10−9 1.17 × 10−8 5.24 nA

The above-presented comparison of the three layout types regarding the two parameters
demonstrates that the enclosed gate layout achieved the best radiation-hardness performance, and
the Z gate layout was more effective in mitigating the TID effect on the transistor than the single
gate layout.

The threshold voltage shift and the leakage current of the single gate layout, the Z gate layout,
and the enclosed gate layout at different charge densities are depicted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
In Figure 3, it can be seen that the threshold voltage shift of the single gate layout changed non-linearly
with the fixed charge density. The shift increased rapidly at a low charge density, and then slowly
decreased after reaching the peak value at the fixed charge density of about 2×1012 cm−2. As can
be clearly seen in the inner figure in Figure 3, the enclosed gate layout’s shift was kept very small,
and the Z gate layout’s shift was similar to that of the single gate layout. It is shown that the shift
value of the single gate layout at different charge densities was much larger than that of the other
two layouts. The largest shift value of the single gate layout, the Z gate layout, and the enclosed gate
layout was 37 mV, 6 mV, and 0.09 × 10−3 mV, respectively. In the inner figure in Figure 3, it can be
seen that the enclosed gate layout’s shift was smaller than that of the Z gate layout. The enclosed
gate layout achieved great performance regarding the radiation hardness; however, the enclosed gate
layout comes with disadvantages that cannot be ignored, hindering its application to certain circuits.
In such situations, the Z gate layout is a better solution.

The difference between the three layouts regarding the leakage current was even more obvious.
As shown in Figure 4, the leakage current of the single gate layout increased rapidly at a low charge
density, and then slowly decreased after reaching the peak value at the fixed charge density of about
2 × 1012 cm−2, showing a similar trend as the other two layouts (the trend of the enclosed gate layout
is not shown in Figure 4), but at a different order of magnitude. The order of magnitude of the
leakage current increase of the single gate layout was about 1 × 10−7 A, and for the other two layouts,
it was about 1 × 10−10 A. Thus, it is shown that, compared with the single gate layout, the leakage
current increase of the other two layouts was very small, demonstrating the great radiation-hardened
characteristic of these two layouts. As can be seen in the inner figure in Figure 4, the leakage current
increase of the enclosed gate layout was still relatively small, showing the best radiation tolerance
among the three layouts. The largest leakage current increase of the single gate layout, the enclosed
gate layout, and the Z gate layout was 0.66 μA, 1.06 nA, and 0.8 × 10−3 nA, respectively. The reduction
in the leakage current of the enclosed gate layout and of the Z gate layout compared with the single
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gate layout was 0.660 μA and 0.659 μA, respectively. According to the results, the Z gate layout
performed differently from the enclosed gate layout; however, the Z gate layout was still as effective
as the enclosed gate layout regarding the leakage current reduction. Consequently, the Z gate is a
better solution at the fixed charge density of 3.5 × 1012 cm−2. In addition, the radiation effects will
deteriorate even more as the channel length shrinks due to short-channel effects, which are attributed
to the positive charge trapped at the STI/body interface by the radiation [27,28]. This is a serious
problem for a highly scaled device operating in an irradiated environment.

 

Figure 3. The threshold voltage shift of the three layouts at different charge densities.

Figure 4. The leakage current increment of the three layouts at different charge densities.

4. Conclusions

A novel n-MOSFET layout with a Z gate was proposed and analyzed using the Sentaurus 3D
TCAD software. By comparing the proposed layout with the single gate layout and the enclosed
gate layout with respect to the threshold voltage and the leakage current, the radiation-hardened
characteristic of the Z gate layout was verified. Besides this, the proposed layout effectively reduces
the impact of the TID effect on the transistor’s performance compared with the single gate layout;
also, the Z gate layout overcomes the drawbacks of the enclosed gate layout, such as a large footprint,
a limitation in the W/L’s design, and a large capacitance. Thus, the Z gate is a better solution at the
fixed charge density of 3.5 × 1012 cm−2.
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Abstract: Currently, a tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET) is being considered as a suitable electrostatic
discharge (ESD) protection device in advanced technology. In addition, silicon-germanium (SiGe)
engineering is shown to improve the performance of TFET-based ESD protection devices. In this
paper, a new TFET with SiGe source/drain (S/D) regions is proposed, and its ESD characteristics are
evaluated using technology computer aided design (TCAD) simulations. Under a transmission line
pulsing (TLP) stressing condition, the triggering voltage of the SiGe S/D TFET is reduced by 35% and
the failure current is increased by 17% in comparison with the conventional Si S/D TFET. Physical
insights relevant to the ESD enhancement of the SiGe S/D TFET are provided and discussed.

Keywords: band-to-band tunneling (BTBT); electrostatic discharge (ESD); tunnel field-effect transistor
(TFET); Silicon-Germanium source/drain (SiGe S/D); technology computer aided design (TCAD)

1. Introduction

A traditional metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) has a 60 mV/dec
subthreshold swing at room temperature, which limits the application of this device in ultra-low
power integrated circuits (ICs) [1,2]. The tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET) is a promising candidate
for replacing the conventional MOSFET in low power ICs [3–5]. The TFET employs a band-to-band
tunneling (BTBT) mechanism and is able to theoretically achieve a subthreshold swing smaller
than 60 mV/dec. However, the TFET has a very low driving current compared with the MOSFET,
which means it is difficult to realize a high-speed circuit using pure TFETs. Recently, the mixed
TFET–MOSFET circuit design methodology was reported, by skillfully designing the circuits such as
static random access memory (SRAM), level shifter, and even electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection
circuits with two kinds of devices, where both high performance and low standby current can be
achieved [6–9]. ESD protection is a very challenging reliability issue of modern integrated circuits
(ICs), especially in advanced nanoscale technologies [9–14]. As mentioned in reference [9], TFET can
be used to replace the traditional diodes in an ESD protection network to enhance the ESD robustness
in nanoscale technology ICs. The ESD behavior of the TFET has been studied using experiments and
technology computer aided design (TCAD) simulations [15–18]. However, these results show that the
ESD robustness of TFET under positive ESD stress is low.

It has been verified that using a silicon-germanium (SiGe) source in the TFET can increase
the driving current compared with the silicon TFET [19–22]. This is because Ge has a narrower
band-gap and lower carrier effective mass than Si, and these features increase the tunneling probability.
The SiGe engineering has also been introduced in the ESD protection devices to enhance the ESD
performance [12,13]. However, as for ESD protection applications, the physical processes mainly
occur on the drain side of the TFET. As such, using a SiGe source does not benefit TFET’s ESD
characteristics [16].

Micromachines 2018, 9, 657; doi:10.3390/mi9120657 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines84
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In this paper, we propose a new TFET with SiGe both in the source and drain (S/D) regions for
ESD protection. The performance of the proposed device will be investigated using TCAD simulations.
The simulation results will show that both the triggering voltage and the failure current of the SiGe
S/D TFET are improved over those of the conventional Si TFET. The impact of various technology
parameters on the ESD behavior of the SiGe S/D TFET will also be given.

2. Basic Concept of Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Protection Tunnel Field-Effect Transistor (TFET)
and the Protection Network

TFET is essentially a reverse biased gated p-i-n diode. As for ESD protection, TFET, the gate
terminal is connected to the source by default. Under the negative ESD stress, namely, ESD current
is injected into the source terminal of TFET the with drain terminal grounded. TFET will operate
in a positive diode conduction mode and has a high current discharge capability as illustrated in
Figure 1a. Whereas under positive ESD stress, the ESD current is injected into the drain terminal with
the source terminal grounded. TFET will operate in avalanche breakdown mode to discharge the ESD
current as illustrated in Figure 1b. Since avalanche breakdown requires a relatively high electric field,
the conduction voltage of TFET under positive ESD stress is high, making it unacceptable in advanced
nanoscale technologies. Thus, the research on TFET under ESD stress mainly focuses on the positive
discharge mode.

Figure 1. Schematics of tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET) under (a) negative and (b) positive
electrostatic discharge (ESD) stresses.

It should be mentioned that, since TFET has a relatively low positive mode ESD robustness,
it cannot be used as a single protection device in an IC, but can be used to implement a protection
network as shown in Figure 2, in which TFET is used to replace the traditional diode to enhance the
whole chip ESD robustness. As for the pin-to-pin ESD event, their discharge paths exist in the TFET
based protection network as shown in Figure 2, whereas in the traditional diode-based protection
network only Path2 exists. In Path1 and Path3, TFET1 and TFET4 operate in avalanche breakdown
mode with low ESD robustness. Thus, it is necessary to improve the robustness of TFET under positive
ESD stress.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the ESD protection network with TFETs.

3. Device Structure and Simulation Setup

As illustrated in Figure 3, the device structure proposed in this work is identical to the conventional
silicon point-tunneling TFET except that the source and the drain regions are made of SiGe. The device
size is not set to a very small value for better heat dissipation [11,23]. The default device parameters
are: Thickness of the gate oxide (HfO2) Tox = 4 nm, thickness of the silicon TSi = 1 μm, width of the
device WSi = 1 μm, depth of the junction Xj = 10 nm, length of the gate LG = 100 nm, and source and the
drain side silicide blocking lengths SOP = DOP = 100 nm. Silicide blocking is used in ESD protection
devices to reduce the current crowding effect [12,16]. The doping concentrations of the source, drain,
and substrate are NS = 1 × 1020 cm−3, ND = 5 × 1019 cm−3, and NSub= 1 × 1016 cm−3, respectively.
Abrupt doping profile is used in the simulation. In order to avoid possible high defect density at the
SiGe/Si interface, the default Ge mole fraction is set at 0.4 [22].

 
Figure 3. Schematic of the proposed SiGe source/drain (S/D) TFET.

The SiGe S/D TFET can be fabricated using the following process flow. First, the source region is
recessed into the p-Si substrate by an etching process. Then the p+ SiGe source region is grown by
epitaxy. Similarly, the drain region is recessed into the p-Si substrate by the etching process and the n+
SiGe drain region is grown by epitaxy. Afterward, the gate dielectric and the gate stack are deposited
and patterned. Finally, the spacers are formed.

Simulations are carried out in the Sentaurus simulator. The dynamic nonlocal BTBT model is
used instead of the local BTBT model. This is because the dynamic model takes into account the
spatial variation of the energy bands and therefore can model the BTBT probability more accurately.
The fitted coefficients of the SiGe BTBT probability are calculated by linear interpolation between the
parameters of pure Si and pure Ge [23]. The lattice temperature is calculated using the thermodynamic
model. Van Overstraeten-de Man avalanche generation model, high field saturation, and Philips
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unified mobility models, band-gap narrowing model and doping dependent Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination model are also used.

Transmission line pulsing (TLP) pulses, which mimic the stressing of the human body model
(HBM), are used to simulate the quasi-static current-voltage (I-V) behavior of the devices during the
ESD conditions. The drain terminal of the TFET was stressed with TLP pulses while keeping the gate
and the source terminals grounded. The rise time and the pulsewidth are set at 10 ns and 100 ns,
respectively. The voltage samples are obtained by averaging the transient data in the range of 60 ns to
90 ns [16].

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

The TLP I-V curves of both the SiGe S/D and Si TFETs are shown in Figure 4. The triggering
voltage and failure current of the SiGe S/D TFET are 4.1 V and 0.7 mA/μm, respectively, which are 35%
lower and 17% higher than those of the Si counterpart. These improved key parameters will make the
new TFET easier to fit into the modern ESD design window and offer higher ESD protection capability.
It should be noted that the SiGe source has nearly no influence on the ESD characteristics [15], and the
improvement is achieved by introducing the SiGe drain in the TFET.

The reduction of the triggering voltage of the TFET is achieved by introducing the SiGe material
in the drain region. The Ge material has the following three advantages in triggering the TFET at
a lower voltage. First, Ge has a higher BTBT probability than Si due to its narrower bandgap and
lower carrier effective mass. The TFET has a BTBT-assisted avalanche generation mechanism, hence a
higher BTBT probability gives rise to a more significant avalanche breakdown [16,17]. Second, Ge has
a higher impact ionization coefficient than Si under the same electric field [24]. This means that the
critical electric field required for avalanche breakdown in the SiGe S/DTFET is lower than that in the Si
TFET. Third, the drain/substrate heterojunction offers an enhanced electric field, which helps to reduce
the triggering voltage [25]. SiGe and Si have similar electron affinities, thus the bandgap difference
approximately equals the valence band offset. Figure 5a shows the energy bands of the SiGe S/D TFET
stressed under a TLP current density of 0.5 mA/μm. It can be seen that there is a valence band offset
at the drain/substrate interface. This obstructs the holes from moving to the source, causing some
holes to accumulate on the drain side, as evidenced by the hole concentration plot shown in Figure 5b,
with a significant hole density peak at a distance of 5 nm below the Si/SiO2 interface on the drain side.
This leads to an enhancement in the electric field at the drain/substrate interface and consequently a
reduction in the trigger voltage.

μ

Figure 4. Transmission line pulsing (TLP) I-V curves of the SiGe S/D TFET and Si TFET.
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Figure 5. (a) Energy bands and (b) hole concentration simulated at 90 ns under a TLP current density
of 0.5 mA/μm, at a distance of 5 nm below the Si/SiO2 interface.

As shown in Figure 2, the failure current of the new TFET is also improved. Under an ESD event,
the Joule heat is the main heat component in the device, and it can be expressed as in reference [26],

HJoule = Hp + Hn =

∣∣Jp
∣∣2

pqμp
+

|Jn|2
nqμn

(1)

where H is the heat, J is the current density, μ is the mobility, and subscripts n and p denote electrons
and holes, respectively. The hole Joule heat is higher than the electron Joule heat because the impact
generated holes move from the drain interface to the source through the channel region, whereas the
electrons are collected by the drain terminal without traveling. Furthermore, the high electric field and
carrier scattering significantly degrade the mobility, especially near the drain and the source interfaces.
These, in turn, cause a large amount of hole Joule heat generated at the interface regions as shown in
Figure 6. The hole mobility in the SiGe S/D TFET is higher than that in the conventional Si TFET as
shown in Figure 7. Thus, the SiGe S/D TFET has an elevated robustness due to the fact that the hole
Joule heat is the dominate heat source and hole mobility in SiGe is higher than that in Si.

The thermal conductivity is another important factor influencing the ESD thermal breakdown.
SiGe has a lower thermal conductivity compared with Si, which hinders the heat dissipation [27,28].
However, the volume of the SiGe regions are relatively small and the reduction in the triggering
voltage implies that less Joule heat is generated.

Figure 6. Contour plot of hole Joule heat simulated at 90 ns under a TLP current density of 0.5 mA/μm.
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Figure 7. Hole mobilities at a distance of 5 nm below the Si/SiO2 interface.

In the SiGe S/D TFET, the increase in the Ge mole fraction (x) can cause a reduction in the
triggering voltage, and a slight increase in the failure current as shown in Figure 8. This trend can be
easily understood from the preceding discussions. However, when the Ge mole fraction is higher than
0.4, the defect density at the SiGe/Si interface may degrade the device performance.

1-x x
x
x
x

μ

Figure 8. TLP I-V curves of SiGe S/D TFET with different Ge mole fractions.

Dimensions have significant influences on the characteristics of ESD protection devices.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that with a large DOP and SOP value (see Figure 1), although the
triggering voltage is slightly increased, the failure current is significantly increased. This can be
attributed to two reasons. The increase in device volume offers a better heat dissipation and thus a
reduced temperature in the device. In addition, when DOP and SOP are increased, the series resistance
in the discharge path is increased, hence the ballasting effect suppresses the current crowding along
the lateral direction [16]. The contour plots of lattice temperature with two DOP and SOP values are
shown in Figure 10.

The gate length can also affect the ESD performance. As listed in Table 1, the scaling in the gate
length reduces the triggering voltage and the failure current of the TFET. The former can be attributed
to the increase in the lateral electric field, which enhances the reverse biased p-n junction tunneling
and impact ionization [29]. In addition, the increase in spreading resistance may also play a role [30,31].
However, since the gate is grounded, the electric field near the drain/substrate junction is strongly
affected by the gate, and the impact of gate length on the triggering voltage is not very significant [18].
The failure current increases with increasing gate length owning to the larger size and improved
conduction uniformity.
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Figure 9. TLP I-V curves of SiGe S/D TFET with different SOP and DOP values.

Figure 10. Contour plots of lattice temperatures in TFETs under TLP current density of 0.5 mA/μm
with different DOP/SOP values: (a) DOP = SOP = 100 nm and (b) DOP = SOP = 300 nm.

Table 1. Triggering voltages and failure currents with different gate lengths.

Gate Length 50 nm 100 nm 150 nm 200 nm

Triggering Voltage 4.06 V 4.1 V 4.18 V 4.28 V
Failure Current 0.65 mA/μm 0.7 mA/μm 0.725 mA/μm 0.75 mA/μm

The impact of drain doping level on SiGe S/D TFET’s ESD I-V characteristic is shown in Figure 11.
It can be observed that with the increase in drain doping level, the triggering voltage is reduced.
This can be attributed to the enhanced BTBT, and reduction in the critical electric field required for
avalanche breakdown. The failure current is slightly increased with the increase in drain doping level,
and this is because the reduction in drain voltage results in less Joule heat. It should be mentioned
that, since the BTBT and avalanche generations mainly occur on the drain side, the source doping level
nearly does not influence the TFET’s ESD characteristics [16].
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μ

 
Figure 11. TLP I-V curves of SiGe S/D TFET with different Ge mole fractions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new grounded-gate TFET with SiGe source and drain regions was proposed and
its ESD characteristics were investigated using TCAD simulations. Compared to the conventional Si
TFET, the triggering voltage of the SiGe S/D TFET is reduced because the SiGe regions offer a high
BTBT probability, a higher impact ionization coefficient, and a higher electric field due to the SiGe/Si
heterostructure. The failure current of the SiGe S/D TFET is also increased due to the combination
of a lower triggering voltage and a smaller Joule heat resulting from a higher hole mobility in SiGe.
This enhanced ESD performance will be beneficial for constructing robust TFET-based ESD protection
networks in the future.
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Abstract: Using a state-of-the-art quantum transport simulator based on the effective mass
approximation, we have thoroughly studied the impact of variability on SixGe1−x channel
gate-all-around nanowire metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (NWFETs) associated
with random discrete dopants, line edge roughness, and metal gate granularity. Performance
predictions of NWFETs with different cross-sectional shapes such as square, circle, and ellipse
are also investigated. For each NWFETs, the effective masses have carefully been extracted from
sp3d5s∗ tight-binding band structures. In total, we have generated 7200 transistor samples and
performed approximately 10,000 quantum transport simulations. Our statistical analysis reveals that
metal gate granularity is dominant among the variability sources considered in this work. Assuming
the parameters of the variability sources are the same, we have found that there is no significant
difference of variability between SiGe and Si channel NWFETs.

Keywords: line edge roughness; metal gate granularity; nanowire; non-equilibrium Green’s function;
random discrete dopants; SiGe; variability

1. Introduction

Semiconductor fabrication has witnessed amazing progress in the last about 50 to 60 years which
has enabled the scaling of the physical dimensions of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs) at an exponential rate. According to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) report, by the year 2024,
the gate length (LG) and diameter of transistors are expected to be 10 and 5 nm, respectively, for
high-performance logic applications [1]. However, the scaling has slowed down due to increase in a
number of detrimental second order effects like source-to-drain tunneling and drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBL) [2,3].

In order to overcome these issues, a device with the gate-all-around (GAA) structure is a promising
candidate to replace the Fin field-effect transistor (FinFET), which is being adopted in industries [1,4,5].
Devices with the GAA structure showed better electric transport performance thanks to their superior
electrostatic integrity. Maheshwaram et al. reported that, by using the vertical GAA Si nanowire
MOSFETs (NWFETs) instead of the FinFET, the ring oscillator delay and the power consumption are
improved by 33% and 45%, respectively [6]. In addition, nanowires based on different materials and
geometry cross-section can be used as transducers, sensors or photovoltaic devices [7–10].

Micromachines 2018, 9, 643; doi:10.3390/mi9120643 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines94
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Studying on the channel material engineering as well as the gate structure is very important to
overcome the short channel effects in nanoscale devices. SiGe, III-V, and two-dimensional materials
such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenide are attracting attention as the channel material
in future devices thanks to their small transport effective masses (m∗

trans) [3,11–14]. It is noteworthy
that materials with smaller m∗

trans can contribute to increases ON-state current (ION) but increases
OFF-sate current (IOFF) as well in the short channel device due to the source-to-drain tunneling
currents. Moreover, transistors with small band-gap materials are suffering from the band-to-band
leakage currents [13]. Unfortunately, the overwhelmingly superior material that can replace Si has
not been found yet. In this paper, we concentrate on SiGe, which is more compatible with the current
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology [15]. In addition, material properties
of SiGe can be adjusted by the mole fraction to have the advantages of Si and Ge together.

Previous simulation studies have shown that random discrete dopants (RDD), line edge roughness
(LER), and metal gate granularity (MGG) induce significant variability in ultra-scaled InGaAs [16] and
Si [17,18] channel nanoscale devices. However, the former used classical transport models, whereas the
latter considered a very small number of statistical samples due to the computational cost of quantum
transport simulations. To the best of our knowledge, a study comparing the impact of different sources
of variability of SiGe channel NWFETs using the quantum transport simulations with a large number
of samples is missing.

In this paper, we focus on the investigation of the impact of dominant sources of statistical
variability (RDD, LER and MGG) in n-type SixGe1−x channel GAA NWFETs with different cross-section
shapes. In order to capture the source-to-drain tunneling in the nanoscale devices, the quantum
transport problem for electrons is solved within the parabolic effective mass (PEM) approximation
by means of the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism implemented in the Glasgow
Nano-Electronic Simulation Software (NESS) [19]. We also confirm that the calibrated confinement
and transport effective masses can reproduce the empirical tight binding (ETB) band structures. For a
reliable statistical analysis, an ensemble of 200 transistor samples for each set of variability sources has
been adopted. All together, we have performed approximately 10,000 quantum transport simulations
with 7200 different transistor samples.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the details related to the generation of
the statistical variability sources such as RDD, MGG and LER, implementation of the NEGF formalism
and the effective mass extraction method from sp3d5s∗ ETB band structure calculations. This is
followed by the discussion of the simulation results in Section 3. Finally, we summarize our results in
Section 4.

2. Simulation Framework

2.1. Device Structure with the Variability Sources Included

Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of GAA NWFETs with an elliptic cross-sectional shape.
The three dominant variability sources including RDD, LER, and MGG are also highlighted in Figure 1.
RDD and LER are generated in the channel region (10.0 nm) and in equal portions of the source and
the drain (8.0 nm each), resulting in Lv = 26.0 nm. The remaining source and drain regions (20.0 nm
each) are assumed to have continuous doping profile in order to ensure good convergence of the
electrostatic potential.

For the generation of RDD, a rejection technique has been adopted by considering the atomic
arrangement in SixGe1−x NW crystal structures [20] with the corresponding lattice parameter.
We generate a random number between 0 and 1 in each atom of SixGe1−x, and substitute the atom
with a dopant atom if the random number is less than the criteria (CR). The criteria can be written as:

CR = NDVatom, (1)
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where ND is the doping density at this site and Vatom is the volume of the corresponding atom. Because
Vatom is a constant value determined by the lattice parameter, as ND increases, the probability that a
dopant atom is located increases. Therefore, the total number of dopant atoms follows the Poisson
distribution [21].

LER at the interface between SixGe1−x and gate oxide is characterized by an auto-correlation
function [22]:

C(r) = Δ2
me−

√
2r/Lm , (2)

where Δm is the root mean square, Lm is the correlation length, and r is the length between two
points. Herein, Δm and Lm are 0.2 and 1.0 nm, respectively, which is consistent with experimental
data for Si [23]. To be consistent, we have used the same value of these parameters for SixGe1−x
channel devices.

Regarding MGG, the grains in the TiN metal gate region are generated by using the Voronoi
algorithm [24,25]. The value of the work-function for each grain can be either 4.4 or 4.6 eV with the
probability of 40% or 60% based on previous experimental results [26]. It was reported that, as the
grain size increases, the more significant variability is observed, meaning that the small average grain
size causes less variability [24]. Therefore, the average grain size of 3.0 nm used in this paper is small
enough to expect a relatively less MGG-induced variability.

Following the IRDS specifications for the node “4/3” [1], the n-type SixGe1−x (x = 1.0, 0.8, 0.5,
and 0.2) channel GAA NWFETs with LG = 10.0 nm and a diameter (or width) of 5.0 nm (see Figure 1)
are considered. NWFETs with square, circle, and elliptic cross-sectional shapes are also studied
and their corresponding cross-section dimensions are chosen to have the same footprint to keep the
technology node. Indeed, NWFETs with elliptic cross-sectional shapes can be referred to the nano-sheet
MOSFETs [27]. The transport direction in all the devices is along [100]. The equivalent oxide thickness
is 0.8 nm. The source-to-drain bias VDS is set to 0.6 V. All simulations are performed at 300 K.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the elliptical gate-all-around nanowire metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors (GAA NWFET) (a = 3 nm and b = 5 nm) highlighting variability sources.
For the square and circular nanowires (NWs), a = b = 5 nm. LS = LD = 28 nm, LG = 10 nm, and
LV = 26 nm. The doping concentrations in source/drain and channel regions are 1020 (n-type) and 1015

(p-type) cm−3, respectively. RDD–random discrete dopants, LER–line edge roughness and MGG–metal
gate granularity.

2.2. Quantum Transport Formalism

The electron quantum transport problem is solved by exploiting the coupled mode NEGF
formalism with the PEM Hamiltonian [28]. Assuming steady-state conditions, we briefly summarize
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the main features of the NEGF approach in matrix notation. Within the PEM approximation,
the discretized mode-space Green’s function is defined as

Gr
ν(E) =

[
EI − Hν − Σr

L,ν(E)− Σr
R,ν(E)

]−1 , (3)

where I is the identity matrix and Hν represents the mode-space version of the Hamiltonian for the
ν th conduction band valley. Σr

L/R is the retarded self-energy for the left/right semi-infinite device
contact, usually being computed by adopting the recursive algorithm proposed in Ref [29].

The lesser and greater Green’s functions are then obtained from

G≶
ν = Gr

ν

(
Σ≶

L,ν + Σ≶
R,ν

)
Gr†

ν (4)

with lesser (Σ<) and greater self-energies (Σ>). They are related to their corresponding retarded
counterpart by

Σr =
1
2
(
Σ> − Σ<

)
, (5)

where the energy variable E has been omitted for brevity. In practice, the real part of the retarded
self-energy in Equation (5) is neglected. This approximation shall not introduce significant error in the
transport properties [30]. Once the lesser and greater Green’s functions are known, physical quantities
such as carrier density and current can be computed respectively as,

n(xj, y, z) = −i × 2 ∑
ν

∑
n,m

∫ dE
2π

G<
nm(xj, xj; E)φn(y, z; xj)φ

†
m(y, z; xj), (6)

I(xj) = −2 × e
h̄ ∑

ν
∑
n,m

∫ dE
2π

(
2 Re

(
Hnm,ν(xj, xj+1)G<

mn(xj+1, xj; E)
) )

, (7)

in which the factor 2 considers the spin degeneracy. The eigenfunction φn(y, z; xj) for the mode n
is calculated by solving the 2D Schrödinger equation corresponding to the cross-section plane at
xj. In nanostructures, such as the nanowires considered in this paper, only few low energy modes
are necessary due to the strong confinement. Therefore, there is a significant gain in the size of the
matrices that must be inverted in the recursive algorithm [30] employed in NESS for computing the
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of G< in Equations (6) and (7), respectively. Finally, Equation (6)
is self-consistently coupled to Poisson equation. When the convergence criterion for the electrostatic
potential is reached, the current is then calculated from Equation (7).

2.3. Extraction of Effective Masses

In order to model the conduction band for the transport simulation, the PEM Hamiltonian is
adopted with transport and confinement effective masses extracted from sp3d5s∗ ETB method with
Boykin’s parameter set, implemented in Synopsys QuantumATK [31,32]. For SixGe1−x materials,
virtual crystal approximation is used [33]. Figure 2 shows the conduction band structures of Si and
Si0.2Ge0.8 NWs as an example. It is highlighted that L-valley is observed in Si0.2Ge0.8 NW but not in Si
NW. Moreover, it is found that the quantization energy (ΔEQ), the energy difference of conduction
band edges of bulk and NW, of Si0.2Ge0.8 NW is larger than that of Si NW.

The transport effective masses are directly calculated from the ETB band structures as follows:

m∗
trans = h̄2

(
∂2E
∂k2

x

)−1

. (8)
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The extraction of confinement effective masses (m∗
con f ) is more complicated. The least-squares

method is used to find the best value of m∗
con f to fit ΔEQ and the energy gap between the first and the

second conduction sub-band energies (ΔEsub) as follows:

S =
(

ΔEETB
Q − ΔEPEM

Q

)2
+
(

ΔEETB
sub − ΔEPEM

sub

)2
, (9)

where ΔEETB
Q (ΔEETB

sub ) and ΔEPEM
Q (ΔEETB

sub ) are ΔEQ (ΔEsub) obtained from ETB and PEM methods,
respectively. It is noteworthy that ΔEPEM

Q and ΔEETB
sub are the function of m∗

con f . Herein, minimized
the squared residue S indicates m∗

con f are well extracted. As a result, the PEM method successfully
reproduces the ETB conduction band structures. The extracted m∗

trans and m∗
con f are summurized in

Table 1.

Figure 2. Band structures of (a) Si and (b) Si0.2Ge0.8 5 × 3 nm2 elliptical NWs. The bulk conduction
band edge is set to 0.0 eV. ΔEQ is also remarked.

Table 1. Calculated effective masses of Si and SixGe1−x nanowires (NWs) with various cross-sectional
shapes. Herein, unit is m0, the rest electron mass.

Degeneracy
Square Circle Ellipse

mx my mz mx my mz mx my mz

Si
Δx 2 0.918 0.240 0.240 0.915 0.224 0.224 0.927 0.464 0.146
Δy 2 0.233 0.953 0.237 0.236 0.887 0.215 0.241 0.839 0.220
Δz 2 0.233 0.242 0.875 0.236 0.208 0.896 0.241 0.206 0.886

Si0.8Ge0.2

Δx 2 0.861 0.235 0.235 0.849 0.287 0.287 0.875 0.321 0.198
Δy 2 0.240 0.884 0.221 0.235 1.342 0.262 0.251 0.757 0.224
Δz 2 0.240 0.220 0.885 0.235 0.259 1.366 0.251 0.192 0.905

Si0.5Ge0.5

Δx 2 0.799 0.241 0.241 0.788 0.286 0.286 0.818 0.392 0.179
Δy 2 0.250 0.864 0.224 0.247 1.042 0.272 0.268 0.674 0.210
Δz 2 0.250 0.224 0.816 0.247 0.270 1.015 0.268 0.194 0.809

Si0.2Ge0.8

Δx 2 0.759 0.237 0.237 0.739 0.285 0.285 0.788 0.448 0.174
Δy 2 0.266 0.788 0.217 0.258 0.952 0.272 0.286 0.657 0.206
Δz 2 0.266 0.213 0.798 0.258 0.272 0.958 0.286 0.186 0.828
L 4 0.350 0.134 0.297 0.500 0.147 0.449 0.600 0.327 0.152

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the statistical transfer characteristics for Si0.2Ge0.8 channel elliptical GAA NWFETs
considering different sets of statistical variability sources. The drain current is normalized by the
diameter (width) of 5 nm of NWFETs. A statistical ensemble of 200 devices has been used in this
work. Significant statistical variability is observed in terms of ION, IOFF and threshold voltage
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(Vth). Figure 3a,b show that the change in RDD-induced variability when adding LER is small,
whereas Figure 3c clearly shows that MGG is the dominant source of variability in the devices under
consideration although very small average grain size of 3.0 nm is used. It is also found that the median
of subthreshold slope (SS) with RDD, LER, and MGG is 62.8 mV/dec, which is comparable to the
value of SS (63.0 mV/dec) for the corresponding ideal device. Standard deviation of SS is 0.78 mV/dec
suggesting that SS does not change much due to the impact of statistical variability sources.

Figure 3. Transfer characteristics of Si0.2Ge0.8 elliptical GAA NWFETs associated with (a) random
discrete dopants (RDD), (b) RDD and line edge roughness (LER) and (c) RDD, LER and metal gate
granularity (MGG. The ideal device refers to a device with continuous and uniform doping profiles in
the source and drain and no variability sources. Corresponding standard deviation of Vth σ(Vth) is
also indicated. VDS = 0.6 V.

Figure 4 shows the probability distribution of Vth with RDD, LER, and MGG. There is a shift in
the median, but the distribution shapes (bell shapes) and standard deviations are similar regardless of
the mole fraction. Similar qualitative results for the combination of other architectures and materials
are observed.

Figure 4. Distributions of threshold voltage (Vth) for the elliptical NWFETs with different mole fractions.
RDD, LER, and MGG are taken into account.

Medians of ION and IOFF of all simulated devices considered are summarized in Table 2. Herein,
ION is defined at VDS = VGS = 0.6 V and IOFF is defined at VDS = 0.6 V and VGS = 0.0 V. Variation in IOFF

is significant with respect to the Ge mole fraction as compared to ION, but all IOFF satisfy the IRDS
criterion of staying below 100 nA/μm [1].
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Table 2. Medians of ION and IOFF for the SixGe1−x nanowire metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect
transistors (NWFETs). Random discrete dopants (RDD), line edge roughness (LER), and metal gate
granularity (MGG) are considered.

SixGe1−x
ION (mA/μm)/IOFF (pA/μm)

Square Circular Elliptical

Si 1.59/397 1.37/98.9 0.771/9.26
Si0.8Ge0.2 1.71/427 1.50/127 0.862/11.7
Si0.5Ge0.5 1.70/473 1.51/151 0.861/12.7
Si0.2Ge0.8 1.84/668 1.63/210 0.958/18.1

Figure 5 summarizes the correlations between important figures-of-merits (FoMs) in terms of
scatter plots and correlation coefficients: ION, IOFF, Vth and DIBL. Herein, Vth is calculated using
the constant current method with the current criteria Ith = 100 nA/μm. As data in Figure 5 shows,
the correlation coefficients ρ for the different Ge mole fraction are comparable and very similar to those
for Si. In addition, as expected, the Vth and IOFF show negative correlation with ρ almost equal to 1.
Negatively correlated are ION and Vth with ρ which still has very high value (around −0.85) but less
than the ρ value between the Vth and IOFF. IOFF and ION show positive correlation with a correlation
coefficient close to 0.85. As expected, the DIBL parameter is not correlated to any of the other FoMs,
as shown by the value of ρ very close to 0. Hence, our results suggest that replacing Si channel by
SixGe1−x channel will not solve the variability issues in sub-10 nm gate-length NWFETs.

Figure 5. Correlation between important FoMs for the elliptical GAA NWFETs with different Ge mole
fraction. The bottom left of the table shows correlation scatter plots and the top right shows correlation
coefficients which are also listed in the following order: Si (blue), Si0.8Ge0.2 (magenta), Si0.5Ge0.5 (red),
and Si0.2Ge0.8 (black).
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Figure 6 shows the variation of Vth for elliptical GAA NWFETs with different Ge mole fractions
and different sets of variability sources. It is found that, despite the small average grain size of
3 nm, MGG is the dominant source of variability in the considered devices regardless of the Ge mole
fraction. Moreover, the median of Vth increases as the number of the variability sources included in
the simulations increases. We have also found that, as the Ge mole fraction increases, Vth decreases.
This can be attributed to the increase in the contribution of the L-valley (see Figure 2) [34]. Therefore,
the Si0.2Ge0.8 channel devices have larger ION than the Si devices considered in this paper as shown in
Table 2.

Figure 6. Dependence of Vth of the elliptical GAA NWFETs on the variability sources and the Ge
mole fraction.

Figure 7a shows the variation of Vth for GAA NWFETs with different mole fractions of Ge and
different cross-sectional shapes considering the effects of RDD, LER, and MGG. The Ge mole fraction
and the shape of the cross-section do not have significant effect on Vth variability. Regardless of the
cross-sectional shapes, Vth is smaller for the larger mole fraction of Ge, which is in a good agreement
with the results in Figure 6. Additionally, it is found that the median of Vth decreases when the
cross-sectional shape is changed from ellipse to circle and to square, in this order. This trend is
consistent with the dependence of Vth on the inverse of the cross-sectional area, which increases in the
aforementioned order. Therefore, the elliptical devices have smaller ION than the other devices (see
Table 2).

The variation of DIBL is plotted in Figure 7b. DIBL calculated from the ideal device is underestimated
with respect to its median when considering variability sources (see Table 3). It is interesting to note that
Si0.2Ge0.8 channel devices with larger ION (see Table 2) also show larger DIBL than others, regardless of
the cross-sectional shape. Furthermore, the median and the variation of DIBL of the elliptical devices
are smaller than that of square and circular devices.
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Figure 7. Dependence of (a) Vth and (b) drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) on the Ge mole fraction
and cross-sectional shape. RDD, LER, and MGG are considered

Table 3. The comparison of drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) in Si0.2Ge0.8 channel devices
obtained from the ideal devices and statistical simulations.

Cross-Sectional Shape
Ideal Device Median

(RDD + LER + MGG)

Square 62.4 mV/V 64.7 mV/V

Circle 42.8 mV/V 50.2 mV/V

Ellipse 20.3 mV/V 29.2 mV/V

4. Conclusions

We have performed a comprehensive variability analysis of n-type SixGe1−x (x = 1.0, 0.8, 0.5, and
0.2) channel GAA NWFETs using 7200 samples. The electron transport has been modeled by means of
the coupled-mode space NEGF formalism implemented in NESS. Our results show that the Ge mole
fraction and cross-sectional shapes do not affect significantly the variability in GAA NWFETs, and
MGG is the dominant source of variability as when compared to RDD and LER. It is noticeable that the
small average grain size of 3 nm is considered in this paper, which is expected to cause relatively less
MGG-induced variability. We have also found that Si0.2Ge0.8 channel devices have not only smaller
Vth but also larger DIBL compared to the devices with lower Ge mole fractions indicating that they
suffer the most from short channel effects. In addition, elliptical GAA NWFETs have smaller DIBL
compared to square and circular devices, while providing smaller ION.
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Abstract: Semiconductor device dimensions have been decreasing steadily over the past several
decades, generating the need to overcome fundamental limitations of both the materials they are
made of and the fabrication techniques used to build them. Modern metal gates are no longer a
simple polysilicon layer, but rather consist of a stack of several different materials, often requiring
multiple processing steps each, to obtain the characteristics needed for stable operation. In order to
better understand the underlying mechanics and predict the potential of new methods and materials,
technology computer aided design has become increasingly important. This review will discuss the
fundamental methods, used to describe expected topology changes, and their respective benefits
and limitations. In particular, common techniques used for effective modeling of the transport of
molecular entities using numerical particle ray tracing in the feature scale region will be reviewed,
taking into account the limitations they impose on chemical modeling. The modeling of surface
chemistries and recent advances therein, which have enabled the identification of dominant etch
mechanisms and the development of sophisticated chemical models, is further presented. Finally,
recent advances in the modeling of gate stack pattering using advanced geometries in the feature
scale are discussed, taking note of the underlying methods and their limitations, which still need to
be overcome and are actively investigated.

Keywords: technology computer-aided design (TCAD); metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor (MOSFET); topography simulation; metal gate stack; level set; high-k; fin field effect
transistor (FinFET)

1. Introduction

Ongoing miniaturization of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) is
essential for the continued advances in computing performance, reduction of chip area, and lowered
power dissipation in modern integrated circuits in accordance with Moore’s Law [1]. For decades,
the design of MOSFETs did not change drastically [2], while its size was scaled thanks to more advanced
lithography techniques and improved fabrication processes. Additionally, thinner insulating layers and
smaller dimensions allowed for faster switching, thereby increasing speed and improving performance.
However, smaller sizes presented new challenges. For example, the insulating silicon dioxide (SiO2)
layer between the conducting channel and the gate became so thin that quantum tunneling resulted in
gate leakage currents too high to sustain stable MOSFET operation [3]. However, the insulating SiO2

layer is required to be as thin as possible in order to reach the high gate to channel capacitance required
for effective switching characteristics, while a physically thicker layer helps to reduce tunneling.
Effective switching and reduced tunneling were achieved by replacing SiO2 with a material with a
higher dielectric constant (high-k material), to balance the increased distance between the gate and the
channel. The most prominent of those materials used today are Hafnium (Hf)-based insulators, usually
HfO2. The combination of a high dielectric constant and a wide band gap [4], needed to create a
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potential barrier to the silicon channel and thus to act as an insulator, make HfO2 ideal for this purpose.
Therefore, it is the most commonly used material for gate insulation ever since its introduction in the
45 nm technology node [5]. However, new materials, such as Al2O3, are currently being investigated
as possible alternatives [6].

The gate contact material must be chosen carefully, since its work function controls the threshold
voltage, above which the channel will be inverted. Fine control over this important parameter of a
MOSFET was achieved with a polycrystalline silicon (Poly-Si) gate, doped depending on the type of
transistor desired. The dopant concentration inside the gate material influences the work function
and thus allows the channel band to be shifted either towards or away from the Fermi energy level,
decreasing or increasing the threshold voltage, respectively. However, doping of the gate contact
results in the unwanted penetration of dopants into the dielectric and the channel, leading to numerous
unwanted side effects [7]. Furthermore, other unfavorable characteristics of Poly-Si, such as Fermi
pinning and gate depletion [8], created the need for different materials to be considered for the gate
contact and led to the re-introduction of metals into the gate stack. However, not aluminum, but rather
titanium nitride (TiN) is nowadays the most commonly used material, since its work function is
close to the middle of the silicon band gap, meaning that it can be used for both p-type and n-type
transistors and does not require doping [9]. An additional benefit of TiN over Poly-Si is that it has a
lower electrical resistance and can act as an oxygen diffusion barrier, increasing the stability of the
dielectric. Furthermore, its integration into fabrication is simple since it has already been used in the
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication process as a dielectric in interconnects
and for diffusion barriers. However, the threshold voltage in a metal gate stack can only be tuned by
doping the channel itself, degrading some of its characteristics. Therefore, there has been a considerable
interest in finding advanced gate metals of desirable work functions [10]. Among others, TiC [11],
TiAlC [12], and Ru [13] are heavily investigated as potential future materials.

The introduction of new materials inevitably led to the need for more complex fabrication
techniques and intricate patterning steps to achieve smaller feature sizes as laid out in the International
Roadmap to Semiconductors (ITRS) [14] and the International Roadmap for Devices and Systems
(IRDS) [15]. Several complex deposition, etch, and cleaning steps are necessary in order to manufacture
highly controlled gate profiles without damaging neighboring materials. The introduction of
three-dimensional structures such as fin field-effect transistors (FinFETs) has added further complexities
to the gate patterning process [16], as straight etch profiles must be obtained despite the exposure of
sections of the underlying material. Therefore, a combination of highly directional as well as selective
patterning techniques and intermediate cleaning steps must be applied in order to achieve the required
accuracies [6].

In order to develop new techniques for reliable patterning of more and more complex gate
structures and to improve the understanding of the underlying mechanisms, modeling becomes
increasingly important. On one hand, a comparison of simulation results with experimental data
can give insight into the physical properties of different processes, as disagreements between the
two indicates the presence of additional phenomena, which must be considered. On the other hand,
reliable and predictive models for processing steps allow for quick testing of new designs without
the need for expensive experiments. Especially in the case of gate stack etching sequences, such
predictive models can reduce development costs greatly as the fabrication of prototypes is expensive
and time-consuming. However, complex gate structures require the careful combination of the different
etch techniques described above, including their influence on the subsequent etch steps, resulting in
the need for sophisticated modeling of the underlying physical phenomena. In order to enable such
complex simulations, even fundamental computational techniques must be considered carefully to
achieve physically meaningful results. Therefore, this review will cover the fundamental techniques of
process simulation, such as methods for describing moving surfaces and particle transport inside a
plasma chamber, and move on to modern patterning techniques and sophisticated models used to
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describe them. The particular aim of this review is to summarize recent achievements in the simulation
of the etching of advanced node multi-layered gate stacks.

2. Methods

The underlying numerical methods driving simulators have important implications on the
modeling capabilities. It may be highly inefficient or even impossible to model certain physical
processes using a specific method, but straightforward using another. Therefore, the choice of
appropriate numerical methods depends strongly on the desired modeling capabilities. In order
to judge the applicability of a certain method to a problem, a deep understanding of the relevant
physics, as well as of the method itself is necessary. The fundamental methods used to describe the
wafer surface and the flow of atoms, ions, and molecules within the feature scale are discussed in this
section, highlighting their respective consequences to the final modeling capabilities of a simulator.

2.1. Surface Representations

The simulation of microelectronic fabrication techniques requires accurate descriptions of the
topography of different materials and their interfaces, since certain processing steps, such as deposition
and etching, can result in complex surface deformations. Therefore, the ability of the surface description
to represent such changes over time in a robust way is essential. The manner in which the surface will
move is usually calculated for every surface element and applied for a discrete time step [17], to be
calculated again for the resulting new topography [18]. The manner in which this surface evolution is
applied depends strongly on the surface representation used. The surface representation can be explicit
or implicit, both of which are addressed in this section. Implicit surface descriptions have become
standard in modern technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulators due to their robustness
and computational efficiency.

2.1.1. Explicit Surfaces

Many applications, such as graphics rendering, rely on explicit surface representations which
define surface elements by interconnected points on the surface [19]. This representation has several
desirable properties, such as no principal limitation on feature size or resolution and minimal
memory requirements, since the number of surface elements scales directly with the total area [20].
Furthermore, it can be visualized easily, since the absolute coordinates of all elements are known by
design. Therefore, all volume and surface elements have fixed sizes, which is useful when modeling
stress, which can develop when an element grows in size while surrounded by other elements. One
such process is oxidation, where the substrate below a mask grows and moves the mask, leading to
stress within the materials [21].

The movement of a surface is realized by shifting the defined nodes in a desired direction and
connecting the points again to obtain new surface elements [22]. This can lead to a non-physical
intersection of surface elements as shown in Figure 1, since there is no strict definition of which side
of the surface represents the material and which one is the ambient space [19]. Figure 1 shows the
merger of two surfaces, which creates a non-physical geometry in the center, due to the overlap of two
materials. This is a common concern with explicit surface definitions. Testing for such self-intersections
is a computationally expensive process and thus not favorable when describing moving surfaces.
The separation of surfaces, or indeed any movement of a surface, can lead to similar problems as
different nodes must be identified and connected correctly to achieve accurate descriptions of the
interfaces [23]. Furthermore, topography changes can lead to a wide separation of neighboring points
and therefore large surface element areas, reducing the accuracy of the surface representation. Due to
these potential problems, the surface must be remeshed regularly to obtain proper and efficient
representations after each time step. This includes recalculating nodes and surface elements in order to
satisfy certain minimum mesh quality criteria, such as equal area triangles or equal edge lengths [24].
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This additional step can be computationally expensive for large surfaces and is therefore not desirable
in complex, three-dimensional simulations.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Two explicit surfaces merging by movement of nodes: (a) initial geometry with included area
(green); (b) broken final geometry due to a surface overlap (red); (c) correct surface after merging of
the two surfaces. In order to reach the correct surface representation, additional meshing steps are
necessary, decreasing performance.

2.1.2. Implicit Surfaces

Implicit surfaces are isosurfaces described by a function φ(�x), defined at every point in space. It is
not solved for one of its variables, but rather used to find the set of points which let the function go to
a specific scalar value, usually zero [23,25]. Therefore, all points on the surface, �x ∈ S, must satisfy
φ(�x) = 0, which is why these points are called the zero level set. Since it is not feasible to represent all
possible surfaces algebraically, φ(�x) is constructed using signed distance transforms. These construct
φ(�x) from the distance d between any point �x and the surface S bounding the volume M:

φ(�x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−d, for �x ∈ M,
0, for �x ∈ S,
d, for �x /∈ M.

(1)

Therefore, every point in the simulation domain is known to be inside or outside M, by examining
the sign of φ(�x), without the need for further analysis. Robust and fast algorithms for signed distance
transforms exist [26–28], allowing for simple integration into process simulators. These algorithms
construct φ(�x) from an explicit representation, such as a triangulated surface, by traversing the
simulation domain and finding the smallest distance between �x and the surface iteratively. The fast
marching method is optimized for level sets and thus it is the most efficient method in converting
between explicit surfaces and level sets [29].

The time evolution of a surface is usually captured in a scalar field denoting the surface normal
speed v(�x) [30]. For simple surfaces, such as planes, the velocity field can be subtracted from the
signed distance function to move the surface with velocity v(�x):

∂φ(�x, t)
∂t

= −v(�x). (2)

However, more complex surfaces with non constant gradients must be moved differently in order
to retain their shape, which is achieved using the gradient of the signed distance function to normalize
v(�x), leading to the level set equation [31]:

∂φ(�x, t)
∂t

+ v(�x)|∇φ(�x, t)| = 0. (3)
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Since Equation (3) is a form of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation, often encountered in mathematics,
many algorithms are available to solve it using finite difference schemes [31,32]. In order to use φ(�x) in
numerical simulations, the values of the function are usually stored at points defined on a regular grid
to achieve an approximate representation, as shown in Figure 2b. The regular spacing of grid points
enables the use of well-known finite difference algorithms to solve the differential equations needed
for the calculation of surface normal vectors, surface curvature, or the time evolution as described
above [33].

t=0

t=dt

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Schematic comparison between explicit and implicit surfaces being moved, highlighting
self-intersection in explicit surfaces. In contrast, the level set method applied in (b) shows surface
movement without self-intersection, albeit losing some features such as the expected sharp peak
in the center of the geometry. (a) Nodes of an explicit surface moved by a velocity field, creating
a self-intersection. Additional steps are required to form a correct representation of the surface.
(b) Implicit surface being moved by adding unity to all values stored on a regular grid. The numbers
represent the level set value stored at the center of each cell. Negative regions inside the surface are
highlighted in blue, regions outside with positive values in green. Dashed, red lines indicate the explicit
location of the surface.

Since it is not the exact location of the surface, which is stored but the distance to it at regular
intervals in the entire simulation domain, the position of the grid points does not change with the
moving surface, but only their respective level set values. This means that self-intersection and
similar problems occurring in explicit surfaces are not encountered using implicit level set methods.
Figure 2 shows these clear differences by comparing the movement of a surface in these representations.
Figure 2b also highlights another characteristic of the level set method, which is the loss of sharp
features on the surface [34]. As can be seen clearly, the peak expected after the evolution of the surface
is flattened due to the size and limited resolution of the grid. Increasing the number of grid points
will dampen this effect, however, increasing the computational cost greatly, since the number of grid
points scales with the domain volume. Nevertheless, these negative effects are not expected to reduce
the quality significantly because the modeled processes do not tend to create radically outstanding
features, but rather smooth profiles varying over a number of grid points. Nevertheless, great care
must be taken when choosing the number of grid points to balance computational cost with simulation
accuracy. Additionally, the spacing of grid points influences the output of numerical schemes for
calculating the curvatures or normal vectors at grid points. Therefore, the accuracy is influenced by
the chosen grid resolution in several ways.

Furthermore, the merger or separation of surfaces does not require additional consideration as
there is no ambiguity about whether a point lies inside or outside the surface. Hence, two surfaces
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growing towards each other must merge, when there are no more oppositely signed points between
them, since there can be no part of the encapsulated volume between them. However, this can lead to
surfaces merging too quickly, when there are no oppositely signed points between the fronts, leading
the surface evolution to jump up to one grid spacing just before merging. The same effect can be
observed for separating surfaces or thin layers being removed entirely, which is shown in Figure 3.
Therefore, the grid spacing also sets a minimum layer thickness in all directions.
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Figure 3. Top surface of a thin layer is moved until the layer disappears entirely. Grey points indicate
the grid, black lines the surface, red arrows the movement per time step, and dashed green lines the
correct position of the surface. The level set values of each row are shown to its right. (a) Initial layer,
only two grid spacings wide, whose top surface is moved downwards. (b) As the layer is thinned to
only one grid point, the level set values are not normalized anymore, resulting in symmetric shrinking.
(c) Once the last row of grid points is outside of the layer, it ceases to exist, although it should still be
almost one grid spacing wide.

Especially in modern gate stack etching sequences, the accurate description of thin layers is of
critical importance to the combination of different chemical processes, which deposit thin layers of
different materials while etching the structure. These thin layers have a considerable impact on the
subsequent etch steps as they have very different chemical properties to the substrate. Despite being
very thin, they can protect the underlying material from etching, since they might etch very slowly.
If, however, they are ignored or disappear too early in the simulation, the underlying material is
exposed, resulting in an inaccurate modeling of the physical process. The problem of quick merging
and the disappearance of layers, as well as the symmetric shrinking is usually due to few grid points
and therefore a lack of information about the surface position. This can be overcome by describing
thin layers by not only the material they consist of, but also including the sum of all materials beneath
them [35]. The materials below are also stored as a separate level set so that the original thin layer is
not lost and can be extracted again. The advantages of this material representation over defining single
materials separately is highlighted in Figure 4, which strongly increases accuracy, especially when
considering the thin layers. In order to recover the single materials, the lower ones must be subtracted
from the top material, which can be performed efficiently using the level set method, since any boolean
operation can be carried out element-wise at each grid point [36]. The intersection between two level
sets, for example, can be achieved by comparing the two values at each grid point and choosing the
greater of the two. This results in a stable conversion to single layers, although thin materials might
not be represented correctly in a separate level set, due to the effects described above.

The memory requirements for storing a level set surface are high compared to explicit surfaces,
as they scale with volume rather than with surface area [31]. Figure 2b highlights that only the points
around the surface are needed to describe the set of zeros defining it, as the surrounding values increase
linearly in an ideal level set. Therefore, only a few layers around the boundary, a so-called narrow
band [37], influence the surface description. If the surface evolves towards the edge of the narrow band,
a new band must be initialized with the surface at its center. Since re-initialization is computationally
expensive, there is an optimal width of the narrow band, which uses the smallest number of grid
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points for calculations and avoids re-initialization for as long as possible. The optimal width found in
the original publication [37], was between 6 and 12 layers of active grid points. An extension of the
narrow band approach is the sparse field algorithm, which significantly reduces computational cost of
re-initialization by approximating distances from the surface in a stable way [33]. Using the sparse
field algorithm, re-initialization can be performed at every time step, which allows for the use of only
a single layer of grid points, thus achieving optimal storage efficiency [38]. Neighboring grid points
for the calculation of surface normals and curvatures can be calculated for each time step using the
same efficient distancing algorithm.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Schematic comparison of the difference in surface representations when layers are wrapped
around lower ones (volume inside solid lines) or if they only encapsulate a single material (colored areas)
in uniform etching of a thin layer (green) under a mask (red). Different problems when representing
only a thin layer with level sets are shown. (a) Initial layout with only minor discrepancies between
the two representations. (b) Symmetric shrinking of a single layer as the level set value in the center
decreases: the bottom of the thin layer (green) lifts up as there is only one grid point defining the
distance, reducing the layer symmetrically as shown in Figure 3b. (c) Complete removal of the thin
layer as no grid point is inside the surface anymore. (d) Final layout with receded surfaces: the thin
layer is still intact for wrapped level sets, but is completely removed for individual materials. (used
from [35] under CC BY 4.0 / cropped from original).

2.1.3. Cell Based Methods

Another common approach to describing surfaces is considering them only as interfaces between
different materials. By describing only the volume occupied by a material, the interfaces are simply
described by its boundaries. In cell-based methods, this is usually realized on a regular grid,
where every grid point represents a unit cube, or voxel, at its location, storing relevant information [39].
Usually, a number denoting the material and a filling fraction are stored, allowing for the calculation
of the exact location of the boundary [40].

At high resolutions, it is also possible to describe geometries using only a single material per
cell, which allows for simpler modeling. If no filling fraction is stored, but only the material of the
cell (i.e., the filling fraction is binary), this method can also be considered a voxel based explicit
surface representation [41]. The geometry can be extracted easily, as each voxel can be included
explicitly, although this leads to stepped surfaces. If the cell size is close to the size of physical atoms,
cell based methods can come close to atomistic modeling, enabling more accurate descriptions of
physical processes, such as diffusion or ion implantation [42].

As shown in Figure 5, this approach is similar to the level set method because it represents
the boundaries implicitly on a regular grid. However, this leads to the same shortcomings, such
as resolution limitations and scaling problems. These can be overcome with similar techniques as
described above, such as the narrow band approach. Cell-based methods share their robustness for
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complex topographies with other implicit methods. Moving a cell based surface is more trivial than
one defined by level sets, as conservation of mass can be used to add or remove volume from a voxel,
greatly simplifying surface velocity calculations.

However, numerical schemes associated with cell based methods are not as efficient as those used
in level set representations [43] and if filling fractions are non-binary, conversion to explicit surfaces
is complex [44]. Since there is no information about where the material lies inside a cell, the explicit
boundary must be reconstructed from the surrounding cells. This can be quite complex, especially
when considering several different materials or thin layers of materials, where there is little material
within a cell while it stretches across the entire cell width. Reconstructing an explicit surface might thus
be ambiguous and not reliable for complex structures. Therefore, most simulating frameworks use
level set representations for moving surfaces as they usually are more robust to complex deformations
and computationally more efficient when modeling large structures. Cell based methods are better
suited for describing smaller geometries, incorporating mixed materials and volume characteristics,
such as implanted ions.
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Figure 5. Comparison of cell-based and level set representations in narrow-band implementations.
While the former is intrinsically associated with volume, level set representations describe an interface
or boundary. (a) Cell-based representation of an explicit surface (black line) with numbers indicating the
filling fraction of each cell. The darker a cell, the higher the filling fraction. (b) Level set representation
of an explicit surface (black line) with level set values, related to the normal distance from the surface,
for each grid point.

2.2. Surface Velocity Calculation

As outlined in Section 2.1, the surface evolution is governed by a scalar field of velocities v(�x),
describing how much each discretized element of the surface should move in the next time step.
Therefore, the most crucial part in process simulation is the calculation of those velocities using models,
which match the described physical process as closely as possible, whether empirically or physically.
Despite recent advances in atomistic modeling [45], the structures considered in process simulations
are usually too large to take into account individual atoms and, therefore, the surface is approximated
as a continuum, using the surface representations described in Section 2.1. This results in the loss of
microscopic information, such as surface roughness, while considerably decreasing computational
complexity [46]. Velocities must be calculated for every discretized surface element, in order to move
the surface correctly. Therefore, a velocity value for each triangle of an explicit surface, for each grid
point of a level set, and for each cell of a cell-based representation must be defined in order to advance
the surface.

A simple way to generate these velocities, is to extract geometric parameters, such as etch depth,
from experimental data and changing the surface to replicate the result of the fabrication process.
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This approach is called process emulation, as no physical behavior is modeled, but rather simple
geometric rules are applied to mimic the result of a fabrication process [47]. Constant deposition,
for example, can be approximated by expanding the surface by the same amount in each direction,
meaning the growth rate is the same everywhere on the surface. More complex processes can also be
emulated by applying more sophisticated geometric rules [48]. Since no physical processes have to be
modeled, this approach is computationally efficient. Therefore, this method is useful for creating large
structures quickly for device characterization or for feasibility studies, due to its high efficiency [49–51].
However, it is not very accurate, especially when describing complex processing steps.

Since process emulation does not take into account any physical properties of the surface or the
etch chemistry, it cannot be used for any physical analysis. In order to identify dominant etch or
deposition mechanics, or even predict the properties of new fabrication processes, a sophisticated
physical description of the involved physics and chemical reactions is necessary. This approach is
called process simulation and is focused on in the following sections, which cover the modeling of the
transport of atoms, ions, and molecules through the feature scale region, as well as the modeling of
surface reactions leading to etching or deposition. From these models, the surface velocity field v(�x)
can be generated, leading to a physically accurate deformation of the simulated wafer surface.

2.3. Transport of Molecular Entities in Plasma Environments

In order to simulate how much material is removed or deposited on a surface during a fabrication
process, the rates at which different atoms, ions or molecules impinge on the surface must be found.
Collectively, atoms, ions and molecules are hereafter referred to as molecular entities. These rates
can depend strongly on different geometrical effects and transport phenomena inside the reactor [52].
The way in which molecular entities traverse the reactor depends on their specific properties, as well
as on the thermodynamics of the chosen process. In order to describe this transport, the reactor
space is usually divided into reactor-scale and feature-scale regions separated by a plane P , as shown
in Figure 6. This simplifies the description of neutral atoms and molecules because their motion
in the reactor-scale region is governed by the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, since this region is
large compared to their mean free path [53]. In contrast, the feature-scale region is small in relation
to their mean free path, meaning collisions with the surface are much more common than those
with other parts of the gas phase. Therefore, ballistic transport is commonly used to describe the
propagation of molecular entities through the feature scale region [54], which can result in shadowing
and reflection effects. This transport can then be simulated in a straightforward manner using ray
tracing methods. Knudsen diffusion has also been used successfully to describe the transport of atoms,
ions and molecules in simple geometries, such as straight trenches [55,56], eliminating the need for
complex modeling of the molecular entities’ trajectories. However, a process description close to the
physical reality can only be obtained by considering particle transport directly.

Physically, each infinitesimal element dA on P can be considered as an individual source of
molecular entities with certain properties and emitting fluxes, as highlighted in Figure 6. Usually,
the angular dependence of the neutral molecular entities’ distribution Γneutral is assumed to follow
a cosine due to the angular projection of dA on the emission angle with P [57]. The distribution of
accelerated ions Γion, present in ion-enhanced plasma etching processes, are usually described by more
focused power cosine or normal distributions [46]. This leads to highly directional properties which
reflect those found in experiments. In order to describe the motion of ions as straight trajectories in the
feature scale region, the electromagnetic field distortion by the surface must be small enough to not
influence the paths of ions drastically, which is a reasonable assumption given the short path lengths
of ions in the feature scale region and the strong directional electric fields used to guide the ions.
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the traversal of neutral molecular entities and ions through the
reactor and feature scale regions. While the motion through the reactor scale is dominated by random
collisions with other molecular entities, the path through the feature scale region is dominated by
ballistic transport. The directional distribution of neutral atoms and molecules Γneutral (blue) and ions
Γion (red) entering the feature scale region is shown as blue and red arrows, respectively. The molecular
entities will then traverse the feature scale region in straight lines, only colliding with the surface.

When the physics described above are simulated, the reactor and feature scale are usually treated
separately, as the only input needed for feature scale simulations are the source distributions Γneutral
and Γion. These can be obtained from experiments or from chemical kinetic simulations. Simulating
the feature scale requires some additional consideration, due to the limited size of the simulation
domain and other computational limits. For example, due to the large number of molecular entities in a
physical process, it is not feasible to simulate all of them. They are usually simulated with Monte Carlo
techniques using particles, where each particle represents multiple molecular entities. Computational
methods addressing this problem are described in the following sections.

Another important factor for simulations is the appropriate choice of boundary conditions due
to the limited size of the simulation domain, when compared to the size of an actual wafer. If the
simulated wafer contains only a single structure which fills the simulation domain and is planar
otherwise, particles which leave the simulation domain can be ignored, since they cannot return back
into it. However, if the same structure is repeated across the wafer, periodic boundary conditions are
more appropriate since particles which are reflected to leave the domain can be mapped back into
it, as if they originated from the neighboring structure, increasing simulation accuracy. This enables
the consideration of parts of the wafer, which cannot be simulated directly due to the limited size of
the simulation domain. The same applies to reflective boundary conditions, where the neighboring
structures are mirrored to the considered one.

2.3.1. Top-Down Flux Calculation

The fluxes at which different particles impinge on each part of the surface can be found by
launching a large number of particles from the source plane P and using ray tracing to find the point
of impact of each particle on the surface [58]. After all particles have been traced, the number of
impacts is counted for each discretized surface element, which may differ depending on the surface
representation used. Each simulation particle may represent a single molecular entity or several of
the same species, depending on the number of particles used to simulate the transport. Simulating
the maximum number of particles, each describes only a single molecular entity. However, this is
not practical due to the large number of actual molecular entities usually involved in a physical
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fabrication process. Therefore, fewer particles are used, each representing a number of molecular
entities. The particle flux at each discretized surface element is then found by the number of incident
particles times the number of molecular entities represented per particle.

Monte Carlo methods are employed to generate particles according to the probability distributions
describing the neutral flux Γneutral and ion flux Γion [59], while ray tracing methods, as used in computer
graphics [60], enable the simulation of a large number of particles. These are launched from several
points on the source plane P , usually spaced at regular intervals, forming a grid of particle sources.
A large enough quantity of particles thus results in a good description of the effect on the surface of
the original source distribution. Figure 7 schematically shows how particles, launched from different
locations of the source plane in pseudo-random directions, might interact with the surface, with some
particles experiencing multiple reflections. The starting direction and the probability of reflection and
re-emission are both determined probabilistically, meaning numerous pseudo-random numbers must
be generated, increasing the performance requirements [61].
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Figure 7. Schematic depiction of discrete particles being traced from the source plane to the surface
using rays. Each particle either describes neutral atoms or molecules (blue) or ions (red), governed by
the source distributions Γneutral and Γion, respectively. They define the relative probability of particle
direction, energy and other properties. Specular reflections are shown for ions, and diffuse reflections
for neutral species.

Balancing computational efficiency with simulation accuracy is one of the main concerns in
this method, as the modeling complexity can theoretically be extended to model every single
molecular entity without systematic limits, due to the physical nature of this approach. However, the
computational cost of tracing a large number of particles is high as several intersection tests with the
surface have to be performed for each particle [46]. The minimum number of particles depends on the
exact implementation and whether smoothing is used in order to avoid abrupt changes in the fluxes
along the surface. In general, it must be ensured that each discretized surface element is intersected
several times, if one is to achieve physically meaningful results. This means that several particles
must reach each triangle in explicit surfaces, grid point in level sets, or cells in cell-based methods.
The complex geometries used in modern gate stacks require a large number of particles in order to
create a physically meaningful flux profile everywhere on the surface.

Although implicit surface representations are often encountered in process simulations, as well as
visualization tasks, some form of explicit surface is usually required in an intermediate step during ray
tracing. An explicit surface representation is often necessary, since intersection tests used in ray tracing
algorithms are much more efficient on explicit surfaces than on implicit ones. Once the fluxes have
been found and the velocity field v(�x) is generated, an implicit representation can be used again to
move the surface. Conversion between the two representations can be quite time-consuming, creating
a bottle-neck for simulation efficiency. However, perfectly closed explicit surfaces are not strictly
required for ray tracing as small self-intersects and other minor flaws in the geometry do not have a
great effect on the final result. Intermediate, explicit surfaces can be created by triangulated, cell-based
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approximations of the surface as produced by marching cubes algorithms [62] or more crudely by
approximating the surface using discs [57] or spheres [63]. In this approach, each implicit grid point is
approximated explicitly by a disc or sphere with a radius of at least one grid point separation, resulting
in a closed surface due to the overlap of discs or spheres, as shown in Figure 8. Spheres can be placed
directly on the grid points and do not require any translation to the surface normal, making them more
efficient, albeit less accurate. This allows for quick conversion between the surface representations,
while still enabling the use of advantageous explicit ray tracing methods.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Two ways to approximate an implicit surface efficiently by explicit shapes on active grid
points (black), in order to simplify intersection tests for ray tracing. The line segments and circles are
replaced by disks and spheres in three dimensions. (a) tangential line segments used to form an explicit
approximation of the surface, as described in [57]; (b) surface approximated by explicit circles centered
at active grid points, as described in [63].

Due to the physical nature of the top-down method, even complex reflective properties, such as
specular reflection, can be modeled straightforwardly, as the incoming angle of a ray is found easily
from the intersection test and extracting the surface normal and curvature is intuitive when using
the level set method [25]. If diffuse reflections are to be considered, some form of random number
generation must also be applied several times per ray to find the reflected direction, which increases
the simulation time. Additionally, other effects, such as different material properties due to variations
in the crystal orientation [64], can be included for a more physical description. This approach also
allows for particle–particle collisions to be considered, if the simulated geometries are too large for the
assumption of ballistic transport to hold. This can be the case for large aspect ratio geometries, where
particles may travel far in one direction without a surface intersection. Therefore, due to the physical
approach of this method, it is the most accurate one as it does not limit the number of effects which
can be included in modeling the physical processes. However, it usually requires more computational
effort than alternatives.

2.3.2. Bottom-Up Flux Calculation

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the source plane P is usually described numerically as a regular
grid of particle sources. Instead of tracing many rays from each source to the wafer surface, it is also
possible to do the reverse. In the bottom-up method, a single discretized surface element is considered,
and all the particle sources visible to it are summed [65,66]. This is achieved by iterating over all
discretized particle sources on the source plane P . For each source, it is verified whether the source,
located at �xP , is visible from the considered discretized surface element at �x (Figure 9). The particle
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flux incident on this point on the surface is then found by considering the particle source distribution
Γsrc. Summing the contributions of all particle sources gives the total particle flux incident on the
discretized surface element at �x:

F0(�x) = ∑
�xP

Γsrc(�xP ,�x)Υ( �xP ,�x). (4)

Here, the angular dependence of the source is captured by �xP and �x, as their relative positions
give the relevant angle of emission and impact, respectively. The visibility function, Υ( �xP ,�x), describes
whether a particle source at �xP is visible to a surface element at �x, and is unity if the point is visible and
zero otherwise. Visible points are indicated by a green arc in Figure 9, so the fluxes of all discretized
particle sources within this arc are included in the total flux.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the bottom-up flux calculation for modern gate structures, using
periodic boundary conditions, meaning the entire simulation domain is repeated at the boundaries.
The black arrow indicates the direction used to find the direct flux incident on �x from a single particle
source at �xP with a source distribution of Γsrc. The flux of all visible source plane elements, indicated
by the green arc, is summed to give the total direct flux on �x.

Equation (4) only gives the particle flux incident on the surface directly from the source plane
and does not include any reflection or re-emission effects from other locations on the surface. It is
possible to formulate an analytical solution to include reflection and re-emission and numerically
solve for the total flux [66]. However, this approach can be memory intensive for large geometries due
to the large matrices built to describe the correlations between large numbers of discretized surface
elements and particle sources on the source plane [67]. For highly symmetric geometries, such as high
aspect ratio holes or trenches, the calculations can be simplified by considering their symmetries and
calculating the fluxes only for non-degenerate parts of the surface. These fluxes are then extended to
the entire structure, resulting in a full description. However, this approach only works for symmetric
geometries and fails once even small irregularities, such as surface roughness, break the symmetry,
which is unavoidable in most practical simulations.

Therefore, iterative approaches are commonly used, which first calculate the direct flux F0 and
then the fluxes to be reflected Fre f l or re-emitted Freem from each discretized surface element. All of
the discretized surface elements can then be described as a particle source with distributions Γre f l
and Γreem, which is shown schematically in Figure 10. These source distributions also include the
description of the reflected and re-emitted particles in terms of angular dependence and other surface
properties. The contributions from a particle source at �x′ visible to �x can then be found using Γre f l
and Γreem. All of these contributions are summed to give the total incident flux, similar to the direct
flux calculation, which leads to an expression for the total reflected and re-emitted flux incident on �x.
The total flux after the first iteration F1 is thus:
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F1(�x) = ∑
�x′

Υ(�x′,�x)
[
Γre f l(�x′,�x, Fre f l , E) + Γreem(�x′,�x, Freem, E)

]
. (5)

This process can be repeated n times, until all particles have been adsorbed or a satisfying accuracy
has been reached. The necessary number of iterations depends strongly on the properties of Γre f l
and Γreem as they dictate how much of the incoming flux is reflected or re-emitted again, respectively.
The number of necessary iterations can also be set using a minimum change in arrived fluxes, which
should be achieved at each iteration. If the fluxes change less than this margin, no further iterations
are needed. The final result for the flux incident at �x is given by

F(�x) =
n

∑
0

Fn(�x). (6)

After each step, only the flux to be used in the subsequent iteration is saved. Therefore, specular
reflections cannot be modeled accurately using the bottom-up method, but only by assigning an
average incoming and thus outgoing direction [46]. Therefore, energetic ion reflections, which are
mostly specular, cannot be modeled accurately using this method, as they are approximated by a
common reflection distribution, Γre f l .
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Figure 10. Calculation of reflected or reemitted fluxes using a bottom up technique with periodic
simulation boundaries. The black arrow indicates the direction used to find the reflected and re-emitted
flux incident on �x from a particle source at �x′. The source distributions Γre f l and Γreem define the flux
emitted towards �x. The total indirect flux at point �x is found by summing the flux from all visible
surface points, highlighted by the blue arc.

2.4. Chemical Modeling

Similarly to the transport of molecular entities, discussed in Section 2.2, it is not feasible to simulate
all chemical reactions taking place inside a reactor. In order to simplify the modeling complexity,
usually only surface reactions are considered [68], while reactions in the gas phase are assumed to
reach a steady state due to the short reaction times compared to the time it takes to traverse the reactor.
In order to find the effective particle flow, captured by the source flux distribution Γsrc, it is essential
for reactor-scale simulations to identify dominant reactions in the gas phase and properly approximate
the particle flow to the surface. This flow can either be found experimentally or simulated for specific
reactor geometries [69], which can indeed be challenging for complex processes. Due to the large
number of different chemical elements used for each etching step during gate stack patterning and
the high temperatures in the reactor, simulating the expected source flux distribution is cumbersome
and time-consuming. Even if dominant reactions can be identified, simulating them in the energetic
environment of a plasma reactor can present a challenge. Therefore, experimental data of these
processes are vital for accurate simulations.
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Simulating surface reactions can still be highly challenging as volatile atoms and molecules
are usually involved in etch processes, creating a wide variety of possible end products. Especially
modern plasma etch processes pose a challenge as many different chemical species are present,
leading to countless reactions and thus great computational effort required to find reasonable results.
Since modern gate stack etch sequences consist of a combination of such processes, which can
influence each other strongly, physically meaningful models must consider highly complex chemical
phenomena. Even if all possible reactions could be modeled efficiently, the wide variety of reactor and
surface geometries, as well as high sensitivity to minor changes in chemical composition of reactants,
makes it impractical to gather meaningful data from experiments in order to test computational
models. Therefore, semi-empirical models are still the most robust options in simulating modern
fabrication processes.

Each of the different physical processes involved are usually described by coefficients in a
general surface rate model, which can then be used to find the overall surface normal velocity
v(�x) [70]. These coefficients must be fitted to a particular technology by comparing them to fabricated
structures [71]. For an arbitrary plasma etch simulation, all possible physical processes have to be
taken into account, including chemical etching, ion-enhanced etching, sputtering, and deposition.
Depending on the actual properties of each of these processes, different coefficients are used to describe
them. To simplify the modeling and to allow for a description in discrete time steps, necessary for
process simulations, the effect of every physical process on the surface can be computed by considering
the relative concentrations of materials on the surface, found using flux calculations described in
Section 2.2.

For further simplification, the chemicals involved are grouped into a smaller number of types,
representing their effect on the surface [72]. The rates used for simulation usually describe neutral
etchant particles, passivating particles, passivation etchant particles, and ions, as illustrated in Figure 11.
Re-emitted etch products and sputtered material are usually included during ray tracing and thus
affect surface fluxes directly, without the need for any further considerations.

The rates of particle types impinging on the surface can be summed to give coverages of different
particle types, φx, where x is a particle type. Therefore, coverages of etchant φe, polymer φp, polymer
etchant φpe, and ions φi describe the amount of material covering this surface. Stochastically, this can
also be seen as the probability of a given particle being at that location on the surface. Although ions
would not deposit and cover the surface, φi is used to capture the number of ions which impinged on
the surface, described as a coverage here for simplicity. The coverages can then be used in different
models to find the surface normal velocity v(�x) described in Section 2.1, hence describing etching or
deposition. Assuming steady-state conditions for the different surface coverages, a system of linear
equations describing all physical deposition and etching processes is set up [73]:

dφe

dt
= JeSe(1 − φe − φp)− kie JiYieφe − kev Jevφe ≈ 0, (7)

dφp

dt
= JpSp − JiYpφpφpe − Δp ≈ 0, (8)

dφpe

dt
= JeSpe(1 − φpe)− JiYpφpe ≈ 0. (9)

Each term in Euqaitons (7)–(9) describes a physical process, which changes the surface, and
includes the necessary coefficients, where Jx denotes the respective arriving fluxes on the surface
element, Sx the respective sticking probabilities, Yx the yields (e.g., etching or sputtering yield), and kx

are the stoichiometric factors, which describe how much of one material, compared to its reactant, is
needed to form the reaction product. Sticking probabilities and coverages are bound to the range [0, 1],
where 1 stands for a fully covered surface, or fully balanced polymer by etchant in the case of φpe,
since this coverage is normalized to φp. Δp describes the amount of material needed to advance the
surface through deposition. The first terms in Euqaitons (7)–(9) describe the incoming flux adsorbed
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onto the surface, where the sticking coefficient describes the probability of adsorption. The second
terms in the above equations are proportional to the ion flux and describe the loss of particles through
ion enhanced etching, which may remove all types of particles from the surface. However, the removal
of material through evaporation or chemical etching is only considered for the etchant species, since it
reacts to form compounds, which, by definition, have a much lower binding energy to the surface than
other materials present on the surface [74].

ions

sputtered 
substrate

ions

etchant

etchant

polymer

polymer
etchant

etch
products

etch
products

Figure 11. Four physical processes, which are considered when describing a modern plasma etch
process used for gate stack pattering. Passivating species form polymer layers on sidewalls, as there are
fewer energetic ion impacts to remove them from these surfaces. Ion sputtering removes material from
the substrate by physical sputtering without the involvement of a chemical etchant. Purely chemical
etching removes material by forming volatile etch products, which then desorp from the surface.
Ion-enhanced etching speeds up this process by breaking existing bonds, enhancing the formation of
volatile etch products.

The change in surface coverages must include all relevant mechanisms which add or remove
particle types from the surface. Since mass cannot be lost, the number of particles arriving and
departing from the surface must balance [75]. Therefore, the surface coverages reach a steady state
with respect to etching and deposition time scales almost instantaneously.

Considering the polymer coverage, as shown in Equation (8), the first term is directly proportional
to the deposition rate DRp of the polymer,

DRp =
1
ρp

(
JpSp

)
, (10)

while the second term is proportional to the etch rate ERp of the polymer,

ERp =
1
ρp

(
JiYpφpφpe

)
. (11)

If the etch and deposition rates balance perfectly, no polymer will be deposited since Δp = 0
and there is no material left for deposition. If more particles impinge than are removed through
ion-enhanced etching, the additional material will deposit onto the surface, advancing the surface at �x
by a velocity

v(�x) =
Δp

ρp
=

1
ρp

(
JiYpφpe − JpSp

)
. (12)

In Equation (12), ρp represents the density of the polymer, and φp is ignored as it must be unity if
the entire surface is covered by the polymer. Since φpe can be found easily from Equation (9), the surface
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normal velocity field v(�x) necessary to advance a surface, as described in Section 2.1.2, can be found
straightforwardly.

The same field can be constructed using Equation (12), if etching dominates, provided the
underlying material is the polymer. If all the polymer has been removed and the substrate is etched,
different effects must be taken into account, which depend on the specific etch chemistries used.
Assuming that the substrate can be removed by chemical etching, ion-enhanced etching, and physical
ion sputtering, as is the case for many plasma chemistries, the normal velocity of the surface at �x is
expressed as:

v(�x) =
1

ρsub

⎡
⎢⎣ Jevφe︸︷︷︸

chemical etching

+ JiYieφe︸ ︷︷ ︸
ion-enhanced etching

+ JiYs(1 − φe)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ion sputtering

⎤
⎥⎦ . (13)

The first two terms in Equation (13) describe loss mechanisms, which also remove etchant species
from the surface coverage and therefore also appear in Equation (7), where the amount of etchant
needed to remove a unit of the substrate is captured in the stoichiometric factors, kx. The etchant
coverage, φe, depends on the other coverages in this case, as all of them are active and can be found
by solving Equations (7)–(9). Therefore, surface normal speeds for polymer deposition and etching,
Equation (12), as well as substrate etching, Equation (13), can be found using only the incoming particle
fluxes, Ji, Je, and Jp.

Additionally, each etching mechanism can be described more accurately by considering certain
dependencies, such as ion-enhanced etching or ion sputtering, which depend strongly on the energy
and incoming angle of ions [76]. The choice of coefficients for each process is the most crucial step and
usually requires data from experiments, other reactor-scale or ab initio simulations, or a combination of
both. A model encapsulating a large number of etch mechanisms could, in theory, describe numerous
different processes. The choice of sticking probabilities, etch yields, and stoichiometric factors
constitutes the only differentiating property for a variety of process models. They are therefore fitting
parameters, which have a basis in the physical and chemical surface reactions taking place. Model
calibration is therefore one of the most important and time-consuming parts in process simulation.

Any physical effect modifying the number of molecular entities arriving on the surface could be
included, adding more coefficients and thus increasing the complexity, although simple models are
frequently sufficient, even when describing complex processes [77]. It is therefore crucial to identify the
dominant physical processes for each chemistry in order to make sure they are adequately represented
in the model, as some effects might dominate the behavior of one chemistry, while they can be neglected
in others. The model described above can be considered as an illustration of how such a model might
be set up and does not describe all potentially relevant physical effects exhaustively. At the same time,
some chemistries might already be described well in a simpler model, such as pure chlorine etching,
where the effect of ions might be negligible compared to the chemical etching properties. The dominant
mechanisms during each patterning step of gate stacks, the required modeling techniques, and their
dependence on the basic concepts introduced earlier are discussed in the next section.

3. Simulation Software

Several proprietary and open-source simulation frameworks with the capability to describe
the complex processes occurring in gate stack patterning, are readily available. Some well-known
frameworks and the numerical methods on which they are based, are discussed here briefly:

Sentaurus Topography [78] is a commercial simulator developed by Synopsys (Mountain View,
CA, USA), which uses level set based surface descriptions for topography changes, cell based
representations for chemical surface reactions, and provides Monte Carlo methods for particle
transport [79]. Dunn et al. [80] successfully used this tool to simulate the fabrication of FinFET
structures of the 7 nm node. The Florida Object Oriented Process Simulator (FLOOPS) [81] provides
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similar capabilities. It was incorporated into Sentaurus, but a version is also available as an
open-source project.
Victory Process [82] is a proprietary process simulator distributed by Silvaco (Santa Clara, CA, USA).
It allows level set surface descriptions, as well as explicit surfaces to be used. Nanda et al. [83] were
able to simulate the fabrication of strained FinFETs using this framework. Victory Cell [84] is a related
tool, which uses cell based and explicit surface representations in order to improve the description
of ion implantation and diffusion. It was used by Maiti et al. [85] to simulate the fabrication of
stressed FinFETs.
ViennaTS [86] is an open-source feature scale process simulation tool developed at the Institute for
Microelectronics, TU Wien. Surfaces are represented using level sets and top-down, as well as bottom-up
methods, are implemented. The software provides predefined etch and deposition models, including
several for the simulation of advanced node etching processes [77].
The Monte Carlo Feature Profile Model (MCFPM) [87] is one of several software components
developed at the Computational Plasma Science and Engineering Group, University of Michigan. Cell
based methods are used to describe different materials and top-down approaches are used to describe
particle transport. Combined with other software components, it was used by Huard et al. [88] to
simulate the fabrication of advanced-node FinFETs.

Phietch [89] and K-Speed[90] are also widely used simulation frameworks, while
SEMulator3D [91] provides a framework for process emulation. University and open source tools,
such as ViennaTS and MCFPM, usually provide the underlying methods, algorithms and implemented
models of the framework. Commercial tools usually do not disclose these. Therefore, the methods
discussed in this review are primarily based on studies performed with open academic tools.

4. Plasma Chemistries for Gate Stack Etching

The etching sequence of a gate stack used for advanced technology nodes of 14 nm and below
consists of several highly different processes with unique properties and etch mechanisms due to
the different materials used in the gate stacks [92]. It includes highly anisotropic dry etch processes,
as well as highly selective or isotropic ones, depending on the different materials included in the
gate stack [93]. Wet etch processes have generally fallen out of favor in advanced node gate stack
patterning due to additional cleaning steps required to remove residues left on the wafer after wet
etching. Furthermore, their isotropic etch properties are not ideal for the high vertical etching accuracy
needed for modern three-dimensional structures [94]. Therefore, widely adopted process flows in
industry today rely on dry plasma etch processes [95].

Even though two processes may have similar etch properties, the underlying mechanics might
differ completely, leading to diverse effects in complex geometries or chemically different environments.
In the following, the applicability and reliability of the earlier introduced concepts to these real
processes will be discussed in reference to advanced node metal gate stacks. These metal gate stack
geometries, shown in Figure 12, usually consist of a thin layer of high-k dielectric, such as hafnium
dioxide, a contact metal, such as titanium nitride, and poly-Si [94,96]. These layers cover the conducting
silicon channel, on top of an insulating silicon dioxide substrate. In order to achieve better switching
characteristics, the contact area between the gate and the conducting channel should be maximized
An established approach to achieving these high contact areas, while reducing the footprint on the
wafer, is using three-dimensional structures, such as the ones shown in Figure 12: a trigate, where the
channel is as thin and high as possible [97], and an Ω-gate [98], where the channel is almost completely
surrounded by the gate. The variety of the incorporated materials leads to the need for a sophisticated
and carefully tuned etch sequence, removing each layer without damaging masked regions or the layers
below. Gate all-around (GAA) structures and stacked nanowire gates, which achieve a gate contact
around the full circumference of the channel, are researched heavily as a promising improvement on
the finFET and omega gate structures [99]. Many different approaches exist, some incorporating a
variety of new materials. Therefore, the specific materials and the fabrication techniques, which gate
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all-around structures might incorporate, are not discussed here. However, many of the current etch
techniques will likely also be applicable to the fabrication of GAA structures [100].

Figure 12. Schematic depiction of multi-layered geometries of modern three-dimensional gate
structures after gate etching. A trigate (left) will have three sides of the Si-channel accessible to
the gate, while an Ω-gate (right) comes close to an all-around gate structure.

4.1. Silicon Etching

As silicon is the most important material in semiconductor fabrication, many different etching
chemistries have been investigated in the past several decades [101,102]. In the following, the three
most common chemistries for directional dry etching of silicon are described and their etching
mechanics as well as possible use in a gate stack patterning sequence is discussed.

4.1.1. CF Type Chemistries

Fluorocarbon (CF) chemistries have been used to etch Si and SiO2 for decades, due to the ability
of fine tuning of different materials’ etch rates, thereby improving selectivity [103]. The use of several
additive gases allows for the etch processes characteristics to change drastically [104], which enables
the adjustment to better fit a variety of substrates and geometries. In this manner, a high etch selectivity
can be reached for certain materials, in addition to the highly anisotropic properties of plasma etch
processes [105]. Fluorocarbon plasmas can etch chemically, via ion-enhanced etching or physical
sputtering, which is shown in Figure 13. Silicon is removed chemically by reacting with fluoride
leading to the etch products evaporating back to the gas phase [106]. The rate of chemical etching
depends on the temperature and is reduced by carbon atoms present on the surface. Ion-enhanced
etching proceeds through the bombardment of radical CF+ ions reacting with the substrate, which
are either sputtered from the surface or evaporate due to their now smaller binding energy to the
surface [107]. Physical sputtering appears only above a threshold ion energy, which is related to
the binding energy of the substrate. Deposition takes place through the polymerization of neutrals,
covering the surface by forming SiC bonds, or through direct ion deposition, where energetic ions
are directly absorbed into the substrate [108]. Thus, most active mechanisms in this chemistry can
be described by the illustrative model given in Section 2.4. Only direct ion implantation cannot be
included when using level sets, as there is no volume information. However, it can be included in a
model when using explicit volume definitions or voxel elements.
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Figure 13. Active etching and deposition mechanics in CF type chemistries used to etch poly-Si: I.
chemical deposition of carbon forming an SiC passivation layer, II. chemical etching, III. ion-enhanced
etching, and IV. ion sputtering through high energy ions.

4.1.2. SF Type Chemistries

Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) is a good alternative to CF chemistries because of their high etch rates
and due to the fine control over the etch properties using additional gases fed into the reactor [109].
Pure SF6 chemistries etch isotropically, while the addition of oxygen (O) forms a thin silicon oxide
passivation layer, which inhibits lateral etching [110]. Oxygen also binds sulfur, prohibiting the
recombination with fluoride, more of which is then available for etching, resulting in higher vertical
etch rates [111]. However, if the O concentration is too high, it competes for surface adsorption with F,
reducing the etch rate [112]. Etching proceeds only on lateral surfaces due to the ion bombardment
preventing the buildup of a passivation layer. Fluoride atoms can then attach to silicon atoms on the
surface, forming SiF4, which is then removed chemically or through ion-enhanced processes [113].
If only oxygen is used as an additional gas, the physical processes can be described straightforwardly.
However, the introduction of additional gases can create more complex properties. For example,
the addition of hydrogen bromide (HBr) and oxygen results in better sidewall passivation and
less lateral etching, due to the formation of a SiOxBry passivation layer, which reflects high energy
ions, further enhancing the vertical etch rate [114]. This additional interplay of different chemical
compounds has to be considered carefully when developing a model and cannot be represented with
such a simple description as used in Section 2.4. Passivating species other than oxygen, such as CH2F2,
have been used successfully to etch silicon [115]. The formation of sidewall passivation in such a
chemistry is not due to the deposition from the gas phase, but rather due to sputtering of CF etch
products from vertical etching and line of sight deposition [116], shown in Figure 14. Modeling this
process requires an additional ray tracing step which could be realized by launching rays from a surface
element, if a certain combination of etchant and ion coverage is reached. The additional ray tracing
required decreases computational efficiency, but is indispensable in order to model the shadowing
effects expected in complex geometries. Approximating the build-up of the passivating layer with
deposition from the gas phase is only sufficient in simple geometries [77]. Hence, the modeling
of most modern gate geometries require additional ray tracing for an accurate description of the
deposition mechanism.

4.1.3. HBr Type Chemistries

When etching a layer of the gate stack, care must be taken in order not to damage the layer
below [117]. Poly-Si etching in a metal gate stack is therefore often concluded with a more selective
HBr chemistry, despite its lower etch rate [118]. Even before metal gate stack designs, HBr/O2

chemistries were used due to the high selectivity against the gate oxide, used as a dielectric [119,120].
This chemistry is quite simple as ion-enhanced etching typically dominates, meaning other etching
mechanisms can be ignored, while deposition proceeds mainly chemically [114]. As shown in Figure 15,
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thick SiOxBry layers form on sidewalls and the gate oxide, protecting it from energetic ions. Over the
course of the etch process, bromine is removed from the passivation layer and replaced by oxygen,
resulting in a denser silicon oxide layer on top of the passivation layers formed earlier in the process
compared to an amorphous, bromine rich layer at the side walls formed later [121]. Modeling this
desorption of bromine from the surface is not easily achievable, as the densening depends on the
fraction of bromine in the passivation layer, which is a volume property, making direct simulation
impractical when using implicit surfaces. Since a cleaning step often follows, it might be sufficient to
only model the final oxide layer using direct deposition [122].
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Figure 14. Sulfur with Fluoride (SF) type etching and deposition mechanics with additional CH2F2

feed gas. I. Line of sight deposition of a CF passivation layer; II. ion-enhanced etching; III. chemical
etching; and IV. physical ion sputtering.
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Figure 15. Dominant etch mechanics during silicon etching using hydrogen bromide. I. Sidewall
passivation proceeds though chemical deposition from the gas phase, while II. vertical etching is
dominated by ion-enhanced etching.

4.2. TiN Etching

Titanium has been used in microelectronics as a mask, as well as an interconnect layer, for
decades. Therefore, appropriate etch chemistries were investigated long before its introduction
in metal gate stacks [123,124]. Due to the high temperatures required for higher etch rates in
fluorinated plasmas, chlorine or bromine based chemistries are applicable more universally [125].
TiN is removed predominantly via ion-enhanced etching [126], forming unstable TiCl/TiBr etch
products, which quickly react to other, more stable compounds such as TiO [127] in the presence
of oxygen. Fast oxidation of the Ti surface can form an etch stop layer due to the much lower etch
rate of TiO2 [128]. It is therefore important to reduce the amount of oxygen when etching titanium
compounds [129], despite the increased etch rate of passivation layers. However, small amounts of
oxygen result in a higher fraction of ionized etchant in the gas phase, increasing the etch rates and
selectivity below a concentration of 1%. Bromine etches titanium significantly slower than chlorine
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due to its lower volatility, while HBr can be added to Cl chemistries to achieve better control over
certain etch properties [126]. Different additives, such as boron (B) can also be included, which
forms non-volatile BOxNy polymers chemically, protecting TiN sidewalls and further reducing lateral
etching [130]. Due to the relative simplicity of the etching and deposition mechanics, simulation
of TiN etching is possible with the model described earlier. However, care must be taken when
experimenting with feed gases other than the ones described, as they might change the underlying
mechanics drastically. The models would need to be adjusted accordingly and are not predictable
across different feed gases, due to the potential changes in the underlying mechanics.

4.3. HfO2 Etching

Since the dielectric layer is usually very thin, high etch rates are not as important as high selectivity
to the silicon substrate and the other materials in the gate stack. Fluorine based chemistries have been
shown to reach satisfactory selectivity and etch rates [131], although CF based chemistries form thick
fluorocarbon layers, requiring an additional cleaning step after etching, which is not the case for SF
chemistries [132]. The thickness of these layers could be reduced by adding hydrogen, which removes
carbon from the surface via loosely bound hydrocarbon etch products [133], although even these fewer
fluorocarbon residues on the substrate still present a problem [134].

Such problems are not encountered in HBr or Cl based chemistries, due to the surface bonding
energies of their etch products [135]. However, due to the small thickness of the HfO2 layer, a high
dielectric to substrate selectivity is necessary in order to meet the requirements for transistors,
while these chemistries only offer selectivities of around 15, even when carbon is added as an
inhibitor [136]. BCl was initially added to pure Cl chemistries to achieve higher selectivities [137],
while pure BCl3 chemistries were soon chosen due to their near-infinite selectivity to the substrate.
This is due to the favored reaction of the present boron with oxygen and silicon over hafnium, forming
SiB compounds on the surface of the substrate, but no boron layers on Hf, which is shown in Figure 16.
Therefore, the surface of the dielectric is free for chlorine to attach and form volatile etch products,
removed via ion-enhanced etching, while the silicon and silicon dioxide surfaces are covered in an SiB
layer, prohibiting the further adsorption of etching species. This layer is only removed via high-energy
ions, so near-infinite etch selectivities towards Si and SiO2 can be observed at low bias powers [138].
Although BCl3 etching is mainly enabled by ion-enhanced etching, the strong dependence on ion
energy with respect to selectivity, requires careful fitting of model parameters to the observed rates.

BCl3
TiN

HfO2

SiO2
BSi

BClx+

BOCl + HfCl4BCl3 BCl3

BOCl + HfCl4

I. II. III.

Figure 16. Etch mechanisms leading to infinite etch selectivity of HfO2 over SiO2 through I. chemical and
II. ion-enhanced etching of HfO2, with III. additional chemical deposition of BSi on the SiO2 substrate.

4.4. Full Etch Sequence

Since several of the etch steps described above involve the deposition of passivation layers to
protect side walls, the subsequent etch steps can be affected by these residues. Therefore, simulating
the combination of all these processes can provide an insight into the full process, including the
effects of each etch step on the subsequent ones. As we [77] have documented using the simulator
ViennaTS, the final profile of a 14 nm fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) gate stack patterning
process is indeed strongly influenced by earlier etch steps, which involve similar chemistries to the
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ones described above. This influence is shown in Figure 17, which highlights the role of deposited
passivation layers for subsequent etch steps in protecting the otherwise exposed poly-Si sidewalls.
While the poly-Si is protected by the earlier deposited SiBr and CF layers, the HfO2 etch step creates
an under-etch in the TiN layer since it is not protected. After the final etch step, only remnants of the
protecting layers remain, which are removed in a subsequent cleaning step.

Figure 17 also shows why the ability to represent very thin layers is important when modeling
gate stacks, since several materials with highly different etch properties must be considered in these
simulations. Even the thin layer of CF, deposited in the first etch step, can protect the poly-Si in the last
step through its much lower etch rates. Thus, the correct representation of thin layers by the choice of
adequate surface description techniques is crucial in this application.

(a) Profile after the SF type plasma etch of poly-Si. (b) A thick polymer layer is deposited after the HBr
type over etch.

(c) Profile after the removal of TiN using a Cl type
plasma etch.

(d) Final profile after the Hf etch step in a BCl3 plasma.

Figure 17. Simulated gate stack geometry after each etch step, showing the influence of passivation
layers on subsequent etch steps. The poly-Si sidewalls remain protected during the more isotropic later
etch steps, which leads to the under-etch in the TiN and Hf layers.

Due to the small layer thickness, which might be comparable to a few atomic sizes, the thin
layers do not have sharp material boundaries, but rather consist of a mix of materials. Therefore,
the simulated thin layers should be seen as a rough guide to the amount of material present at the
interface, rather than abrupt changes in composition. In order to circumvent these sharp boundary
representations, rectilinear explicit meshes, as described in Section 2.1.3, can be used to represent single
blocks of compounds at the interface. Huard et al. [88] successfully used the MCFPM based on this
approach, as described in Section 3, to simulate the gate etching of finFET structures. They compared
the profiles created by continuous etching and self-limited atomic layer etching of silicon using
ion-enhanced chlorine chemistries. Diffusion and ion-implantation are taken into account, enabled by
the cell based surface description. The difference in the resulting layers to level set based simulations
can be seen clearly in Figure 18, which shows the thin passivation layers as a mixture of different
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materials, rather than a single strictly defined layer. However, due to the fixed size of each cell, sharp
material boundaries can only be avoided if the cell size is comparable to atomic sizes. Modeling at
these scales also enables the inclusion of additional interactions between cells, creating a better physical
description. However, the only way to truly simulate the physical behavior is atomistic modeling,
which takes into account single atoms and bonds.

Figure 18. Profiles resulting from continuous Cl etching (a–c) and self-limited atomic layer etching
using the same chemistry (d–f); used with publisher’s permission from [88].

5. Conclusions

Modern gate stack patterning processes require sophisticated simulation techniques, starting
from the fundamental computational methods used, due to the numerous new materials introduced
into the gate stack. In order for complex deformations, as expected in modern dry etch processes,
to be represented efficiently, several surface representations are considered for different purposes.
While moving surfaces are described more robustly using implicit surface representations, such as
level sets or cell based methods, ray tracing techniques used for flux calculations are better suited for
explicit surface representations. However, the level set method is still the most widely used technique
to describe interfaces in process simulations, due to its robustness during complex deformations.
Furthermore, approximate explicit surface descriptions using disks or spheres eliminate the need
for computationally expensive conversions to triangulated surfaces for rate calculations with ray
tracing techniques.

Robust surface descriptions and physically meaningful rate calculation methods made recent
advances in the modeling of gate stack etching processes possible. The correct representation of thin
layers, often formed in such processes, contribute to the robust description of sequential etching steps,
while ray tracing techniques allow for accurate and physically more meaningful modeling of the
transport of molecular entities to the etched surface.

Furthermore, advances in the identification of the dominant etching and deposition mechanics
allow for more physical representations of complex etch chemistries in reactor- and feature-scale
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simulations. The main factors defining the properties of different dry etch techniques and chemistries
can thus be identified and incorporated into universal models, allowing for the physically meaningful
description of many modern etch processes. Even if the dominant mechanics are identified,
some physical processes might not be described adequately in certain surface representations, such as
ion-implantation using level sets. Due to the lack of volume information in level set surfaces,
ion-implantation cannot be modeled straightforwardly. Explicit or cell based methods are more
accurate in describing volume dependent processes, but require more sophisticated methods to
advance the surface.

One of the biggest challenges faced today is the synthesis of predictive models over a wide
range of reactor geometries, etch chemistries, and feature scale profiles. Due to the complexity of the
chemical processes taking place inside the reactor, minor changes in process parameters can result in
drastic changes in the etch profile. While process simulation already provides an understanding of the
dominant chemical processes by comparison with experiments, the prediction of results requires highly
sophisticated surface descriptions, as well as chemical models. Advances in computer performance
and numerical models will enable atomistic approaches, where each atom or molecule is described
during etch processes. This level of sophistication will likely enable the development of truly predictive
models, reducing the need for expensive experiments in order to create advanced node structures.
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Abstract: Thin-film transistors (TFTs) have grown into a huge industry due to their broad applications
in display, radio-frequency identification tags (RFID), logical calculation, etc. In order to bridge the
gap between the fabrication process and the circuit design, compact model plays an indispensable
role in the development and application of TFTs. The purpose of this review is to provide a
theoretical description of compact models of TFTs with different active layers, such as polysilicon,
amorphous silicon, organic and In-Ga-Zn-O (IGZO) semiconductors. Special attention is paid to the
surface-potential-based compact models of silicon-based TFTs. With the understanding of both the
charge transport characteristics and the requirement of TFTs in organic and IGZO TFTs, we have
proposed the surface-potential-based compact models and the parameter extraction techniques.
The proposed models can provide accurate circuit-level performance prediction and RFID circuit
design, and pass the Gummel symmetry test (GST). Finally; the outlook on the compact models of
TFTs is briefly discussed.

Keywords: thin-film transistors (TFTs); compact model; surface potential

1. Introduction

A thin-film transistors (TFTs) is a special kind of field-effect transistor (FET) fabricated by
depositing thin films of an active semiconductor layer, as well as the dielectric layer and metallic
contacts over a supporting (but non-conducting) substrate [1,2]. In the past 15 years, TFTs has grown
into a huge industry based on display, memory, E-paper applications, and so on [3–6]. Generally,
a common substrate in TFTs is glass, which differs from the conventional transistor, where the
semiconductor material typically is the substrate, such as a silicon wafer. TFTs include three basic
elements: (1) a thin semiconductor film; (2) an insulating layer; and (3) three electrodes (gate, source
and drain) [7–9]. Three basic elements for configuration of TFT have been illustrated clearly in Figure 1.
The source and drain, are in contact with the semiconductor film at a short distance from one another.
The gate is separated from the semiconductor film by the insulating layer [10].
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Figure 1. Schematic structure of a generalized thin-film transistor.

The history of TFT really began with the work of P. K. Weimer at Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) Laboratories in 1962 [11]. At that time Weimer fabricated the first TFT based on thin films
of polycrystalline cadmium sulfide as the semiconductor materials. In the 1970s, the realization of
crystalline silicon as the active materials with low cost dramatically changed the prospects of TFTs [12].
In 1979, amorphous silicon as a new active material was introduced by LeComber et al. [13], which had
profound implications for TFTs. In 1980, Depp et al. reported polysilicon TFT which achieved good
mobility and TFT characteristics [14]. In 1986, the first transistor based on organic semiconductor was
reported [15]. As compared with conventional Si TFTs, organic TFT (OTFT) displays much less complex
in fabrication processes and can be naturally compatible with plastic substrates for lightweight and
foldable products [16]. To develop large-scale TFTs, processing temperatures must be getting lower
and lower. In 2004, Nomura et al. used a complex In-Ga-Zn-O (IGZO) semiconductor layer in a TFT,
which achieved the room-temperature processing of the semiconductor layer [17]. Looking back into
the past half-century, TFTs moved endlessly forward from the initial requirement of performance to
today’s application of large area and low cost.

During the development of TFTs, the semiconductor device model represents an essential bridge
between the semiconductor manufactures and the circuit design. Integrated circuit (IC) designers
usually utilize various kinds of software (such as Cadence, SPICE, PHILIPAC) for design circuit [18–20].
The core of the corresponding software is the model of each unit device. Because the IC is consisted of
several transistors, if all unit devices would need to run the complicated model of transistor, the system
level simulation will beyond computer ability and hence causes non-convergence in calculation.
Otherwise, for ensuring the reliability of the simulation, the device model should also be able to
accurately describe the physical properties [21]. Compact model is a critical step in the design cycle of
modern IC products [22]. It refers to the development of models for integrated semiconductor devices
for use in circuit simulations. Compact model is usually used to reproduce device terminal behaviors
with accuracy, computational efficiency, ease of parameter extraction, and relative model simplicity for
a circuit or system-level simulation, for future technology nodes [23].

Accurate and physical compact models are essential for digital and analog circuits. Generally
speaking, an excellent compact model should include the following requirements [21,24]:(i)
Representing consistently the behavior; (ii) Being symmetrical to reflect the symmetry of TFT
structure; (iii) Being analytical, without differentials or integrals; (iv) Being simple and easily derivable;
(v) Parameters that can be characterized easily, or even guessed; (vi) Being upgradable and reducible;
(vii) Relations can be physically justified; (viii) Being similar form and correspondence to compact
models for other TFTs; (ix) Being tunable to inaccurate (or uncertain) experimental data.

The first compact model could date back to 1983, in which Kacprzak et al. proposed a compact DC
model of GaAs FETs for large-signal computer calculation [25]. In 1986, based on one-dimensional (1-D)
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solution of Poisson’s equation, Ahmed et al. reported a compact model for accumulation mode poly-Si
devices [26]. Later, plenty of methods, such charge sheet model, effective medium approach (EMA),
semi-empirical approach, generation-recombination model, and surface-potential based model, have
been introduced for the compact models of the silicon-based TFTs [27–32]. Then, with the emergence
of new TFTs, e.g., OTFT and IGZO TFTs, some excellent compact models based on interesting methods
have been developed [33–37]. Strictly speaking, all of the proposed compact models can be divided
into two categories. One is charge-based and another is surface-potential-based. As compared with the
charge-based model, the surface-potential-based compact model is believed to have high accuracy and
strong physical property, and be easily simplified into the charge-based and threshold-voltage-based
model [21]. It can also describe the operation of transistor more accurately without any smooth
functions [38].

Over the past two decades, although some excellent reviews have been published [39–42],
a completed review for the compact models of TFTs based on different active materials is still
lacking. In this review, we will provide an updated review of surface-potential-based compact
model of TFTs with different active materials, such as polysilicon, amorphous silicon, organic and
IGZO semiconductors. In Section 2, the charge transport property of different active materials is
discussed. In Section 3, we discuss the surface-potential-based compact models for silicon-based TFTs
and presented our surface-potential-based compact models for organic and IGZO TFTs, respectively.
In Section 4, the comparison of various compact models will be summarized. Finally, the future outlook
for this field is briefly discussed in Section 5.

2. Charge Transport Property

In order to achieve an accurate compact model for TFTs, the key is to correctly describe the charge
transport characteristics. For TFTs with different active materials, the charge transport has displayed
various properties. This section will, in detail, introduce the charge transport properties of TFTs for
different active materials.

2.1. Grain-Boundary Trapping Theory

Based on its structure characteristics, the charge transport property of polysilicon has been
described in terms of two distinct models: segregation theory and grain-boundary trapping theory [43].
In the segregation theory, impurity atoms tend to segregate at the grain boundary where they are
electrically inactive. While the grain boundary trapping theory assumed that the presence of a large
amount of trapping states at the grain boundary able to capture, and therefore immobilize, free carriers.
The basic limitation of segregation theory is that it does not explain the temperature dependence
of the film resistivity which is thermally activated and exhibits a negative temperature coefficient.
The grain-boundary trapping theory can explain most of electrical properties in polysilicon.

In the grain-boundary trapping theory, a polysilicon is assumed to be composed of small
crystallites joined together by the grain boundaries usually consisted of a few atomic layers of
disordered atoms [43]. Inside each crystallite the atoms are arranged in a periodic manner so that
it can be considered as a small single crystal. Atoms in the grain boundary represent a transitional
region between the different orientations of neighboring crystallites. Although polysilicon is a
three-dimensional substance, it is sufficient to treat the problem in one dimension to calculate the
transport properties. The traps are assumed to be initially neutral and become charged by trapping
a carrier. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of crystal structure, charge distribution and energy
band structure of polysilicon films.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of (a) crystal structure; (b) charge distribution; and (c) energy band
structure of polysilicon films.

The grain-boundary trapping theory considers just the resistance of the grain-boundary region,
which includes two important contributions to the current: thermionic emission and tunneling (field
emission) [44]. Thermionic emission results from those carriers possessing high enough energy to
surmount the potential barrier at the grain boundary. The tunneling current arises from carriers with
energy less than the barrier height. When the barrier is narrow and high, the tunneling current can
become comparable to or larger than the thermionic emission current. In the polysilicon the potential
barrier is the highest when the barrier width is the widest. Because of this, tunneling current may
be neglected. Then, for an applied voltage the thermionic emission current density across a grain
boundary following Bethe is expressed as the following [44]:

Jth = qpa

(
kBT

2m∗π

)1/2
exp
(
− qVB

kBT

)[
exp
(
− qVa

kBT

)
− 1
]

(1)

where q is the elemental charge, pa is the average carrier concentration, m∗ is the effective mass of
the carrier, kB is the Boltzmann constant, VB is the potential barrier height, and Va is the applied
voltage. Equation (1) neglects collisions within the depletion region and the carrier concentration
in the crystallite was assumed to be independent of the current flow, so that it is applicable only if
the number of carriers taking part in the current transport is small compared to the total number of
carriers in the crystallite. This condition restricts the barrier height to be larger than or comparable to
kBT. If Va is small, qVa � kBT, Equation (1) can be expanded to give the following:

Jth = q2 pa

(
1

2πm∗kBT

)1/2
exp
(
− qVB

kBT

)
Va (2)

which is a linear current–voltage relationship. Based on Equation (2), the conductivity of a polysilicon
film with a grain size L is written as:

σ = Lq2 pa

(
1

2πm∗kBT

)1/2
exp
(
− qVB

kBT

)
(3)

Then, the effective mobility is expressed as:

μe f f = Lq
(

1
2πm∗kBT

)1/2
exp
(
− Eb

kBT

)
(4)

here Eb is the energy barrier.
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2.2. Hopping Transport

Differing from crystalline materials, such as polysilicon, the charge transport in amorphous
materials exhibits very different properties. Amorphous semiconductor materials, including inorganic
and organic, have in common, that their atomic or molecular structure is completely disordered.
For inorganic amorphous semiconductors, such as, pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si,
a-Si:H), a band structure similar to the one of crystalline materials still exists [45,46]. The electronic
states in the conduction and valence bands are therefore delocalized. Thus some of the concepts from
crystalline semiconductor physics are still suitable for the inorganic amorphous materials. However,
in the band gap between valence and conduction band, some localized states exist in which charge
carriers can be trapped. For organic amorphous semiconductors, the intermolecular bonds are due
to relatively weak van der Waals interactions, the electronic wave functions usually do not extend
over the entire volume of the organic solid, but rather, are localized to a finite number of molecules,
or even to individual molecules [47,48]. Due to the spatial and energetic disorder, the charge transport
in amorphous semiconductor materials is limited by trapping in the localized states. This means that
the charge carrier mobility is expected to be thermally activated, that is, the charge transport always
happens to jump from one localized site to another. This type of transport mechanism is called hopping
transport. The transition of hopping between two sites depends on the overlap of the electronic wave
functions of these two sites [49]. Whenever a charge carrier hops to a site with a higher (lower) site
energy than the site that it came from, the difference in energy is accommodated for by the absorption
(emission) of a phonon. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of carrier hopping transport with the density
of states [50].

 
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of hopping transport with the density of states.

The intrinsic transition rate for a carrier hopping from an initial site i to an empty site j is expressed
by γij = γ

(
Rij, Ei − Ej

)
. The average transition rate from site i to site j is then [51]:

νij = < mi
(
1 − mj

)
γij > (5)

where mi and mj are the occupation numbers for sites i and j, respectively. The energy dependence of
γij is then a good approximation to take the Miller–Abrahams form to write as [52]:

γij = v0exp

(
−2ϕRij −

θ
(
Ej − Ei

)
kBT

)
(6)

where v0 is the attempt-to-jump frequency, ϕ is the inverse localized length of the inverse wave function,
Rij is the distance between site i and site j, Ei and Ej are the energies of sites i and j, respectively,
and θ(x) = xε(x) with ε(x) being the step function.
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2.3. Multiple Trapping and Release Theory

For some special materials, such as the small-molecule organic semiconductor and the
IGZO semiconductor, which have a strong tendency to form polycrystalline films [50,53,54].
These semiconductors display the regular arrangement, and the delocalized orbitals partially overlap,
thereby facilitating more efficient charge transfer and carrier mobility that is much larger than
in amorphous films. The charge transport properties of these materials cannot be explained by
the grain-boundary trapping theory and hopping transport. In contrast to the grain-boundary
trapping theory or hopping theory, the multiple trapping and release (MTR) theory is adapted for the
materials [55,56]. MTR theory assumes that the charge transport occurs in extended states, and that
most of the charge carriers are trapped in localized states [57]. Energy of localized state is separated
from mobility edge energy. When the energy of localized state is slightly lower mobility edge, then the
extended states acts as shallow trap, from which the charge carrier can be released (emitted) by the
thermal excitations. But, if that energy is far below mobility edge energy, then charge carriers cannot be
thermally excited (emitted). The number of carriers available for transport depends on the difference
in energy between the trap level and the extended-state band. Figure 4 is a transport diagram of
MTR theory.

 

Figure 4. Transport diagram of multiple trapping and release (MTR) theory. The charge carrier (orange
balls) is trapped and released into and from localized states (black lines). Conduction happens above
the mobility-edge (gray area).

In the MTR theory, total charge carriers’ densities, ntotal , is equal to sum of density in extended
states, ne, and in localized states, as in Ref. [57]:

ntotal = ne +
∫ 0

−∞
g(E) f (E)dE (7)

where the upper limit of integral E = 0 corresponds to the mobility edge, g(E) is the trap density

of states (DOS) energy distribution. f (E) =
(

1 + exp
( E−Ef (x)

kBT

))−1
is the Fermi–Dirac distribution,

Ef (x) is the quasi-Fermi level. Two methods within the MTR theory usually describe the effect of
trapping [58]. One is that, all carrier fields induced can contribute to the current flow at any moment
of time, but the effective mobility is reduced in comparison with its intrinsic, trap-free value:

μe f f = μ0(T)
τ(T)

τ(T) + τtr(T)
(8)

here, μ0 is the carrier mobility in extended state, τtr(T) is the average trapping time on shallow traps,
and τ(T) is the average time that a polaron spends diffusively traveling between the consecutive
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trapping events. Another is that only a fraction of the carrier field induced is moving at any given
moment of time:

ne f f = ntotal
τ(T)

τ(T) + τtr(T)
(9)

3. Surface-Potential-Based Compact Models

In spite of the fact that the transport characteristics in TFTs is very different for different active
materials, the current–voltage characteristics can, to first order, be described with the same formalism
as [53]:

Ids =

⎧⎨
⎩

μCiW
L

((
Vg − Vth

)
Vds − V2

ds
2

)
f or
∣∣Vg − Vth

∣∣ > |Vds| (linear regime)
μCiW

2L
(
Vg − Vth

)2 f or |Vds| >
∣∣Vg − Vth

∣∣ > 0 (saturation regime)
(10)

where Equation (10) describes the relationship between the drain current Ids, the gate-source voltage
Vg and the drain-source voltage Vds in linear and saturation regimes, respectively. Ci is the gate
dielectric capacitance per unit area, μ is the carrier mobility in the semiconductor, W and L is the
channel width and length of the transistor, respectively. For silicon TFTs, the threshold voltage Vth is
defined as the minimum gate-source voltage required to induce strong inversion [59]. However OTFTs
and IGZO TFTs usually operate in accumulation region, thus strictly speaking the threshold voltage
cannot be defined for OTFTs and IGZO TFTs. Since the threshold voltage concept is nonetheless useful,
the compact models will show very different for TFTs with different active materials. Otherwise,
the central aim of compact models is to accurately and physically describe the current–voltage
characteristics of TFTs in Equation (10). As mentioned above, the surface-potential-based compact
model is believed to have high accuracy and strong physical properties. The following will review the
surface-potential-based compact models for polysilicon and amorphous silicon TFTs, and then present
our compact models for OTFTs and IGZO TFTs based on surface-potential-based.

3.1. Polysilicon TFT Compact Models

Polysilicon TFTs have gotten considerable applications, especially in active matrix liquid
crystal displays (AMLCDs), printers, scanners, Static Random-Access Memories (SRAMs) and
three-dimensional large scale integration (LSI) circuits [60]. In early time, researchers usually built the
polysilicon TFT models based on the one-dimensional solution of Poisson’s equation and the effects of
grain-boundary traps [26,61]. However, these earlier models were unclear for inversion mode devices
due to the “reverse” charge shielding concept defined in its derivation [62]. Later, some authors
adopted the EMA method to well address the question of non-uniform polysilicon sample with the
grain boundaries [29,63]. In 1999, Benjamín et al. also adopted EMA to develop a unified model
for long and short-channel polysilicon TFTs [28]. This method is attractive because it accounts for
field effect mobility enhancement in the moderate inversion regime and for mobility degradation at
high gate voltages, for drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect, kink effect, off-state current and
channel-length modulation. A few years later, Wu et al. proposed a compact model by approximating
the generation rate for poly Si TFTs in the leakage region [50]. Although several models for poly-Si TFTs
have been proposed so far, based on different equations for the subthreshold, linear, and saturation
regions [64,65], these methods always lead to a significant error in evaluating derivatives such as
transconductance [66].

To capture more accurate features of poly-Si TFTs, Shimizu et al. developed a compact model
based on a new surface-potential-based [67]. Firstly, in the model the states are approximated by the
sum of exponential distributions for the deep and tail states as:

g(E) = gdeexp
(

E − Ec

Ede

)
+ gtaexp

(
E − Ec

Eta

)
(11)
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where Ede and Eta are the inverse slope of deep states and tail states, respectively, gde and gta are the
density of deep state and tail state at bottom of conduction band Ec, respectively.

By integrating the 1-D Poisson equation, the surface potentials at the source side as a function of
gate voltage can be calculated numerically as the following [68]:

Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs0

)
=
√

2qεs Nsub
β [exp(−βϕs0)− exp(−βϕb0) + β(ϕs0 − ϕb0)

+
(

ni
Nsub

)2
[exp(βϕs0)− exp(βϕb0)] +

(
βNdeep
γNsub

)
[exp(γϕs0)− exp(γϕb0)]

+
(

Ntail
Nsub

)
[exp(βϕs0)− exp(βϕb0)]

] 1
2

(12)

where γ = q/Ede, β is the inverse of thermal voltage, εs is the dielectric constant, Nsub is the dopant
concentration, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, ϕs0 and ϕb0 are the front and back surface
potentials at the source side, respectively, Ndeep and Ntail are the densities of trapped electrons in deep
states and tail states under a flat band condition, respectively.

Then, the inversion layer charge density at the source (x = 0) or drain (x = L) side can be written
as [69] the following:

Qi(x) = −Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs0

)
+
√

2qεs Nsub
β [exp(−βϕsx)− exp(−βϕbx) + β(ϕsx − ϕbx)

+
(

βNdeep
γNsub

)
[exp(γϕsx)− exp(γϕbx)] +

(
Ntail
Nsub

)
[exp(βϕsx)− exp(βϕbx)]

] 1
2

(13)

Obviously, Equations (12) and (13) could be only solved by iteration. To determine the surface
potentials at the source side or at the drain side, the authors used a method from the literature [70].
In Equation (13), the charge densities of inversion layer are derived based on the charge-sheet
approximation. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the front surface potentials obtained from Equation (12)
and the exact numerical calculations.

 
Figure 5. Comparison of calculated front surface potential obtained using Equation (12) (lines) and the
exact numerical calculations (circles) with and without traps as a function of gate voltage.

After obtaining the surface potentials, based on the drift-diffusion approximation [71], the authors
calculated the drain current as:

Ids =
Wμ
Lβ

[
Ci

(
β
(

Vg − Vf b

)
+ 1
)
(ϕsL − ϕs0)− β

2 Ci
(

ϕ2
sL − ϕ2

s0
)− β

2 (qi(0) + (L))

(ϕsL − ϕs0)− (qi(0)− qi(L))]
(14)

where ϕsL and ϕbL are the front and back surface potentials at the drain side, respectively,
qi(x) = Qi(x) + Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕsx

)
. Note, Equation (14) can describe the drain current in all
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the regions of operation using the unified equation. At the same time, the model did not include the
threshold voltage.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of simulated and measured drain current characteristics as a function
of gate voltage for an n-channel poly-Si TFT in the subthreshold and above-threshold regions. In the
linear and saturation regions, a comparison of simulated and measured drain current characteristics is
shown in Figure 7.

 
Figure 6. Comparison of measured (circles) and simulated (lines) drain current characteristics as a
function of gate voltage on logarithmic (left axis) and linear (right axis) scales for an n-channel poly-Si
thin-film transistors (TFT) with (a) W/L = 2 μm/2 μm and (b) W/L = 2 μm/1 μm.

Figure 7. Comparison of measured (circles) and simulated (lines) drain current characteristics as a
function of drain voltage for an n channel poly-Si TFT with (a) W/L = 2 μm/2 μm and (b) W/L = 2
μm/1 μm. The parameters used in the simulation are the same as those used in Figure 6.

Differing from iterative solution of the surface potential in Shimizu et al.’s model, Chen et al.
have developed an analytical solution to the surface potential of poly-Si TFTs by using the Lambert W
function [72]. In Chen et al.’s model, the surface potential of poly-Si TFTs can be expressed as,

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)2
= γ2

[(
1 +

NT
LgNA

)
ϕs + ϕtexp

(
ϕs − ϕn − 2ϕ f

ϕt

)]
− NT

LgNA
ϕt ln(1 + Km) (15)

where ϕs is the surface potential, γ denotes a body factor: γ =
√

2εsqNA/Ci, Lg is the grain size,
NT and NA are located traps and acceptor density, respectively, ϕt is the thermal voltage, ϕ f is the Fermi

potential, ϕn is the channel voltage, Km = 0.5exp
(

Et+qϕt
kBT

)
. To derive an analytical and non-iterative

evaluation, the normalized form of Equation (15) can be written as the following:

(
vg − xW

)2
= G2

TFT [xW + ΔTFT exp(xW) + A] (16)
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where xW = ϕs/ϕt is the normalized surface potential, vg =
(

Vg − Vf b

)
/ϕt the normalized effective

gate voltage, GTFT = γ
√

1+NT/Lg NA
ϕt

, ΔTFT = exp
(−ϕt−2ϕ f

ϕt

)
/
(

1 + NT
Lg NA

)
, and A = −NT ln(1+Km)

NT+Lg NA
.

Then, with a simple mathematical procedure and using the principal branch of the Lambert W
function [73], the authors obtained the physics-based analytical solution of the normalized surface
potential as follows:

xW = −W0[ f × ΔTFTexp(vG − f × A)] + vG − f × A (17)

where vG =

(
vg +

G2
TFT
2

)
− GFET

√
vg + G2

TFT/4 and f = GFET/2
√

vg + G2
TFT/4.

In order to improve the accuracy, some corrections by using the Schroder series in the surface
potential expression have been provided for Equation (17). Finally, the complete solution to the
physics-based surface potential of poly-Si TFTs with absolute error only in nanovolt range can be
expressed as:

ϕs =
[
xW + ω

(
yW , y′W , y′′

W
)
+ ε
]
ϕt (18)

Based on Equation (18), the surface potential derivative with respect to the gate voltage has been
calculated [72], as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows that no splits and peaks exist near the flatband
regions, which suggests that the analytical solution to the surface potential is better than the algorithm
in the Penn State Philips (PSP) model [74].

 
Figure 8. The characteristics of the surface potential derivative with respect to the gate voltage for
different channel potential ϕn.

Based on the formulas of surface potential from Chen et al., subsequently some researchers
presented a complete modeling for surface potential in partially depleted poly-Si TFTs with undoped
or lightly doped body by including both monoenergetic and exponential trap distributions [32].
The proposed closed-form algorithm is able to accurately calculate the surface potential and has the
advantage of both accuracy and computational efficiency, which is useful for compact modeling and
CAD applications.

3.2. Amorphous Silicon TFTs

Amorphous Silicon, especially hydrogenated amorphous-silicon (a-Si:H), has been considered
as the most well-studied materials for TFTs. Generally speaking, the most important features
of amorphous silicon TFT characteristics can be described by analyzing the device behavior
in two regimes: below-threshold, when the electron quasi-Fermi level is in the deep states;
and above-threshold, when the Fermi level enters the tail states [75]. A current model for the
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below- and above-threshold regimes had been proposed by considering the sheet carrier density
as a function of Fermi lever position by Shur et al. [76]. In 1997, Shur et al. again developed a
physically based analytical model for n-channel amorphous silicon thin film transistors and for n-
and p-channel polysilicon thin film transistors, which covered all regimes of transistor operation:
leakage, subthreshold, above-threshold conduction, and the kink regime in polysilicon thin film
transistors [63]. Only in the last few years several models have been built, based on the description
of below-threshold and above-threshold, respectively [77–79]. However, with gradual accumulation
of the requirements imposed on the compact models and simultaneous realization of the limitations
associated with the traditional modeling techniques, new physical phenomena become essential for
the accurate reproduction of the device characteristics. On the other hand, due to these drawbacks in
the regional approach, analytical models based on surface potential have been paid more attentions in
the development of device models [40].

In terms of the consideration above, in 2008, Liu et al. presented an analytical a-Si:H TFTs model
based on the surface potential [80]. In the model, when TFT is biased, the majority of the induced
charges in the channel are trapped in the acceptor-like states, which divided into two groups: deep
states and tail states. The distribution of localized acceptor states can be expressed as Equation (11).
The localized trapped charge density is expressed as:

ntrapped =
∫ Ec

−∞

g(E)

1 + 1
g exp

( E−Ef
kBT

) (19)

here g is the degenerescence factor of localized states. When the density of trapped charges in the tail
states are considered, the integral (Equation (19)) can be rewritten as [68] the following:

ntail = gtgT/T0
kBT

q
f (T, Tt)exp

qϕ − qVch(y)− Ef 0

kBT0
(20)

where gt is the tail states density at Ec, Tt is the tail state characteristic temperature, Vch stands for the
channel quasi-Fermi level which is the channel voltage equal to 0 at the source and Vds at the drain.

To obtain the potential, the authors then solved the Poisson’s equation:

∂2 ϕ

ϕx2 = −dF
dx

=
q
εs

(
ndeep + ntail + n f ree

)
(21)

where ndeep, ntail and n f ree are the densities for deep trap, free, tail trap charges, respectively,

n f ree = Ncexp
( qϕs−qVch (y)−Ef 0

kBT

)
. According to Gauss’ law, and introducing electrical field effect,

the relationship between the gate-source voltage and the surface potential can be found as follows

Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
= rtεsexp

( qϕs−qVch (y)−Ef 0
kBT0

)
+ rdεsexp

( qϕs−qVch (y)−Ef 0
kBTd

)
+r f εsexp

( qϕs−qVch (y)−Ef 0
kBT

) (22)

here rt =

√
2kBT0gtgT/T0 f (T,Tt)kBT

qεs
, rd =

√
2kBTdgdgT/Td πkBT

qεssin
(

πT
Td

) and r f =
√

2kBTNc
εs

.

To derive analytical and noniterative evaluation from Equation (22), the normalized form of
Equation (22) can be written as follows:

(xg − x) = Gtexp(x − xn) + Gd[exp(x − xn)]T0/Td + Gf [exp(x − xn)]T0/T (23)

where xg = −Vg−Vf b
2Vto

, x = ϕs
2Vto

, xn =

E f 0
q +Vch (y)

2Vto
, Gt =

rtεs
2CiVto

, Gd = rdεs
2CiVto

, Gf =
r f εs

2CiVto
, and Vto =

kBTo
q .
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Then, by using the two-order Taylor expansion, the solution for the surface potential of amorphous
silicon TFTs is expressed by:

ϕs = x·2Vto. (24)

Based on the solution for the surface potential of amorphous silicon TFTs, the authors compared
the analytical results with the numerical results, as shown in Figure 9a. And the absolute errors of the
new analytical approximation were shown in Figure 9b. The absolute errors introduced by analytical
approximation are less than 0.02 V in all cases.

Figure 9. (a) Comparison of analytical results with the numerical results; and (b) absolute error of the
new analytical approximation for the surface potential.

After the surface potential is solved precisely, the authors then discussed the drain current
by dividing the new derivation of the DC model into the below threshold region and the above
threshold region.

Below threshold region, the static current of amorphous TFTs is written as:

Idsd = μn
W
L Ncεs

2kBTdkBT
2kBTd−kBT

(
1

rdεs

) 2Td
T C

2Td
T −1

i

[
T

2Td

(
Δϕ

2Td
T

ss − Δϕ
2Td

T
sd

)
+2Vtd

T
2Td−T

(
Δϕ

2Td
T −1

ss − Δϕ
2Td

T −1
sd

)] (25)

Above threshold region, similarly, the expression of drain current in the above threshold regime
can be obtained as:

Idst = μn
W
L Ncεs

2kBT0kBT
2kBT0−kBT

(
1

rtεs

) 2T0
T C

2T0
T −1

i

[
T

2T0

(
Δϕ

2T0
T

ss − Δϕ
2T0

T
sd

)
+2Vt0

T
2T0−T

(
Δϕ

2T0
T −1

ss − Δϕ
2T0

T −1
sd

)] (26)

According to the expression of drain current, the calculated transfer characteristics for a-Si:H
TFT is shown in Figure 10a. It is noted that a smooth transition is achieved in the below- and
above-threshold regions without any use of smooth functions. Furthermore, the threshold voltage
is not required in the whole calculations. Figure 10b displays the measured characteristics and the
calculated current–voltage characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT. It is demonstrated that the model exhibits a
reasonable agreement in both the linear region and the saturation region.
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Figure 10. (a) Calculated transfer characteristics and (b) calculated output characteristics for a-Si:H
TFT, with the measured data for comparison.

To calculate the surface potential, other methods have been used. For example, very recently,
Qin et al. developed a novel scheme for surface potential of amorphous silicon TFTs by taking deep
Gaussian and tail exponential distribution of the density of states into account [81]. In Qin et al.’s
model, the authors adopted Taylor expansion below threshold regime, and the principle of Lamber W
function and Schroder series above threshold regime, as well as Chen et al.’s model in Section 3.1.

3.3. OTFT Compact Models

In OTFTs, the energy disorder is usually described by Gaussian DOS as [82]:

g(E) =
Nt√
2πσ

exp
(
− E2

2σ2

)
(27)

where Nt is the total localized states, and σ indicates the width of the DOS. By connecting Gauss law
Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
= εsF(0), one can obtain the following:

Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
=

√√√√2qεsNt√
2πσ

∫ ϕs

0

∫ ∞

−∞

exp(−E2/2σ2)

1 + exp
( E−Ef 0−q(ϕ−V)

kBT

)dEdϕ (28)

where F(0) is the electric field perpendicular to the interface at the interface, V is the channel voltage,
and Ef0 is the Fermi level far from the semiconductor-insulator interface.

By approximating the Fermi–Dirac distribution with the Boltzmann distribution, Equation (28)
can be rewritten as:

Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
=

√
2qεsNt√

2πσ

∫ ϕs

0

∫ ∞

−∞
exp
(
− E2

2σ2 − E − Ef 0 − q(ϕ − V)

kBT

)
dEdϕ (29)

Since the localized states mainly lie in the higher energy of Gaussian DOS, E − Ef 0 > 2kBT is
usually achieved. As the carrier density varies over a narrow range, then the Fermi–Dirac distribution
can be approximated by the Boltzmann distribution. According to Equation (29), the surface potential
can be calculated as: (

Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)2
= kexp

(
− V

ϕt

)(
exp
(

ϕs

ϕt

)
− 1
)

(30)
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where k = ε0εskB Nt
Ci

2 exp
(−0.5σ2). The solution of Equation (30) actually is numerical. However,

under low gate voltage OTFTs operate in weak accumulation mode, that is, ϕs � ϕt. In this situation,
the surface potential ϕsw is small and can be obtained as

φsw = Vg − Vf b +
kexp

(
− V

ϕt

)
2ϕt

−
√(

Vg − Vf b +
kexp(−v/ϕt)

2ϕt

)2
−
(

Vg − Vf b

)
(31)

Under high gate voltage, OTFTs operate in a strong accumulation mode, that is, Vg − Vf b  ϕs 
ϕt. In this case, the surface potential ϕss reads as

φss = 2ϕtln
(Vg − Vf b√

k

)
+ V (32)

Connecting Equations (31) and (32), the unified surface potential of OTFTs is expressed as

ϕs =

√
ϕswγ·ϕssγ

ϕswγ + ϕssγ
(33)

Figure 11a shows the comparison between the surface potential calculated using the Boltzmann
distribution and Fermi–Dirac distribution functions under different channel voltages, respectively [83].
One can see that a good agreement is observed. Figure 11b shows the absolute and relative error of the
Boltzmann function approximation from Figure 11a, revealing that the maximum of relative error is less
than 0.6%, as shown by the maximum peak in Figure 11b. This approximation displays good accuracy
for weak, moderate and strong accumulation at various channel voltages. Otherwise, the absolute
error of the surface potential introduced by the Boltzmann function approximation decreases with
channel voltage and is always lower than 0.035 V.

Figure 11. (a) Comparison between the surface potential calculated using Boltzmann distribution
and Fermi–Dirac distribution functions for different channel voltages and (b) absolute error of the
Boltzmann approximation from (a).

For OTFTs, the field-effect mobility can be written as [84]:

μ = μ0exp
(

C1(2n/Nt)
C2
)

(34)

here C1 and C2 are given as C1 = 0.5
(
S2 − S

)
and C2 = 2

ln(S2−S)−ln(ln(4))
S2 , which only depend on the

disorder, n is the carrier concentration, μ0 = μ00exp
(−aS − bS2), S = σ/kBT, and μ00 is the mobility in

the limit n → 0.
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Using the same method in the literature [85], the field-effect mobility μe f f is calculated with
the following:

μe f f =
L

CiWVds

∂Ids
∂Vg

=

√
εsε0/2q

Ci

n(ϕs)μ(n(ϕs))√∫ ϕ
0
∫ ∞
−∞ g(E)dEdϕ

× 2Ci

√∫ ϕs
0
∫ ∞
−∞ g(E)dEdϕ√

εsqn(ϕs)

≈ μ0exp
(

C1
(2Ci)

2C2

(2εskBTNt)
C2

(
Vg − Vf b − γVds

)2C2
) (35)

where n(ϕs) =
∫ ∞
−∞ g(E)

(
1 + exp

( E−Ef 0−q(ϕ−V)

kBT

))−1
dE, γ is a parameter that accounts for

channel-length modulation.
Then, according to Gauss’s law, the sheet density of total induced charges in the channel is given

by:

Qi = Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − φs

)
≈ Ci

√
Kexp

(
(ϕs − V)

2ϕt
− 1
)

(36)

By differentiating Equation (36) with respect to ϕs, we then obtain:

dV
dϕs

=
2ϕt√

K
exp
(
− ϕs − V

2ϕt
+ 1
)
+ 1 = 2ϕt

Ci
Qi

+ 1 (37)

Using the gradual channel approximation, Ids is given by:

Ids = −μe f f WQi
dV
dy

= −μe f f WQi

(
2ϕt

Ci
Qi

+ 1
)

dϕ

dy
(38)

By integrating Equation (38) from ϕs = ϕss to ϕs = ϕsd, the static current of OTFTs becomes:

Ids0 =
μe f f W

L

(
2ϕtCi(ϕsd − ϕss)− Ci

2

((
Vg − Vf b − ϕsd

)2 −
(

Vg − Vf b − ϕss

)2
))

(39)

where ϕss and ϕsd are the surface potentials at the source and drain side, respectively. Both of them
can be analytically calculated by Equation (33). When OTFTs are biased to the saturation region,
channel-length modulation becomes significant in short channel devices. In this case, the expression of
Ids can be rewritten as:

Ids = Ids0(1 + λVds) (40)

Based on Equation (40), the OTFT characteristics can be described by a new formula that does not
contain the threshold voltage.

Figure 12 shows the measured characteristics from pentacene transistors and the calculated
current–voltage characteristics of OTFT. The model agrees well with the experimental results in both
the linear and saturation regions [83].
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Figure 12. (a) Simulated and experimental results for transfer characteristics of organic Thin-film
transistors (OTFT); and (b) comparison between the simulated and experimental results for output
characteristics of OTFT for different gate voltages.

We also verified our proposed model by comparing it to measurements of OTFTs with channel
lengths from 25 μm to 5 μm (W = 1000 μm), as shown in Figure 13 [83]. The extracted λ values are 0.55
and 0.27 for L = 5 μm and L = 10 μm, respectively.

 
Figure 13. Simulated and experimental results of output characteristics of OTFT: (a) for W/L = 1000 μm
/5 μm and (b) for W/L = 1000 μm/10 μm.

3.4. a-IGZO TFTs

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the MTR theory is responsible for the charge transport of a-IGZO TFTs.
We have combined the MTR theory with the surface potential to develop the compact model of IGZO
TFTs [86,87]. Generally speaking, in TFTs, due to the accumulated carriers in semiconductor-insulator
interface under the gate voltage, the gate-induced potential ϕ(x) shifts the difference between the
mobility edge and the Fermi level. The quasi-Fermi level Ef(x) is

Ef (x) = Ef 0 + qϕ(x) (41)

The variation of ϕ(x) with respect to the distance x is determined by the Poisson equation as [57]:

F(x)2 =
2q
εs

ntotal =
2q
εs

⎡
⎢⎣Ntv0τ0exp

(Ef (x)
kBT

)
+

ϕ(x)∫
0

0∫
−∞

g(E)

1 + exp
( E−Ef (x)

kBT

)dEdϕ(x)

⎤
⎥⎦ (42)
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where F(x) is the electric field perpendicular to the interface. At the interface, the electric field F(0) can
be expressed through Gauss’s law as:

εsF(0) = Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
=

√√√√√2qεs

⎡
⎣Ntv0τ0exp

( Ef (x)
kBT

)
+
∫ ϕ(x)

0

∫ 0
−∞

g(E)

1+exp
(

E−E f (x)
kBT

)dEdϕ(x)

⎤
⎦ (43)

where TTA is the characteristic temperature of the exponential DOS, τ0 is the lifetime of carriers, and v0

is the attempt-to-escape frequency. Then, the field effect mobility could be written as [88]:

μe f f =
μe

1 +
(

1
v0τ0

Γ(1 + T/TTA)Γ(1 − T/TTA)exp
( Ef 0+qϕs

kBTTA

(
T

TTA
− 1
)))−1 (44)

where μe is the band mobility and Γ(z) = πz/ sinπz. Under the low gate voltage, Fermi level lies
in the deep states and hence free carriers above the mobility edge can be neglected, and carriers of
localized states will dominate the transport of IGZO TFTs (corresponding to the sub-threshold regime
of transistor). Thus, the total carrier concentration is reasonably written as

n(x) ≈
∫ 0

−∞

g(E, x)

1 + exp
( E−Ef (x)

kBT

)dE = NtΓ
(

1 +
T

TTA

)
Γ
(

1 − T
TTA

)
exp
(Ef 0 + qϕs

kBTTA

)
(45)

Substituting Equations (45) into (43), one can get the following expression:

Ci

(
Vg − Vf b − ϕs

)
=

√
qεs

[
Ntv0τ0exp

( Ef (x)
kBT

)
+ NtΓ

(
1 + T

TTA

)
Γ
(

1 − T
TTA

)
exp
( Ef 0+qϕs

kBTTA

)]
(46)

To achieve the analytic solution of the surface potential, we transformed Equation (46) as:

Vg − Vf b − ϕs = GTexp
(

qϕs − qVch
2kBT

)
+ GTAexp

(
qϕs − qVch

2kBTTA

)
(47)

GT and GTA can be expressed as:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

GT = 1
Ci

√
qεsv0τ0Ntexp

( Ef 0
kBT

)
GTA = 1

Ci

√
qεsNtΓ

(
1 + T

TTA

)
Γ
(

1 − T
TTA

)
exp
( Ef 0

kBTTA

) (48)

Through estimating the order of magnitudes, in Equation (47) the first term is much smaller than
the second term. Thus, we only consider the second term and ignore the first term. By using two-order
Taylor expansion, one can get:

xi = xg

{[
(xg + 1)2 + 2xn + 2log

(
xg
GT

)]1/2
− xg − 1

}
(49)

However, if one considers only the second term in Equation (47), some errors in the surface
potential calculation maybe occur. In order to improve the accuracy, we add some corrections by
using the Schroder series method to cover the influence of the first term in Equation (47). Finally,
the analytical solution of the surface potential can be written as:⎧⎨

⎩ ϕs = 2 kBTTA
q

[
xi − f

∂ f

(
1 + ∂2 f

2∂ f
f

∂ f

)]
f = (xg − x)− GTAexp(x − xn)− GT(exp(x − xn))

TTA
T

(50)
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Figure 14 shows a comparison of calculated surface potential between analytic solution and
numerical result [86,87]. The percentage error between the numerical and analytical solutions is always
below 0.2%. The parameters are T = 300 K, TTA = 405 K, ν0τ0 = 1, Vfb = 0.5 V, Ci = 8.85 × 10−8 F/cm2,
and μe = 19.7 cm2/Vs.

Figure 14. Comparison of the calculated surface potential between analytic solution and the numerical
results for different channel voltages.

Using the gradual channel approximation, the current equation is given as:

Ids = −μe f f WQi
dV
dy

= −μe f f WQi

(
2ϕt

Ci
Qi

+ 1
)

dϕ

dy
(51)

By integrating Equation (51) from ϕs = ϕss to ϕs = ϕsd, the static current of a-IGZO TFTs is
expressed as:

Ids0 = μe f f
W
L

[
2ϕtCi(ϕsd − ϕss)− 1

2

((
Vg − Vf b − ϕsd

)2 −
(

Vg − Vf b − ϕss

)2
)]

(52)

where ϕss and ϕsd are the surface potential at source and drain side, respectively. Both of them can be
analytically calculated from Equation (50).

Figure 15 shows the output and transfer characteristics curve. The good agreement between our
modeling results and the experimental data has been observed [86,87]. Figure 16 shows the drain
conductance and trans-conductance curves [86,87]. Our model well agrees with the measured results.

Figure 15. Comparison between the calculation and experimental data; (a) for output characteristics
of In-Ga-Zn-O (IGZO) under different gate voltages; and (b) transfer characteristics of IGZO under
different drain-source voltages.
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Figure 16. Model gds − Vds curves (a) and trans-conductance curves (b).

4. Comparison of Various Compact Models

As mentioned above, the most difference between silicon-based TFTs and TFTs with new active
material (e.g., OTFTs and IGZO TFTs) derived from the fact that whether the threshold voltage can
be defined in TFT device. Since OTFTs and IGZO TFTs usually operate in accumulation region,
the formulation of compact model should discard the influence of the threshold voltage. The following
will give a comparison for different compact models.

4.1. Comparison of Model Accuracy

For the compact models, the central aim is to accurately and physically describe the
current–voltage characteristics of TFTs. Here, we will discuss various compact models and their
accuracies verified for TFTs. For polysilicon TFTs, we firstly compare Vds − Ids characteristics based
on the surface-potential-based by Chen et al. [72] and the EMA method by Iñiguez et al. [28],
respectively, as shown in Figure 17. It is obvious that the surface-potential-based model agrees
well with experimental data. However, the simulated results from Iñiguez et al. show a well consistent
between model and experiment under low drain voltage, with increasing the drain voltage, the model
seriously deviated from the experiment. Similar errors of model accuracy have also been found in
the OTFT compact models. Figure 18 shows a comparison of Vds − Ids characteristics based on the
surface potential and the generic model, respectively [24,83]. For the surface-potential-based model
in Figure 18a, the accuracy is good in all regions, but for the generic model in Figure 18b the errors
increase with the gate voltage increasing.

 

Figure 17. Comparison of Vds − Ids of polysilicon TFTs based on the surface-potential from
Chen et al. (a), and the effective medium approximation from Iñiguez et al. (b).
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Figure 18. Comparison of Vds − Ids of OTFTs based on the surface-potential (a), and the generic
model (b), respectively.

Strictly speaking, the errors derive from the transformation from the numerical equation to the
analytical solution. To obtain analytical solution, the authors usually transferred the numerical model
to analytical expression by using some reasonable assumption. Intuitively, various assumptions will
generate different error values, which finally affect the model accuracy. Thus, the analysis of the error is
essential to transfer the numerical equation to the analytical expression. For the surface-potential-based
compact models, reducing the errors of the calculated surface potential has become an important
criterion. However, as compared with surface-potential-based models, the errors for the charge-based
models are always ignored, which thus results in the lower accuracy.

4.2. Parameter Comparison and Extraction

Apart from the accuracy and comprehensive nature, an excellent compact model should include
as few parameters as possible fitting the TFT characteristics. Tables 1 and 2 give a summary of the
parameter comparison for the surface-potential-based compact models and OTFT compact models
based on different approaches, respectively. It is found that the researchers always aspired for as
few parameter numbers as possible during developing compact models. Actually, for the compact
model, the fewer the non-physical parameters (fitting parameters), the better the model is considered.
From Tables 1 and 2, one can see that the parameter numbers in our model is just 12, which is superior,
compared with other models.

Table 1. Comparison of fitting parameter numbers for the surface-potential-based compact models.

Types Parameter Numbers Authors Years

Polysilicon TFTs
15 [67] Y. Shimizu, et al. 2006
14 [72] R. S. Chen, et al. 2007
11 [32] W. L. Deng, et al. 2011

Amorphous TFTs
16 [80] Y. Liu, et al. 2008
22 [89] Y. Liu, et al. 2009
14 [81] J. Qin, et al. 2014

Organic TFTs 12 [83] Our work 2015

IGZO TFTs
14 [90] A. Tsormpatzoglou, et al. 2013
12 [86] Our work 2014
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Table 2. Comparison of fitting parameter numbers for OTFT compact model based different approaches.

Years Parameter Numbers Authors Method

1995 14 [39] M. S. Shur, et al. Effective medium approach
1999 28 [27] B. Iñiguez, et al. Effective medium approximation
1999 14 [29] M. D. Jacunski, et al. Semi-empirical approach
2006 15 [67] Y. Shimizu, et al. Surface potential
2007 14 [72] R. S. Chen, et al. Surface potential
2007 12 [30] W. J. Wu, et al. Generation-recombination model
2011 11 [32] W. L. Deng, et al. Surface potential
2015 12 [83] Our work Surface potential

In addition to using as few parameters as possible, parameter extraction also plays an important
role in understanding TFT characteristics. Generally speaking, parameter extraction aims at being
physical. To achieve higher level, the parameter sequence should introduce physical effect [21].
However, considering the continuity and accuracy of compact model, the fitting parameters will be
used for smoothing the output curves and reducing the error. It is anticipated that the compact models
of TFTs with the parameter setting will be suitable to circuit design and can provide accurate insight
into the performance. The main criterion for a good set of parameters is the balance of error, efficiency
and continuity. For IGZO TFTs, we have developed an extraction flow of the key physical parameters of
the surface-potential-based compact model, as shown in Figure 19 [86,87]. Based on the corresponding
equations shown in Figure 19, four key parameters can be extracted, that is, the maximum mobility μ0,
the characteristic temperature TTA, the product of the escape frequency v0 and carrier lifetime τ0.

 

Figure 19. Extraction flow of key physical parameters of the model.

4.3. Criterion and Continuous Test of Compact Models

A compact model must satisfy several rather restrictive requirements imposed by their use in
advanced circuit simulators. From the mathematical point of view, the equations of the models should
meet three classes at least [40], that is, “class 1” in order to be compatible with Newton–Raphson-based
circuit simulators, with “class 2” or better preferred in order to achieve faster convergence, and
“class 3” required for circuit simulation of active-matrix organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED)
displays or distortion modeling in RF circuits. Currently, the most compact models are satisfied to the
“class 1”. A small numbers of compact models can meet the requirements of “class 2” and “class 3”
together. For the “class 3” requirement, the application is completely based on the active layers of TFTs.
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For example, silicon-based TFTs (poly-Si and a-Si:H) are mainly used in AMOLED displays. OTFTs can
be applied to logic circuit design and flat-panel display. IGZO TFTs can be used in constructing RFID
tags or inverter. Thus, the compact model of TFTs should be established according to their application.

In addition, it would be specially mentioned that, in order to meet the requirement of “class 2”, the
compact model must fulfill one of the benchmark tests, i.e., Gummel symmetry test (GST) [21,91,92].
Based on our surface-potential-based compact model for IGZO TFTs, the GST has been provided [86,87],
as shown in Figure 20. Figure 20a shows a GST circuit for IGZO TFTs. Generally, the higher-order
derivatives in TFT compact models are obtained as a function of Vx, which is symmetry for Vx = 0.
This symmetry roots in the symmetry device structure and channel. Figure 20b shows the GST for
the 1, 2, 3-order derivative of the drain current of IGZO TFTs, which display a good continuity and
symmetry. Thus, our compact model in IGZO TFTs can pass the GST.

 

Figure 20. (a) Gummel symmetry test circuit for IGZO TFTs; and (b) Gummel symmetry test for the 1,
2, 3-order derivative of the drain current under different gate voltages.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

Compact models form a critical link between the manufacturing teams and the chip design teams
by mathematically capturing the properties of devices. We have reviewed the concept, development
and application of compact model of TFTs. Based on different active materials in TFTs, the charge
transport characteristics has also been discussed in detail. Based on the different approaches, especially
the surface-potential-based, the merits and shortcomings for current compact models have discussed.
We also proposed our surface-potential-based compact models for organic and IGZO TFTs and
parameter extraction technology. The comparison of various compact models has been summarized.

Currently, the compact model is still open and evolving. To achieve the excellent compact model,
the following should be considered: accurate in all regions of operation and types, suitable for all
simulation modes, excellent convergence, and intuitive and easy to extract parameters. In addition,
to keep pace with the increase of circuit operating frequencies and device tolerances scale down,
the compact model of TFTs should account for the bias dependent contact resistances, gate tunneling,
interface effect and scaling effect. The dynamic behavior, aging and hysteresis of TFTs also should be
considered in developing the compact model to pursue the future circuit design.
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Abstract: For some years now, the ever continuing dimensional scaling has no longer been considered
to be sufficient for the realization of advanced CMOS devices. Alternative approaches, such as
employing new materials and introducing new device architectures, appear to be the way to go
forward. A currently hot approach is to employ ferroelectric materials for obtaining a positive
feedback in the gate control of a switch. This work elaborates on two device architectures based on
this approach: the negative-capacitance and the piezoelectric field-effect transistor, i.e., the NC-FET
(negative-capacitance field-effect transistor), respectively π-FET. It briefly describes their operation
principle and compares those based on earlier reports. For optimal performance, the adopted
ferroelectric material in the NC-FET should have a relatively wide polarization-field loop (i.e., ”hard”
ferroelectric material). Its optimal remnant polarization depends on the NC-FET architecture,
although there is some consensus in having a low value for that (e.g., HZO (Hafnium-Zirconate)).
π-FET is the piezoelectric coefficient, hence its polarization-field loop should be as high as possible
(e.g., PZT (lead-zirconate-titanate)). In summary, literature reports indicate that the NC-FET shows
better performance in terms of subthreshold swing and on-current. However, since its operation
principle is based on a relatively large change in polarization the maximum speed, unlike in a π-FET,
forms a big issue. Therefore, for future low-power CMOS, a hybrid solution is proposed comprising
both device architectures on a chip where hard ferroelectric materials with a high piezocoefficient
are used.

Keywords: CMOS; field-effect transistor; ferroelectrics; MOS devices; negative-capacitance;
piezoelectrics; power consumption

1. Introduction

As is commonly known, the key component of the microprocessor, the conventional
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), needs some refurbishment. The traditional
dimensional scaling of this device as proposed earlier [1] no longer suffices to cope with present day
requirements. Other device architectures, such as FinFETs [2,3] and ultrathin-body (UTB) devices [4,5],
and integration of other materials, such as silicon-germanium (e.g., [6]), are presently in production.

However, despite these adjustments, for several years, the maximum supply voltage of the
microprocessor has been around 0.7–0.8 V. The main reason for this is to limit the static (or off-state)
power consumption that is governed by the off-state current (IOFF) [7], and that rises exponentially
for a reduced threshold voltage. The latter is because the current below the threshold voltage,
i.e., the subthreshold current, is a diffusion or thermionic emission current. Its slope against the
gate-source voltage (VGS) has a maximum value dictated by Boltzmann’s tyranny being ∼60 mV/dec
at room temperature, or, equivalently, a minimum ideality factor m equal to unity.

To break this tyranny, alternative device architectures have been proposed based on other physical
principles, such as tunnel FETs [8–11] and impact-ionization MOSFETs [12]. Although these architectures
have a strong potential, the realization of those are relatively difficult.

Micromachines 2018, 9, 582; doi:10.3390/mi9110582 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines162
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Later, various device architectures have been proposed in which a ferroelectric (FE) layer has been
embedded in a conventional MOSFET (see Figure 1): the negative-capacitance field-effect transistor
(NC-FET) [13,14], and the piezoelectric field-effect transistor (π-FET) [15,16]. In particular, the NC-FET
is currently a hot topic since, in principle, it only requires a single additional FE layer that is compatible
with CMOS technology. Although the charge transport physics in both device architectures is basically
that of a conventional MOSFET, the physics involved inside the gate stack is different, as discussed in
the following sections.

Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of a bulk NC-FET (left) and π-FET. Both device concepts comprise a
ferroelectric material for obtaining a positive feedback in the gate control of the current in a conventional
MOSFET. In case of the NC-FET, the top electrode represents the gate, and there is an optional
floating electrode for technological reasons and to smear out potential fluctuations in the channel.
The amount of charge (“charge balance”) in or near the body/channel is important here. For the
π-FET, the top electrode is a rigid mechanical gate connected to the source, and there is a conventional
gate. The electromechanical properties of the semiconductor and mechanical boundary conditions are
important here. The figures are not at scale.

Before discussing the device architectures, first the physics and characteristics of FE materials
should be briefly explained. For a more thorough overview, refer to [17,18].

FE materials consist of fixed ions in preferably a perfect crystalline lattice. Depending on the
asymmetry in the lattice those ions form dipoles, which in turn form domains depending on the quality
of the material. Because of those dipoles, a hysteretic polarization-electric field (P-E ) curve is obtained
(see Figure 2). Important figures-of-merit (FOMs) in FE materials are the coercive electric field (EC)
or coercive voltage, the remnant polarization (Pr), and the saturation (or spontaneous) polarization
(Ps). EC represents the strength of the applied field for which the polarization direction of (most of) the
dipoles flips in the opposite direction. Pr represents the resulting polarization value obtained when the
applied varying (increasing or decreasing) electric field becomes zero (E = 0). Furthermore, since FE
materials are piezoelectric (π-) materials (not vice versa), the π-coefficient (d33) is also an important
FOM in this context. This parameter in turn depends on Ps [19,20]. The reason why for many sensor
and transducer applications FE materials are used is because those materials, in particular perovskite
ferroics (e.g., lead-zirconate-titanate, PZT), have a relatively high Ps hence d33 value. Note that, for most
cases, the polarization can be simply be considered to be equal to the areal charge density (Q).

This work is outlined as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, the basic operation principle of the NC-FET
respectively π-FET is briefly explained. In Section 4, both devices are compared based on previous
reports. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions are drawn.
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Figure 2. Schematic P-E curve illustrating the hysteretic effect caused by internal dipoles. The remnant
polarization Pr represents the polarization at zero field. The saturation polarization Ps is the maximum
polarization at which a spontaneously formed dipole moment has been formed. EC− and EC+ are the
coercive fields at which the hysteresis loop intersects the negative respectively positive field axis.

2. The Negative-Capacitance Field-Effect Transistor

Recently, in the semiconductor community, a wide interest has formed for adopting the
negative-capacitance (NC-) effect in reducing the power consumption of the FET, as originally proposed
by Salahuddin and Datta [13,14]. Figure 3 shows a schematic cross-section of the NC-FET in which a
poled FE layer is integrated, denoted π. The NC-effect originates from the hysteretic P-E loop that
is present in ferroelectrics [17]. According to a proposed theory [21,22], during switching in field
polarity, the ferroelectric polarization state does not follow the hysteretic loop. Instead, an internal
S-shaped P-E curve is followed in which a part of its slope becomes negative. Hence, a negative
permittivity, and thus a correspondingly negative capacitance are also obtained. This NC-effect is
difficult to measure directly; it is energetically an unstable situation. However, by placing the FE
layer on top of (or below) a conventional dielectric layer (e.g., SiO2 or Si) in a metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) stack, the total capacitance of the stack increases, as experimentally shown for PZT/STO MIM
capacitors [23]. (STO or SrTiO3 stands for strontium-titanate).

The drain current of a long channel MOSFET depends on the voltage division between the oxide
or insulator capacitance (Cπ) and the silicon capacitance (Cs), or to be more specific by the surface
potential [24]:

ψs = VGS · Ctot

Cs
= VGS · Cπ

Cs + Cπ
= VGS · 1

m
, (1)

with Ctot being the total capacitance of the gate-stack. If we now consider that Cπ is negative such
that Cs is just a little bit smaller than Cπ , then there is voltage amplification (ψs/VGS  1) and,
therefore, the ideality factor m becomes less than one (m � 1) [13,23,25]. Consequently, a steep
subthreshold swing (SS) can be obtained. In this way, a maximum Ctot is obtained excluding any
undesired hysteresis effects.

Much research work followed studying the NC-effect (e.g., [26–35]). However, it has been
debated that there is a limit to this NC-effect because of the use of multi-domain ferroelectrics [36].
Furthermore, in practice, this so-called “charge-balance” [37] is difficult to obtain partly because
the actual NC value is not accurately known. For obtaining this charge-balance, an extensively
combined experiment-modeling effort is required for finally obtaining an improved FET. In addition,
interface traps in the gate stack could also affect this charge balance [38] which can be understood
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from Equation (1) in case Ctot also includes the interface trap capacitance. Note that in case of multiple
interfacial layers in the gate stack Cs in Equation (1) should be replaced by a capacitance representing
the stack below the FE material (e.g., CMOS [39]).

Figure 3. (a) schematic cross-section of the originally proposed NC-FET; (b) the “S”-shaped P-E curve
highlighting the negative slope ∂P/∂E hence negative capacitance. The NC-FET operation is inside the
P-E loop.

The operation of the NC-FET is inside the hysteretic P-E loop. This implies that in practice a
relatively high Cπ = ∂P/∂E is required and that strain values are relatively low. For an effective
use, a relatively wide P − E loop is needed [40] such that the coercive voltage is higher than the
supply voltage of the FET (VC > VDD). However, the optimal Pr depends on the device architecture.
For instance, for long channel bulk MOSFETs, it was experimentally shown that a perovskite
FE material such as PZT (Pr ≈ 40 μC/cm2) results in an SS of ∼ 38 mV/dec [34]. Conversely,
in fully-depleted (FD) devices, such as a FinFET, a “hard” FE material such as Hafnium-Zirconate
(HZO, Pr ≈ 3 μC/cm2)) was employed reaching an SS of ∼ 55 mV/dec [32].
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For illustration purposes, Figure 3 shows a symmetric hysteretic P-E loop. Such a symmetry
strongly depends on the internal charge distribution of the FE layer induced either by the workfunction
difference between its incorporated top and bottom electrodes (or semiconductor body) or by its
internal parasitic (e.g., fixed) charge distribution. For instance, provided that the workfunction of the
top metal is higher than that of the semiconductor body (or bottom electrode), the P-E curve shifts
to the right on the horizontal E -scale. This will cause an asymmetry in the P-E curve, not desired for
the NC-FET since that will reduce the operating bias range. If there was no difference between the
electrode workfunctions and no parasitic charge, then the P-E curve would be symmetric.

3. The Piezoelectric Field-Effect Transistor

As stated before, FE materials are π-materials. In addition, generally, a π-material basically
comprises dipoles because of the presence of fixed ions and asymmetry in the lattice. When stressing
such material, there is some deformation, hence strain, which also results in a change in polarization,
and therefore an electric field has formed. This is called the π-effect. The opposite is also possible,
i.e., the converse π-effect [41]. When no mechanical stress (T) is applied to the π-material an external
electric field (E) induces a deformational strain S according to (Figure 4):

T = c · S + e · E , (2)

with c being Young’s modulus and e being the π-charge constant.
In reality, all parameters in Equation (2) are tensors, but, for simplicity, we consider a

one-dimensional system. Note that the π-coefficient d33 = −e/c, i.e., the amount of displacement or
deformation in units length per unit applied voltage.

Figure 4. Illustration of the converse piezoelectric effect (a) at thermal equilibrium, and (b) when an
external field has been applied. For illustration purposes, the change in thickness induced by this
field has been exaggerated. In conventional piezoelectric materials, the polarization direction is fixed,
while, in ferroelectric materials, the polarization depends on the electric field direction.

More recently, we have proposed the so-called piezoelectric field-effect transistor (π-FET) [15,16]
in which an FE layer is implemented (see Figure 5). The basic idea is that the strain in the semiconductor
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body can be tuned by the converse π-effect. As a result, during device operation, the semiconductor
body is relaxed in the off-state, resulting in a low off-current (IOFF), and it is strained in the on-state,
resulting in a high ION. The strain influences the semiconductor transport properties: it reduces the
band gap and depending on the device/crystal orientation it also increases the charge carrier mobility.
This reduces the SS [16].

In our theoretical and numerical work [16,42], we have predicted that there are experimental
challenges to reduce the SS effectively: (1) ultrathin and relatively stiff interfacial layers in between
the π-layer and semiconductor body are required, all with proper (rigid) mechanical boundary
conditions, (2) the semiconductor body should preferably have a low stiffness and a high “effective”
deformation potential, and (3) the π-material should have a high π-response d33 and a high electrical
breakdown field.

Figure 5. (a,b) schematic cross-section of the originally proposed π-FET (after [15]); (c) the highlighted
operational regime of the π-FET which is outside the P-E loop.

Opposite to the NC-FET, the operation of the π-FET is outside the hysteretic P-E loop. This implies
that a relatively low ∂P/∂E is required and that the strain values are relatively high. As stated before,
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for improving the converse π-effect in a FET, obviously a relatively high d33 is needed. Since this
parameter is proportional to Ps [20], this implies that a relatively high P-E loop is required. In most
cases, perovskite FE materials should be used here. PZT, for instance, is such a material, its d33

(∼110 pm/V) is much higher than that of conventional π materials such as aluminium-nitride (AlN)
or zinc-oxide (ZnO). Therefore, FE materials are commonly used for various sensor and transducer
applications [18]. Hard materials such as HZO have a d33 of ∼10 pm/V (Pr ≈ 8 μC/cm2) [43]
comparable to that of conventional π-materials such as AlN.

From the view point of the device performance of the π-FET, the symmetry of the hysteretic P-E
loop is less important than it is for the NC-FET, mainly because the overall height of the P-E curve is
essential in this case.

Note that, around the same time, the piezoelectronic transistor (PET) was reported [44] in
which the converse π-effect was employed to a highly pressure-sensitive piezoresistive material
(e.g., Samarium-selenide, SmSe). Since the transport physics is not based on that of conventional MOSFETs,
it has further not been considered in this comparative work. However, there are some interesting features
that should be highlighted. First, the PET comprises a perovskite FE material (e.g., PZN-PT, PMN-PT or
even PZT) and the mechanics in the PET was treated thoroughly. Second, rigid boundary conditions were
used, and also geometry effects were considered. However, very importantly, the breakdown field of the
FE material was ignored.

Earlier [16], a combination of technology computer aided design (TCAD) [45] and multiphysics
FEM [46] tools was used to estimate the SS in germanium (Ge) FinFETs showing values of around
50 mV/dec. In order to achieve this targeted SS value 5 nm wide, 45 nm high, and 80 nm long fins
were adopted. Table 1 summarizes some SS values for both n-type and p-type FETs in various bulk
semiconductor materials. Later, other theoretical works [47] reported lower SS values for both Si and
Ge FinFETs (∼40 mV/dec) possibly because of the use of a thin π-layer (3 nm) hence operating voltage
(0.5 V). Typically, for n-type FETs, lower SS values are obtained which can be explained by the higher
deformation potential in the conduction band than that in the valence band [42]. Moreover, Ge is the
most attractive material because it has a lower Young’s modulus and higher deformation potentials
compared to the other bulk materials.

Table 1. Summary of analytically calculated SS values in π-FETs for various bulk semiconductor materials.
nMOS and pMOS stands for an n-type and p-type MOSFET, respectively.

SS (mV/dec), nMOS SS (mV/dec), pMOS

Si 53.1 56.9
Ge 51.3 56.5

InSb 53.1 56.4

For the first time, in collaboration with the company SolMateS B.V. (Enschede, The Netherlands),
we had realized a prototype of the π-FET comprising an Si FinFET wrapped around by (buffered)
PZT (see Figure 6) or AlN as a π-material [48]. That work resulted in several new insights. First of
all, the buffered PZT layer around the FinFET did not degrade the Si, as confirmed by our electrical
measurements and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. This indicates that a π-material
with a high π-response such as PZT can in fact be integrated in Si active devices. Secondly, we observed
a lower SS compared to that of the conventional Si FinFET counterpart despite the relatively thick,
11 nm, silicon-dioxide (SiO2) layer. Bulk SiO2 has a relatively low Young’s modulus (c11 = 57 GPa and
c12 = 11.4 GPa) and consequently absorbs a big part of the strain [16]. Despite this fact, we observed
that the converse π-effect reduced the SS by ∼5 mV/dec (but the SS was still higher than 60mV/dec
because of interface traps) which can be attributed to the strain-induced reduction of the trap density at
the Si/SiO2 interface, as confirmed in the higher electron mobility values obtained in these structures
at low vertical electric fields.
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We also measured the π-response with the laser Doppler vibrometer [48], for the two π-materials
(PZT: d33 = 110∼110 pm/V, AlN: d33 = ∼13 pm/V), indicating that the devices function well
electromechanically. However, for an improved performance, the device should have been covered
with a mechanically rigid layer to prevent mechanical energy losses in addition to the use of less,
ultrathin and stiff interfacial layers. Furthermore, as discussed earlier [48], the conformality of the
π-layer around the fin should be improved.

Figure 6. (a) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) image (incl. an red-green-
blue (RGB) map: La is red, Ti is green, and Si is blue) of one fin of a silicon π-FinFET with a 20 nm
fin width, and a 10 nm LNO (lanthanum-nickelate) and 100 nm PZT layer stack. The LNO layer is a
buffer layer to avoid ferroelectric performance degradation of the PZT layer and atom interdiffusion
through interfaces. The fin height is around 150 nm. In addition to the 10 nm LNO layer the gate
stack comprises a 12 nm poly-Si, 10 nm SiO2 and 6 nm TiN (gate metal). (b) Current-voltage (ID-VGS)
characteristics of the π-FET compared to that of the conventional counterpart. Note that the π-FET
curve has been shifted to match the ION (ΔVGS ≈ 0.2 V). The inset shows the measured SS value against
the (separate) bias over the π-layer for two different fin widths (30 and 100 nm).

4. Discussion

In this section, we compare the performance for both device concepts based on previous reports.
Then, we comment on some typical issues of those concepts.
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As stated before, there have been numerous experimental papers on the NC-FET concept
(e.g., [26–35]), all showing impressive results. In particular, the use of PZT in bulk MOSFETs [34] yield
a record value in the SS, while, in FinFETs, equally impressive results were shown with HZO [32].
Numerical calculations on short channel NC-FinFETs predicted aggressive SS values [39] as well,
though with artificial FE parameters. Unfortunately, an elaborate combined modeling and experimental
effort on this device concept has been lacking so far.

For the π-FET, on the other hand, though much less has been reported compared to the
NC-FET, less aggressive SS numbers are expected. This means that the NC-FET is superior from the
viewpoint of static power consumption (Pstat), and also ION/IOFF ratios since the ION has dramatically
been increased by the elevated gate capacitance in addition to the reduction in threshold voltage.
The expected increased channel mobility in the π-FET will result in an increased ION but less compared
to that of the NC-FET.

For dynamic switching of the FE material, other parameters play a role [49–52]. In particular,
because of the ∂P/∂t, the resistivity ρ (or damping constant, viscosity) of the FE material is important.
This combined, with the fact that the NC-FET operation is based on a relatively high Cπ = ∂P/∂E ,
ultimately show that the delay is determined by the total time constant. In perovskite FE materials,
both parameters are relatively high [50,51], but still in hard FE materials, such as HZO, the switching
times reach the MHz range [52] instead of the required GHz range for digital logic. Therefore, it was
reported [50,51] that hard FE materials are required with lower ρ values. Alternatively, a relatively
low Pr could also help but that also depends on the transistor configuration. Note that, even without
considering these dynamic FE effects, low switching speeds have been reported for the NC-FET using
compact models [40].

For the π-FET, the switching speed is less of an issue since the device operates at relatively low
∂P/∂E values. The switching speed is basically determined by the sound velocity and the device
dimensions [16,44]. Examples are manifold. There have been several reports on PZT bulk acoustic
wave (BAW) resonators reaching GHz speed, for ∼1 μm thick layers [53,54]. This even applies to
conventional piezoelectric (low polarization) AlN BAW resonators (e.g., [55]).

So far, the dynamic power consumption (Pdyn) of both device structures have not been thoroughly
investigated. For the NC-FET, some remarks have been given that the damping constant of the FE
material governs the switching energy [50]. Moreover, several reports (e.g., [40]) where numerical
calculations were performed indicate not a positive outlook (∼ tenfold increase in Pdyn).

For the π-FET, it was estimated [42] that, depending on the device dimensions, the Pstat can drop
by a factor of two in the silicon (Si) π-FinFET compared to a conventional FinFET. On the other hand,
for the former mechanical power is needed during switching resulting in an increased Pdyn, more or less
within the same range. Based on prior International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
roadmap estimations, this implies that, for less than ∼8 nm gate length, the total power consumption
of the π-FinFET is less than that of the conventional FinFET. However, these are rough estimations and
more accurate modeling and experiments are required to have better predictions.

In summary, amongst the discussed device structures, the NC-FET is most attractive for its
relatively low Pstat. The π-FET, on the other hand, appears to be more attractive from the viewpoint
of switching speed and Pdyn. Therefore, if no clear solution would have been found on tackling the
speed issue of the NC-FET, a potential future low-power CMOS technology could be found in a hybrid
solution comprising both device architectures on a chip where hard FE materials with a high d33 are
used. As indicated in Figure 1, the technology of both device concepts are not that different, which
could imply that these are relatively simple to realize within a single production process. Table 2
summarizes the discussion.

For both device concepts, there are also specific requirements regarding the architecture.
For the NC-FET, there should be sufficient charge in the close vicinity of the channel or body
region. Fully depleted long channel NC-based FinFETs, nanowire (NW-)FETs, or perhaps even
some two-dimensional (2D) material FETs, will mainly result in higher ION rather than lower SS.
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Bulk NC-FETs, on the other hand, will result in maximum performance (see, e.g., [34]). The NC-FET
is sensitive to dimensional scaling because of this charge balance requirement. For the π-FET,
this requirement is not important. For the π-FET, dimensional scaling is also relevant but more
from a mechanical point of view and will be less sensitive to process variations. Conversely, the type of
semiconductor in the body/channel strongly determines the performance of the π-FET because of its
electro-mechanical properties, which is not the case for the NC-FET. For example, a theoretical study in
which transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as a channel material in a π-FET configuration was
reported, referred to as the 2D-EFET [56], showing promising results.

Table 2. A qualitative summary of the device performance of the NC-FET vs. π-FET.

NC-FET π-FET

SS ++ +
ION +/++ +

Pstatic ++ +
Pdyn - - -

τ - - +

Furthermore, the choice of FE material is also important. As stated before, for a good functioning
of the π-FET, a high Pr is required. For the NC-FET, on the other hand, this strongly depends on
the device architecture, though a high EC is essential. Of course, materials such as HZO are more
compatible in state-of-the-art CMOS technologies, but, for example, PZT can also be integrated
in silicon technology, as adopted in Fe-RAM [18], or providing a proper buffer layer is used [48].
This discussion has been summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. A summary of the device architecture requirements for the NC-FET and π-FET. * Charge
required in the close vicinity of the body, § May be less effective.

NC-FET π-FET

Device type Bulk/Fin*/NW*/2D* Bulk§/Fin/NW/2D

Charge body required not important

Scaling very important important

Body/channel type important very important
(e.g., Si, Ge, TMD)

Perovskite ferroics effective required
(e.g., PZT) (record)

“Hard” ferroics effective insufficient
(e.g., HfZrO2) (concensus)

Obviously, there are many technological challenges, not only from the viewpoint of material
science—especially when integrating FE layers in FinFET or NW-based FET technologies. First, the FE
layer including the interfacial layers (e.g., gate metal, floating metal, buffer layer) should have
a good conformality. In this way, a better gate control can be obtained throughout the device.
Second, the conformal layers should be preferably of a minimal layer thickness so that edge or corner
effects become less important. Third, for ultrathin FE layers (in particular for PZT [57]), a so-called
dead layer is formed which causes a deterioration of the P-E loop, yielding lower Pr values. A solution
for some of those points may be to adopt atomic-layer deposition (ALD) in the process. ALD is an
advanced deposition technique that is based on self-limiting surface reactions, yielding practically
uniform, conformal layers. Furthermore, the whole gate stack can be formed without a vacuum break,
which is important for interface control. Moreover, ALD is suited for an industrial setting. Note that
the P-E loop can be further tuned for instance by adjusting the doping concentration (acceptor doping
[Fe,La] for wider loops [19]) or by clamping (e.g., [20]).
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Finally, some discussion about the temperature dependence for both types of devices is needed.
Despite its importance, surprisingly, however, not much literature can be found regarding this issue.
For instance, the work of Jo and Shin [58] report on the temperature dependence of the NC-effect.
By connecting a ferroelectric capacitor to a conventional MOSFET, the authors experimentally showed
an SS increase for elevated temperatures. On the other hand, in the milestone paper of Khan et al. [23],
for instance, elevated temperatures were used (up to 500 ◦C, just near the Curie temperature of PZT)
to show experimentally the NC-effect in a composite PZT/STO MIM capacitor. For the π-FET, so far
there have been no reports in that direction.

Generally, it can be stated that the temperature has a strong effect on the properties of ferroelectric
materials and consequently on the device performance for both types of devices. Therefore,
more research is needed in that direction. Firstly, the so-called Curie temperature TC, which is
the minimum temperature at which a ferroelectric material becomes paraelectric (i.e., there is no
hysteretic P-E curve), should be above the desired operating temperature range; otherwise, in principle,
the devices won’t function properly. For both PZT (e.g., [23]) and HfO2 (e.g., [59]), it has been reported
that this in the range of 500 ◦C, well above the operating temperature, but this will depend on the
material composition and layer thicknesses. Even for high TC, however, the polarization is sensitive
to temperature variation. Second, ferroelectric materials are also so-called pyroelectric materials [17],
which means that a surface charge in the ferroelectric material can be formed induced by a change
in temperature.

5. Conclusions

The negative-capacitance field-effect transistor (NC-FET) requires capacitive tuning and is quite
sensitive to any variation. For proper operation, a relatively wide polarization-field loop is required.
The piezoelectric field-effect transistor (π-FET) requires a relatively high piezoelectric coefficient and
hence the polarization-field loop, and special attention must be given to the mechanical boundary
conditions that are important in this case. The NC-FET is by far superior in subthreshold-swing,
on-current and static power consumption. However, literature data show that its dynamic properties
(delay and power consumption) are inferior to those of the π-FET. Therefore, if the speed issue was not
solved for the NC-FET, a potential future CMOS technology would be a hybrid solution comprising
both NC-FET and π-FET in which hard ferroelectric materials with a relatively high piezoelectric
coefficient have been incorporated.
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Abstract: The ongoing miniaturization in electronics poses various challenges in the designing of
modern devices and also in the development and optimization of the corresponding fabrication
processes. Computer simulations offer a cost- and time-saving possibility to investigate and optimize
these fabrication processes. However, modern device designs require complex three-dimensional
shapes, which significantly increases the computational complexity. For instance, in high-resolution
topography simulations of etching and deposition, the evaluation of the particle flux on the substrate
surface has to be re-evaluated in each timestep. This re-evaluation dominates the overall runtime
of a simulation. To overcome this bottleneck, we introduce a method to enhance the performance
of the re-evaluation step by calculating the particle flux only on a subset of the surface elements.
This subset is selected using an advanced multi-material iterative partitioning scheme, taking local
flux differences as well as geometrical variations into account. We show the applicability of our
approach using an etching simulation of a dielectric layer embedded in a multi-material stack.
We obtain speedups ranging from 1.8 to 8.0, with surface deviations being below two grid cells
(0.6–3% of the size of the etched feature) for all tested configurations, both underlining the feasibility
of our approach.

Keywords: flux calculation; etching simulation; process simulation; topography simulation

1. Introduction

Semiconductor process simulations can be partitioned into two major types: reactor-scale and
feature-scale simulations. The former simulates the full reactor chamber whereas the simulation
domain of the latter is a small region of the wafer surface (see Figure 1). Feature-scale simulations
(which are the focus of this work) are used when the detailed topographical behavior and the prediction
of the surface evolution is of major interest, instead of focusing on the global behavior of the wafer in a
reactor-scale simulation [1].
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(a) Larger layout region (b) Representative feature (c) Simulation domain

Figure 1. (a) a larger region of a layout on a wafer; (b) close-up on a representative feature;
(c) feature-scale simulation domain with domain boundaries in red.

Particularly challenging is the simulation of etching processes, where the large number of possible
process parameters and available materials renders conventional evaluation unreasonable considering
costs and time [2], since even the smallest change in an experimental setup can have a major impact
on the properties of a device [3]. Additionally, the more and more used three-dimensional (3D)
designs (e.g., FinFET [4] or 3D NAND flash memory [5]) prohibits the problem reduction to two
dimensions as a simple yet effective technique to minimize computational effort for larger 3D structures.
Hence, the development of faster algorithms and methods is a substantial objective to solve the
increasingly complex 3D problems and thereby sustaining the high pace of ultra-large scale integrated
circuit developments [2].

The common computational tasks in a single timestep of a feature-scale etching simulation are
(a) the preparation of a suitable surface representation for the surface flux rate calculations, (b) the
calculation of the surface flux rate distributions on the surface, (c) the evaluation of the surface velocity
models using the surface flux rate distributions, and (d) the advection of the surface according to
the computed surface velocity field. Typically, the majority of the computational time is spent on the
calculation of the flux rates [6,7]. In turn, the models for the etch rates depend on the flux rates of the
involved etchants where the flux rate calculations constitute the main computational bottleneck.

The common flux calculation methods (which assume ballistic particle transport) rely on a large
number of ray-surface intersection tests. Most frameworks are based on an implicit representation
of the surface, using the level-set method for advection [8–10]. In [11], the authors study the Bosch
process for a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) application with Silvaco’s Victory Process
simulator, which uses an implicit representation of the surface during ray casting [12]. However,
during ray casting, different (temporary) representations for the surface are also used. Ertl et al. use
the ViennaTS [13] simulator to investigate the Bosch process [14]. The process is simulated in three
dimensions and the flux calculation is based on a Monte Carlo approach. A representation of the
surface as a set of overlapping disks is used to approximate a closed surface. Heitzinger et al. showed
a method to accelerate such Monte Carlo based flux calculations by coarsening the explicit surface
mesh representing the surface [15]. Recently, Yu et al. presented a 3D topography simulation of a deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE) process [16]. Therein, the surface is approximated using a set of spheres
during the Monte Carlo ray tracing task.

A common way to increase the computational performance of ray casting is the use of hierarchical
spatial acceleration structures, where a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) is a common choice [17,18].
A similar approach is to apply a bi-level spatial subdivision for reducing the search space for an
explicit surface representation in order to accelerate the Monte Carlo based ray tracing as shown by
Yu et al. [19]. This method relies on a proper subdivision tree and an optimal choice of the underlying
parameters, which need to be determined beforehand. Naeimi et al. accelerate their ray-tracing based
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heat transfer model by merging empty voxels, explicitly representing their geometry, inside their static
simulation domain [20]. Hence, when a ray is traversing through the domain, it can quickly traverse
the empty voxels, since they are much bigger than those on the respective surface. Although their
algorithm provides a considerable speedup concerning the underlying ray-tracing, the voxel merging
process can have a major impact on the performance in transient simulations, when it has to be applied
in each timestep. Aguerre et al. proposed a method to reduce the computational effort if the flux
calculation is radiosity based [21]. The method relies on a hierarchical strategy and a sorting scheme
for acceleration of the necessary calculations based on explicit meshes. Bailey showed that an adaptive
sampling of the geometrical elements can improve the computational performance of ray tracing
tasks [7]. In [22], it is shown that the overhead introduced by generating a temporary explicit mesh in
each timestep is by far compensated using optimized computer graphics libraries for single-precision
ray casting.

Another acceleration approach was presented in [6], where the computational performance of the
flux calculation is improved by evaluating the surface speed only on a sparse set of cells on an explicit
surface mesh. This set is found using an iterative partitioning of the surface, without adapting the
surface mesh itself. The approach is evaluated using a simple 3D single-material etching simulation of
a cylindric hole. The computational performance of the flux calculation is increased by a factor of 2–8
(compared to the conventional evaluation on the mesh using all cells) while preserving the geometrical
features of the surface.

In this paper, we extend the method presented in [6] by including multi-material interfaces into
the partitioning scheme and by evaluating practically relevant multi-material problems. We evaluate
the new scheme by simulating the etching of a dielectric layer as part of a Dual-Damascene fabrication
process sequence, which is an important technique in today’s semiconductor industry [23,24]. We
show that the novel flux calculation based on the sparse set of surface cells significantly improves the
computational performance for practically relevant multi-material simulations, achieving speedups of
1.9 to 8, which is in the range of the speedups reported in [6]. Additionally, we show that the resulting
surface deviations for the sparse set are below two grid cells after many timesteps (corresponding
to 0.6 to 3% of the via size) for a wide range of surface resolutions. The study is completed with an
in-depth analysis of the parallel performance of the sparse and dense flux calculation approaches.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Dual-Damascene Process

To reduce the required processing steps in the fabrication pipeline, the Dual-Damascene process
was introduced in the 1990s and became an industry standard [25]. In this process, only a single metal
deposition step is required, where vias and trenches are filled simultaneously, typically using copper
as filling metal [26]. Additionally, the number of chemical-mechanical planarization steps as well as
the number of deposition steps for the dielectric are reduced. This yields a shorter overall processing
time together with less possibilities for failures.

In general, there are three different major Dual-Damascene process sequences: (1) trench-first,
(2) via-first, and (3) self-aligned or buried-via. In the trench-first sequence, the etching of the trenches
is conducted before the etching of the vias, whereas, in the via-first approach, the etching is done
vice versa. Both methods apply a metal deposition step after each etching step, where the via and the
trench are filled with copper. The self-aligned Dual-Damascene process etches both the via and the
trench at the same time [25,27] and is the target application of this work.
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(a) Materials (b) Initial geometry (c) Deposition

(d) Lithography (e) Etching (f) Deposition

(g) Lithography (h) Etching (i) Etching

(j) Deposition (k) Deposition (l) Planarization

Figure 2. Individual processing steps for the self-aligned Dual-Damascene process. The material
legend is shown in (a). (b–l) illustrate all processing steps to create a metalization layer on top of an
exiting metalization layer (the square domain is clipped along one axis for better visibility). First row
(b,c): initial patterned planar conductor and deposition of three layers: a diffusion barrier, a dielectric
material, and an etch stop material. Second row (d–f): patterning of the etch stop layer (at the position
of the vias) including the deposition of the second dielectric layer. Third row (g–i): patterning of the
dielectric layers (vias and lines) including opening of the diffusion barrier layer around at the position
of the via. Last row (j–l): copper metalization including the deposition of a metal seed layer and
chemical-mechanical planarization after the copper deposition.

Figure 2 depicts a typical sequence of processing steps in the self-aligned Dual-Damascene process.
The different steps show the initial surface of the wafer (Figure 2b), which is followed by the deposition
of the diffusion barrier, a dielectric, and the etch stop (Figure 2c). Afterwards, a hard mask is deposited
and subsequently the etch stop layer is patterned (Figure 2d,e). After the removal of the hard mask,
a second dielectric is deposited and a hard mask is patterned again (Figure 2f,g). The next step is the
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combined etching of trenches and vias (Figure 2h). Afterwards, the finalizing steps are the removal of
the etch barrier (Figure 2i), the deposition of the metal seed layer (Figure 2j), the copper deposition
(Figure 2k), and the chemical-mechanical planarization (Figure 2l).

After switching from Aluminum to Copper as interconnect material in the early 2000s to overcome
the problems surfacing in the sub-micron regime [25], today, new challenges arise on the continued
path of miniaturization down to a few nanometers. For example, to reduce the interconnect capacitance,
new dielectrics such as SiO2 or porous SiCOH have to be used [28]. As previously discussed, computer
simulations provide a highly attractive option to assess the different etching behaviors of various
materials to determine process designs and optimizations before proceeding with actual, conventional
experimental investigations. Therefore, within this work, we show the applicability of the approach
presented in [6] using the etching process of a dielectric layer (Figure 2g–h) as a practically relevant
example of a multi-material simulation.

2.2. Multi-Material Simulation Framework

A single-material simulation framework [6] was developed to investigate efficient flux calculation
methods for 3D etching and deposition processes. It is based on the sparse volume data structure of
OpenVDB [29,30] and uses the accompanying tools to handle surface advection and surface extraction.
All advection steps described in the following are performed using the level-set representation of the
surface. The explicit representation of the surface, which is only used during the flux calculation, is
obtained using OpenVDB’s “volumeToMesh” routine producing quads. We subdivide each potentially
non-planar quad into two triangles using the distance to the zero-level-set as guidance for the
subdivision pattern. The ray-surface intersection tests are performed using Embree [31]. In the
following, we provide a short summary of the method to set the stage for the subsequent discussion on
the improved multi-material iterative partitioning scheme and the detailed analysis of plasma etching
steps for a Dual-Damascene process.

In each timestep of the simulation, the main computational tasks are (a) the calculation of the
flux rates R on the surface, (b) the evaluation of the normal surface velocity Vn (which depends on
the flux rates), and (c) the advection of the surface. Typically, the normal surface velocity Vn during an
etching process depends on the flux rates R of the involved particle species

Vn(x) = f (R1, R2, ..., Rk) , (1)

where k denotes the number of different particle species. The flux rates depend on the incoming flux
distribution Γin. In the simplest case, all incoming directions are equally weighted, which results in

R(x) =
∫

Ω
Γin(x, ωdΩ)dΩ , (2)

with ω being the incoming direction, and Ω denoting the upper hemisphere facing the source plane.
The surface of this hemisphere is discretized using a subdivided icosahedron. The directions

from a surface point towards the centroids of the triangular discretization of the hemisphere are tested
for visibility of the source. After obtaining the visibility information for all directions, a numerical
integration is performed over the visible solid angles using a centroid rule [22].

Typically, different material regions are present during an etching process simulation, e.g.,
a dielectric patterned with a hard mask (Figure 2g). A straightforward approach would be to represent
each material region with a corresponding level-set function, as shown in Figure 3a. To simultaneously
advect all material regions, each region would then be advected separately, leading to potentially
mutual penetration. In this case, the parts of a region which are penetrated by another region would be
treated inactive, i.e., not subject to advection. One approach would be to perform Boolean operations
between material regions to dissolve the penetrations. Hence, a strategy to decide which material fills
the former penetrated volume is needed.
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We extended the simulation framework presented in [6] using an approach analogous to [32,33],
which constructs a total union of all regions and advects the “top layer” (see Figure 3b). To perform the
advection with the correct surface speed of the underlying material region, it is necessary to detect the
active material for each point in the top layer. This active material for a point x is obtained by querying
the value of all level-sets at x. The material of the level-set with the smallest value is considered active.
Additionally, the level-sets have a fixed order and the lower level-set is chosen as active material, if
the values are numerically identical. The etching itself is conducted by advecting the top layer, and
subsequently transferring the removal of the material to the underlying level-sets representing the
material regions using a Boolean operation between the top layer and each material region. One
significant advantage of this top layer approach is that material layers can be represented with sub-grid
resolution. This is possible if the level-sets representing the materials are chosen to not map directly to
the material regions, but are constructed additively.

(a) Material regions (b) Additive level-sets (top layer)

Figure 3. Three materials stack with a thick bottom region (blue), a thin layer (green), and a mask (red).
(a) cross section of the material regions showing the level-set grid points and the extracted level-sets;
(b) additive level-sets scheme from bottom to top (blue, green, and red).

The chronological development of an exemplary material stack using the top layer advection is
shown in Figure 4. Starting from Figure 4a, the green layer is represented with sub-grid resolution (see
Figure 4b), until it is fully etched away in Figure 4c. In a time step where a region of a layer is fully
etched and the underlying material becomes active, the surface velocities of the involved materials
must be averaged. If only the surface velocity for the green layer is considered for the full time step,
the surface advection speed is too slow or too fast, if the surface velocity for the blue material is faster
or slower, respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Exemplary development of material stack shown in Figure 3. (a) beginning of etching process;
(b) green layer in sub-grid resolution; (c) green layer fully etched.

2.3. Material Interface-Aware Iterative Partitioning

The approach presented in [6] is used to obtain the surface flux rates. The main idea herein is to
select a subset (sparse set) of the triangles present in the surface mesh, to minimize the number of
integration points used in the flux calculation process. The sparse set is created starting by selecting
randomly surface cells with a fixed minimum edge distance of dmax, i.e., the minimum number of
edges to be crossed to connect two cells on the surface mesh. The iterative partitioning scheme to
refine this initial sparse set is guided by two refinement conditions: a threshold for the difference of the
normal angles of two neighboring sparse points and a threshold based on the flux difference between
two neighboring sparse points. If the normal angle of two neighboring points exceeds the threshold
value, the region in between is marked for further refinement. The obtained solution for the sparse set
is then extrapolated constantly into the surrounding patch of each sparse point and smoothed using a
diffusion approach.

The flux calculation algorithm using the sparse set is comprised of four major parts: (a) the initial
partitioning of the surface with a maximum distance dmax between sparse points, (b) the calculation
of the flux rates at the sparse points, (c) the refinement of the sparse set where new points are added
according to the refinement conditions, and (d) the calculation of the flux rates for the recently added
points. Steps (c) and (d) are executed iteratively until a minimum distance dmin between sparse points
is reached. The flux calculations steps (b) and (d) are parallelized with OpenMP, whereas the initial
partitioning (a) and the refinement (c) are implemented serially.

The refinement condition presented in [6] is used in the multi-material iterative partitioning
scheme for the sparse surface evaluation using the maximal normal deviation νmax, the average flux
difference uavg, and the maximum flux difference umax. A combination of thresholds for the normal
deviation (tangle) and the flux difference (tflux) is used in all of the following results to model the
refinement condition RC for a sparse surface location i:

RC(i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

true, if νmaxi > tangle,

true, if
uavgi+umaxi

2 > tflux,

f alse, otherwise.

(3)

dmax = 32 is used in all simulations, which gives a total of six iterations, whereas the number of Jacobi
iterations (for smoothing of the constant extrapolation) is fixed to dmax/4 = 8.
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The refinement condition aims at capturing geometric features as well as high gradients in flux
distribution. However, different simulation scenarios might require a tailored refinement condition to
ensure proper refinement of the sparse set in relevant regions.

Since different materials experience potentially high differences in their surface velocities, it is
important to ensure a material interface-aware partitioning. Therefore, we extend the scheme presented
in [6] by identifying all cells on the top layer embedding a material interface and subsequently set
dmax = 0 for these surface cells. The effect of this material-interface-aware partitioning is shown in
Figure 5, where all cells on the interface are present in the sparse set. Thus, we ensure that the sparse
set contains a high amount of cells in the material interface regions.
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Figure 5. Example region of top layer across a material interface (dotted line). Cells of the sparse set
are labeled with 0, while the cells forming the surrounding patch are labeled with their edge distance
to the sparse set. Solid black lines denote the connection between the cells of the sparse set. (a) the
region is partitioned into two patches (red and blue) using dmax = 8, omitting material information;
(b) material interface-aware partitioning using dmax = 0 for cells embedding the material interface:
the green cells, which are part of the sparse set, follow the material interface and thus allow for a
proper representation.

2.4. Simulation Setup

From the different process steps in the Dual-Damascene process (see Figure 2), we focus solely on
the simulation and evaluation of the etching step indicated in Figure 2g,h. Thus, this section describes
the details of the simulation setup of this etching process step.
The used normal surface velocity is defined as

Vn(x) = α(M(x)) · R(x) , (4)

where α is denoting a material dependent scalar weighting factor and R is the direct flux from the ion
source. Figure 6 depicts the simulation geometry used in this study and Table 1 lists the applied scalar
weighting factors normalized to the weighting factors of the dielectric.
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Figure 6. Simulation geometry used in our study (see Figure 2g). Material regions are encoded using
colors according to Table 1.

Table 1. Normalized weighting factors corresponding to the etch rates for the different materials in our simulation.

Material M Weighting Factor α

Hard Mask 0.01
Dielectric 1.0
Etch Stop 0.02

Diffusion Barrier 0.02
Copper 0.1

Metal Seed 0.1

We set equal weighting factors for the etch stop and the diffusion barrier (α = 0.02) as well as for
copper and the metal seed layer (α = 0.1). The weighting factor of the hard mask is set to α = 0.01.
These values were arbitrarily chosen to highlight the approach’s ability to handle highly different
surface reactions in a multi-material simulation.

A power cosine source with exponent n = 1000 [22] is used to model a highly vertically focused
ion source, where only the direct flux is considered. In order to compute the direct flux rates on the
surface elements, we use the method based on an icosahedron presented in [22], with the subdivision
factor set to 5.

Each simulation is conducted until the simulation time T = 2.0, where the edge stop layer and the
diffusion barrier are reached at T ≈ 0.5 and T ≈ 1.0, respectively. We investigate level-set resolutions
ranging from 32 to 128 cells per unit length resulting in 140 to 560 timesteps (Table 2).

Table 2. Investigated level-set resolutions, corresponding initial domain resolutions, the number of
triangles and vertices in the initial surface mesh, and the number of required timesteps until simulation
time T = 2.0.

Cells per Unit Length Vertical Cells Horizontal Cells Triangles Vertices Timesteps

32 80 96 × 96 28,642 56,384 140
64 160 192 × 192 113,986 226,176 280
128 320 384 × 384 455,298 907,008 560

The choice of the threshold values must be chosen according to the simulated process and which
information will be extracted from the simulation results. To investigate their influence on the accuracy
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and performance of the flux calculation, we varied the parameters of the refinement conditions around
their default values [6]. The threshold tangle for the difference of the normal angles between two sparse
points was set to three different values: 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. For the flux difference, we set the threshold
tflux to 5, 10, and 20% of the global maximum flux calculated in each timestep.

To assess the influence of the sparse surface evaluation, we perform each simulation twice:
once using the sparse surface evaluation (sparse approach) and once using a full evaluation (dense
approach)—the latter represents the conventional reference approach.

We investigate the scalability for a fixed problem size (i.e., strong scalability) for both the dense
and the sparse approach, with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 threads. The execution times of the major parts of the
sparse flux calculation (a)–(d) are tracked individually.

A single node of the Vienna Scientific Cluster 3 (VSC-3) [34] is used for all simulations. This node
has 64 GB main memory and is comprised of two Intel Xeon E5-2660v2 Sandy Bridge EP processors
with 10 physical cores on each processor running at 2.20 GHz. Hence, a total of 20 physical and 40
logical cores are available.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Performance and Accuracy

The results at different times T during the etching simulation of the dielectric layer when using
the sparse surface approach with threshold values tflux = 10 % and tangle = 0.1 for the refinement
condition (3) are shown in Figure 7. The left and right part of each image in Figure 7 shows the results
for level-set resolution of 128 and 32 cells per unit length, respectively. Significant rounding of sharp
geometrical features is visible for the lower resolution, which is expected due to the implicit level-set
representation. Especially for thin material regions (e.g., the etch stop layer), the influence of the
level-set resolution is noticeable.

(a) T = 0.0 (b) T ≈ 0.5 (c) T ≈ 1.0

Figure 7. Resulting material regions of the multi-material etching simulation of the dielectric layer for
resolution 128 (left half of each figure) and 32 (right half) at different times T.

The sparse sets (colored in red) for resolution 64 at identical times T as in Figure 7 are shown in
Figure 8. Due to the design of the refinement condition (3), the density of the sparse cells increases
towards sharp geometrical features as well as in regions of high flux deviation. Additionally, the
material interfaces (dmax is set to 0 at interfaces) are captured within the sparse set. The ratio of the
number of cells used in the dense approach to the number of active cells selected with the sparse
approach is defined as

xrel =
ndense
nsparse

(5)

and ranges from 5.5 to 7.4 in Figure 8.
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(a) T = 0.0, xrel = 7.4 (b) T ≈ 0.5, xrel = 6.9 (c) T ≈ 1.0, xrel = 5.5

Figure 8. Active cells marked in red for dmax = 32 using resolution 64 at different timesteps.

The factor xrel denotes the theoretical limit for the obtainable speedup S (6), which is the ratio of the
flux calculation runtime of the dense approach over the flux calculation runtime of the sparse approach:

S =
timeflux

dense

timeflux
sparse

. (6)

To judge the accuracy of the sparse approach, the differences in the surface positions between
the sparse and the dense approach are calculated using a fixed timestep interval. A constant
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number of αCFL = 0.4 is used throughout the simulation [35]. For each
surface point, the closest distance (surface deviation) between the two surface meshes is computed.

For the three different resolutions (32, 64, 128), the relative cell factors xrel, the obtained speedups,
and the maximum surface deviations are depicted in Figure 9. For a level-set resolution of 32, we obtain
speedups between 1.9 and 2.5 (see Figure 9a), which is about 46% below the theoretical maximum of 4.6.
The obtained speedup increases with increasing level-set resolution, which can be seen in Figure 9b,c:
for a resolution of 64, we achieve speedups from 2.8 to 4.4, where xrel reaches at most 7.7. With a
resolution of 128, we obtain speedups ranging from 4.1 to 7.0 where xrel peaks at 14.6. The observed gap
between the actual speedup S and the theoretical limit (xrel) stems from the computational overhead
occurring in the sparse method, which is investigated in detail in Section 3.3. The total runtimes of the
dense and the sparse simulations are shown in Table 3 for different resolutions.

(a) Resolution 32 (b) Resolution 64 (c) Resolution 128

Figure 9. Ratio between dense and sparse number of cells xrel, Speedup S, and maximum surface
deviation (Dev) for level-set resolution of (a) 32, (b) 64, and (c) 128 using the default values for both
refinement conditions (tflux = 10% and tangle = 0.1). The average values are depicted in Figure 10.
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Table 3. Total simulation runtimes for different level-set resolutions using the dense and
sparse approach.

Resolution Runtime Dense [min] Runtime Sparse [min]

32 22 12
64 159 60
128 1 209 311

Figure 9c shows that the resulting maximum surface deviations are below 1.8 grid cells for the
highest resolution (i.e., 128), whereas the maximum deviations for resolution 32 and 64 stay below 0.7
and 1.6 grid cells, respectively. These maximum deviations occur in the vias, where for resolutions
32 and 64 the deviations are about 3% and 1.1% of the size of the via, respectively. For the highest
resolution of 128 the maximum deviations correspond to 0.6% of the via size, so the relative maximum
deviation decreases with increased resolution. The peak of the maximum surface deviation is for all
resolutions around T = 1.0, where the etching process reaches the bottom of the via (diffusion barrier),
and the high vertical surface velocities occurring in the dielectric are not present anymore. Therefore,
in the following timesteps, the maximum surface deviations remain more or less static.

3.2. Impact of Variation of Threshold Values

The sensitivity of the results with respect to the choice of threshold values used in the refinement
condition (3) is presented in the following. Figure 10 shows the average speedup and the average xrel
obtained for flux thresholds tflux of 5, 10, and 20% and normal angle thresholds tangle of 0.05, 0.1, and
0.2 using three different level-set resolutions (32, 64, and 128).

(a) Resolution 32 (b) Resolution 64 (c) Resolution 128

Figure 10. Average speedups Savg (solid lines) and average ratios xavg
rel (dotted lines) for three different

flux (red, blue, green) and three different normal angle thresholds (x-axis) for level-set resolutions of
(a) 32, (b) 64, and (c) 128.

For simulations with a level-set resolution of 32 (Figure 10a), the ratio xrel increases with
increasing normal angle as well as with increasing flux rate threshold, most prominently for
tflux = 20%. The reason for this effect is that the condition if a point has to be added to the sparse
set is based on either a violation of the flux rate threshold or the normal angle threshold. Therefore,
the higher the flux or the normal angle threshold, the smaller the number of points in the sparse
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set. This also holds for the other two level-set resolutions depicted in Figure 10b,c. As stated before,
the discrepancy between the ratios and the achieved speedup shows the computational overhead
introduced with the iterative partitioning scheme (Section 3.3).

The influence of the threshold variations on the surface deviations is summarized in Table 4. We
categorize the surface cell deviations in bins of size 0.1 ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 and above 0.4. The
table contains the percentage of the respective bin population. For all resolutions, an increase in the
thresholds leads to an increase in the deviations. The percentage of the surface with a deviation above
0.4 increases from the smallest (tangle = 0.05, tflux = 5) to the highest (tangle = 0.2, tflux = 20) threshold
configurations, from 0.02 to 0.68% for resolution 32. For resolutions 64 and 128, the percentage of cells
having a deviation above 0.4 increases from 0.28 to 3.8% and 0.27 to 5.62%, respectively.

Table 4. Distribution of surface deviations (normalized to the cell size) at T ≈ 1.0 for different level-set
resolutions, normal angle, and flux thresholds. The population of the bins is given in percent.

Resolution 32

Angle 0.05 0.1 0.2
Flux 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

Deviation

0.0–0.1 98.62 98.05 98.45 94.40 93.66 89.67 91.12 86.24 81.33
0.1–0.2 1.17 1.57 1.26 4.31 4.97 8.65 5.55 7.06 10.82
0.2–0.3 0.15 0.22 0.18 1.10 1.27 1.49 2.37 3.37 4.84
0.3–0.4 0.04 0.10 0.07 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.87 2.74 2.33

>0.4 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.01 0.08 0.08 0.58 0.68

Resolution 64

Angle 0.05 0.1 0.2
Flux 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

Deviation

0.0–0.1 96.42 92.91 92.55 96.10 89.69 85.26 95.73 88.42 80.42
0.1–0.2 2.63 5.84 6.05 2.93 7.99 8.52 3.31 9.01 9.88
0.2–0.3 0.46 0.71 0.80 0.51 1.67 3.14 0.51 1.88 3.76
0.3–0.4 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.18 0.36 1.89 0.17 0.37 2.13

>0.4 0.28 0.29 0.32 0.27 0.30 1.19 0.27 0.31 3.80

Resolution 128

Angle 0.05 0.1 0.2
Flux 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

Deviation

0.0–0.1 88.11 84.26 84.26 86.08 80.20 76.90 85.46 78.55 73.65
0.1–0.2 8.92 9.89 9.59 10.35 11.60 11.69 10.68 12.24 12.11
0.2–0.3 2.19 3.66 3.54 2.56 4.56 4.92 2.70 5.16 5.77
0.3–0.4 0.50 1.38 1.57 0.68 2.13 2.26 0.76 2.26 2.86

>0.4 0.27 0.81 1.04 0.32 1.51 4.23 0.40 1.79 5.62

3.3. Parallel Scalability

For the scalability investigation of the dense and the sparse approach, we evaluated the flux
calculation execution times for both using 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 threads. The thresholds in the sparse
approach were set to (tangle = 0.1 and tflux = 10).

Figure 11 depicts the average execution times and average speedups of the flux calculation using
both, the dense (dotted lines) and the sparse (solid lines) approach. The average execution time using
the sparse set for the flux calculation is always below the dense set’s time, with the biggest difference
occurring for a level-set resolution of 128. Here, the sparse set using one thread and 16 threads is about
7.5 and 3.4 times faster, respectively. The scaling for all resolutions is better with the dense approach
where the difference to the sparse set speedup increases for higher resolutions. Using the dense
approach with the highest level-set resolution of 128, the resulting speedup with 16 threads is 26%
larger than the one from the sparse set. The differences in the execution times, especially for smaller
thread counts, originate from the difference in the used number of surface cells for the flux calculation.
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However, with increasing thread count, the gap between the execution times of the two approaches
shrinks, but the sparse method still outperforms the reference approach for 16 threads. The scaling of
the sparse set method is better for the lowest resolution of 32, but the sparse speedup for 16 threads is
still 26% below the dense speedup. For resolutions 64 and 128, the sparse speedup is about 40% and
55% below the dense’s, respectively.

(a) Execution Times (b) Speedups

Figure 11. Execution times and speedups at various level-set resolution for the dense and sparse flux
calculation approach.

(a) 1 Thread (b) 16 Threads

Figure 12. Contribution of the four major steps in the sparse flux calculation algorithm using 1 and 16
threads for different level-set resolutions: initial partitioning of the cells for the sparse set (blue), initial
flux calculation (red), iterative refinement (purple), and the corresponding flux calculation (green).
Miscellaneous (yellow) accounts for any other occurring overhead within the sparse set algorithm, e.g.,
computing the local flux deviations from the global maximum flux.
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Figure 12 shows the different shares of the overall execution times for 1 to 16 threads for a single
timestep. For the serial case (Figure 12a), the time spent for the refinement of the sparse set is only
about 3%, whereas the flux calculation for the refined surface cells accounts for about 87%. This
relation changes for 16 threads (Figure 12b) where the share for the refinement step increases nearly
10 times to about 32%, and the share of flux calculation for the refined cells decreases to about 56%.
The data shown in Figure 12 shows that the serial refinement step for the creation of the sparse set is
a bottleneck in our approach. Hence, the limited scalability compared to the dense set approach (cf.
Figure 11). Although the scalability within the sparse set is limited, it still significantly outperforms
the dense set approach in terms of execution time.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that the flux calculation for a multi-material etching simulation of a dielectric
layer in the Dual-Damascene process can be accelerated using our recently developed multi-material
interface-aware surface evaluation approach. For different surface resolutions and threshold values
for the flux difference and the normal angle deviation in our refinement condition for the sparse
set, we obtain speedups from 1.9 to 8.0. Our approach introduces minor surface deviations in the
surface positions, where the maxima occur inside the vias and are below two grid cells for the highest
resolution, corresponding to about 0.6% of the via size. For the lowest resolution, we obtain deviations
below 0.7 grid cells which corresponds to 3% of the via size. We evaluated the scalability for a fixed
problem size for up to 16 threads, revealing a nearly linear scaling for up to four threads for both the
dense and the sparse set approach. Currently, the serial implementation of the iterative partitioning
limits the speedup to roughly 50% of the theoretical limit, i.e., the ratio of the size of the dense and
sparse set. However, our sparse approach still massively outperforms the conventional approach in
terms of execution time. We plan to overcome this limitation by adopting the partitioning scheme to
allow for a parallel implementation.

To increase the general applicability of the presented approach, we also aim to support reemitted
flux. Either the already existing sparse set is reused and further refined where necessary or a dedicated
sparse set is created in each subsequent reemission step. Additionally, it could be an advantage to
adapt the refinement condition for the calculation of the reemitted flux distributions.
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